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This issue of Clinical and Development Immunology
addresses the need for the improvement in understanding the
immunological interaction between myeloma cells, immune
cells, and the microenvironment as well as the development
of more efficient immunotherapies in multiple myeloma.
Multiple myeloma is a malignancy which accounts for 14%
of all hematological malignancies and for nearly 2% of all
cancers. Despite progress in understanding of the disease
biology and improvement in therapeutic options in the
recent years, multiple myeloma remains an incurable disease.
A long-lasting remission after donor lymphocyte infusion
in patients with relapsed disease after allogeneic stem cell
transplantation, the cytotoxic effect of new immunomod-
ulating agents such as thalidomide and lenalidomide and
immunotherapy in vitro models strongly supported the
efficacy of immunotherapy-based therapy.

The problem of the immune escape is highlighted by
an excellent review of S. Rutella and F. Locatelli, which
summarized the current knowledge of molecular deter-
mination of immune evasion in multiple myeloma. The
impaired immune response is demonstrated by S. Kobold
et al., who clearly showed a lower tetanus and influenza
specific immune response in myeloma patients. In their
long traditional analysis of IgG antibody responses against
influenza virus and tetanus toxoid as a surrogate marker for
B-cell mediated immunity they found a correlation between
the decrease of immune reactivity and progressing disease
suggesting the importance of immunoparesis in multiple
myeloma patients. The need of better understanding of the
interaction of different T-cell populations as well as the
role of dendritic cells is summarized by W. M. T. Braga

et al. and N. Pham et al. Also other cells of the innate
immune system such as NK cells could play an active role
in cell-based immunotherapy. More recently the importance
of NK-cells and the emerging role of KIR receptors have
been reported for allogeneic stem cell transplantation includ-
ing multiple myeloma. S. Heidenreich et al. investigated
inhibitory leukocyte immunoglobulin like receptor 1 (LIR-1)
as a non-KIR inhibitory NK-cell receptor on cytotoxicity of
myeloma cells. Interestingly, the author found effective lysis
of several myeloma cell lines by NK cells from NK-92 cell
line, but inhibition of LIR-1 with antibodies did not increase
cytotoxicity of NK-92 cells.

The search for optimal myeloma antigen for more
specific cell therapy such as T-cell mediated therapy or
vaccination therapy is summarized by L. Zhang et al.
and F. Carvalho et al. reported the increasing interest in
targeting cancer testis antigens, which interestingly are highly
expressed on myeloma cells.

Finally, the current knowledge about immunotherapy is
excellently summarized by A. Nagler’s group. Overall, this
timely issue addresses the emerging role of the immune
system and immunotherapy in multiple myeloma. The
editors hope that the readers will find “food for thoughts”
for further basic and clinical research to improve treatment
options and outcome in multiple myeloma.

Nicolaus Kröger
Mohamad Mohty

Arnon Nagler
Qing Yi
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The role of different receptors in natural-killer- (NK-) cell-mediated cytotoxicity against multiple myeloma (MM) cells is
unknown. We investigated if an enhancement of NK-cell-mediated cytotoxicity against MM could be reached by blocking of the
inhibitory leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor 1 (LIR-1). Our investigations revealed high levels of LIR-1 expression not only
on the NK cell line NK-92, but also on myeloma cells (MOLP-8, RPMI8226) as well as on a lymphoblastoid cell line (LBCL; IM-9).
Subsequent cytotoxicity assays were designed to show the isolated effects of LIR-1 blocking on either the effector or the tumor side
to rule out receptor-receptor interactions. Although NK-92 was shown to be capable of myeloma cell lysis, inhibition of LIR-1 on
NK-92 did not enhance cytotoxicity. Targeting the receptor on MM and LBCL did not also alter NK-92- mediated lysis. We come
to the conclusion that LIR-1 alone does not directly influence NK-cell-mediated cytotoxicity against myeloma. To our knowledge,
this work provides the first investigation of the inhibitory capability of LIR-1 in NK-92-mediated cytotoxicity against MM and the
first functional evaluation of LIR-1 on MM and LBCL.

1. Introduction

Understanding of NK cell function has undergone a long
process since their identification in 1975 [1]. NK cells have
initially been regarded as part of the innate immune system,
not allowing any modulation of action with respect to their
changing microenvironment. Their pattern of inhibitory
and activating receptors was considered to be sufficient to
adequately detect tumor cells by the lack of human leukocyte
antigen (HLA) class I molecules. Those tumor cells were
killed instantly and without any obvious need of coactivation
by other cells of the immune system [2]. This unique
feature among lymphocytes has now been understood to
be only the basic function of response, which is completed
by diverse interactions with especially dendritic cells (DC)
and T cells [3]. NK cells do extensively communicate with
their surroundings, and their still-not-fully-deciphered set of

receptors detects changes in the normal surface pattern on all
types of tissues.

NK cell receptors are functionally divided into activating
and inhibitory receptors. Their main ligands are major his-
tocompatibility complex I (MHC-I) molecules, while some
of the receptors can directly recognize specific antigens on
bacteria or damaged cells. Mainly three different subclasses
of NK-cell receptors (NKRs) can be distinguished.

LIR and killer immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) are
type I transmembrane proteins of the immunoglobulin-like
receptor superfamily (IgSF). Both recognize classical HLA
class I molecules, while LIR can also interact with nonclas-
sical HLA class I and bacteria with low binding affinities
[2, 4–6]. The second group of natural cytotoxicity receptors
(NCRs) also belongs to type I transmembrane proteins but
has poorly defined ligands. Type II transmembrane proteins
of the C-lectin type superfamily include natural killer cell
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lectin-like receptor group 2 (NKG2) receptors that form
heterodimers with CD94 [2].

LIRs are expressed on subsets of NK cells and T cells,
as well as on monocytes, B cells, and DC, with the widest
distribution for LIR-1 [7–10].

LIR-1 is an inhibitory receptor also known as im-
munoglobulin-like transcript 2 (ILT-2)/CD85j or leukocyte
immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily B member 1 (LIL-
RB1) [7]. It has first been detected in searching for the
counterpart of UL18, a cytomegalovirus encoded HLA class
I homolog that is expressed on infected cells [8, 11, 12].

MM is an incurable disease that is characterized by
the clonal proliferation of terminally differentiated plasma
cells [13, 14]. Stem cell transplantation (SCT) is so far the
only option to achieve long time remission of the disease
[15]. To improve the outcome of MM patients, approaches
like immunomodulation and cellular therapy are under
investigation. NK cells are an attractive candidate for im-
mune therapy. They kill tumor cells without antigen-specific
priming [2] and are the the predominant lymphocyte subset
within the first 90 days after transplantation [16–19]. LIR-1
is one of the main inhibitory NK cell receptors in this early
phase after SCT [10, 16, 20].

We therefore investigated the influence of LIR-1 on
myeloma defeat. Hereby, we studied the effects of LIR-1
blocking of NK-92 as well as on a panel of tumor cell lines
including MM. To our knowledge, these experiments provide
the first data concerning the influence of isolated LIR-1
inhibition on NK cells with respect to myeloma cell lysis.
Moreover, they provide the first functional study of LIR-1
on MM and on other tumor entities, taking into account its
broad distribution among tissues.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Cells. Unless otherwise stated, all media and supple-
ments were obtained from Life Technologies. Natural killer
cell line NK-92 was cultured in alpha-MEM supplemented
with Earl’s Salts and L-Glutamine, 12.5% equine serum,
12.5% fetal calf serum, 0.2 mM inositol (Sigma-Aldrich),
0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.02 mM folic
acid (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% PenStrep. Cells were splitted
every third day and received 200 U/mL rhIL-2 (CellSystems)
with the fresh medium. Myeloma cell line MOLP-8 was
cultured in RPMI1640 with 20% FCS and 1% PenStrep
while IM-9, RPMI 8226, HL60, and K562 received the same
medium and antibiotics but only 10% FCS. COS-7 cells were
cultured in DMEM with 10% FCS and 1% PenStrep. JEG-3
was grown in Ham’s F12 with 10% FCS and 1% PenStrep.

2.2. Flow Cytometry. Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) were
phycoerythrin- (PE-) conjugated CD2 (RPA-2.10, BDP
harmingen), CD159a (Z199, Beckman Coulter), CD85j
(HP-F1, Beckman Coulter); Pacific Blue-conjugated CD16
(MOPC-21, BD Pharmingen); fluorescein isothiocyanate-
(FITC-) conjugated CD25 (B1.49.9, Beckman Coulter) and
anti-IgG (goat polyclonal anti-mouse IgG, Abcam); allo-
phycocyanin (APC)-stained CD56 (B159, BD Pharmingen)

as well as appropriate isotype controls. Unconjugated anti-
HLA-I (HP-1F7) was obtained from Santa Cruz, anti-HLA-
G (MEM-G/09) and -E (MEM-E/08) were obtained from
Abcam. 7-Amino-Actinomycin D (7AAD, BD Pharmingen)
was used to analyze dead cells. 20 μL Anti-A, B reagent was
used in each sample to block unspecific bindings (Ortho-
Clinical Diagnostics). Cells were incubated with the antibody
or isotype control for 30 minutes at 4◦C, washed with PBS
and, if appropriate, stained with a secondary antibody
followed by an additional washing step. All samples were
additionally stained with 7AAD. Fluorescence was measured
on a BD FACSCanto II flow cytometer and BD FACSDIVA
Software v.6.1.3 (Becton Dickinson) was used for data
analysis.

2.3. Transfection of COS-7 Cells with LIR-1. As a positive
control for western blot experiments, COS-7 cells were trans-
fected with pCMV6-AC vector encoding for LIR-1 (OriGene)
or pCMV6-XL5 as a mock control (OriGene), using FuGene
HD Transfection Reagent (Promega) [21, 22]. All steps were
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The vector was multiplied by transformation of E.coli cells
(One Shot TOP10/P3 competent cells) with subsequent
purification of the plasmids (Qiagen EndoFree Plasmid Maxi
Kit).

2.4. Western Blot Analysis. Western blot was used to analyze
expressed surface molecules of effector and target cells [23,
24]. Proteins were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) under reducing
conditions. Gels (Life Technologies) were blotted onto
nitrocellulose membranes (Whatman). Membranes were
blocked for one hour with TBS-T buffer (0.05 M Tris-HCL,
0.15 M sodium chloride, 0.1% Tween 20) containing 3%
nonfat dry milk. Incubation with the anti-LIR-1 (VMP55,
Santa Cruz) was done overnight at 4◦C under gentle agi-
tation. After extensive washing with TBS-T, secondary one-
hour incubation with horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated
goat anti-mouse IgG (R&D Systems) was completed with
additional washing. Membranes were stained with enhanced
chemiluminescence agent (GE Healthcare) and exposed to
X-ray film (GE Healthcare). To confirm equal loading of all
gel chambers, membranes were stripped from the specific
antibody using Re-Blot solution (Millipore), followed by
additional staining of β-Actin (ACTB, C4, Santa Cruz).

2.5. Cytotoxicity Assays. Cytolysis was determined in 4-
hour chromium-release assays (CRAs) according to standard
protocols [25–27]. Briefly, NK-92 and target cells were
seeded out in fresh medium one day before functional
assays. The next day target cells were labeled with 100 μCi
sodium-51-chromate (51Cr) for 1.5 hours at 37◦C in a
humidified incubator with 5% CO2. Two washing steps were
performed with PBS (Life Technologies) and assay medium
(RPMI1640, 10% FCS, 1% PenStrep; Life Technologies),
respectively. Cells were resuspended to a dilution of 5 × 103

cells/100 μL. NK-92 and tumor cells were coincubated at
various effector : target (E : T) ratios in U-bottom microtiter
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Figure 1: Expression of surface antigens. (a). Flow cytometric phenotyping of all cell lines was done with mABs against LIR-1, CD56, CD16,
CNKG2A, CD2, and CD25 as shown for NK-92. (b). Surface antigen expression on NK-92 and tumor cell lines. Values given as % positive
staining after subtraction of isotype control.
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Figure 2: LIR-1 expression on NK-92 and target cells. Western
blot analysis of LIR-1 expression on NK-92 cells and tumor cell
lines. Untreated as well as LIR-1 or mock transfected COS-7 cells
negative and positive controls, respectively. After film development,
the membrane was stripped and reincubated with ACTB antibodies
as a loading control. 4 μg anti-LIR-1 and 10 μg anti-ACTB (1 : 1000)
were used for antigen detection. Lanes contended 35 μg of total
protein. As also shown by flow cytometric analysis, NK-92 as well
as IM-9 and MOLP-8 expresses high levels of LIR-1, whereas no
detection of LIR-1 was possible on HL60 and K562 cells.

plates at a total of 200 μL assay medium. Maximum lysis or
spontaneous release (SR) of 51Cr were induced by adding 5%
Triton-X or assay medium to 100 μL target cells, respectively.
All samples were plated out in triplicates. Prior to the 4-
hour incubation period, plates were carefully centrifuged
to facilitate E : T contact. After incubation and additional
centrifugation, 25 μL supernatant were transferred to a 96-
well plate (Isoplate 96, PerkinElmer). To each well, 150 μL
scintillation liquid were added (Rotiszint eco plus, Carl
Roth). Plates were closed with Viewseal foils (Greiner Bio-
One). Suspension was mixed thoroughly for 15 minutes at
19◦C on an Eppendorf thermomixer and then measured
at Wallac Trilux 1450 Microbeta Counter, Windows WS V.
2.70.004, PerkinElmer). The percentage of specific lysis was
calculated as follows:[

c.p.m. experimental release− c.p.m. SR
c.p.m. maximum release− c.p.m. SR

]
× 100. (1)

Results are shown as the mean of at least three independent
experiments. In all experiments, SR was <20% [28].

2.6. Blocking Experiments. Blocking antibodies were anti-
NKG2A (CD159a, IgG2b, Z199 BeckmanCoulter) anti-LIR-
1 (CD85j, 292319, IgG2b, R&D Systems) and anti-HLA-I
(HP-1-F7, IgG1, Santa Cruz), which blocks HLA-A, -B, -
C, -E, and -G engagement [10, 29, 30]. IgG1 (11711) and
IgG2b (20116, both from R&D Systems) were used as isotype
controls. F(ab′)2 fragments (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were
used to prevent ADCC [27, 30]. Controls without F(ab′)2

are explicitly named. Toxicity of any of the used reagents was
carefully ruled out (Figure 8).

2.7. Blocking of Effector Cells. CRA were performed as
described above. Heat inactivated human serum (HS)
was obtained after informed consent from healthy volun-
teers. NK-92 cells were preincubated in RPMI1640 with 1%

PenStrep and 10% HS for 30 minutes and kept within the
same medium during additional 30 minutes of incubation
with mAb concentrations of 0.1, 1 and 10 μg/mL, respec-
tively. Target cells were prepared as described above. NK-
92 cells were washed twice to avoid interactions of the mAb
with the later on coincubated target cell line. Cells were
adjusted for a fix E : T ratio of 1.25 : 1, using 5 × 103 target
cells/100 μL as before. In some of the experiments, this step
was followed by additional preincubation with 11 μg/mL
F(ab′)2 15 minutes prior to coincubation of NK and tumor
cells. In samples classified as “untreated,” no F(ab′)2 was used
[30, 31]. SR was always <20% for all cell lines except from
MOLP-8, which showed a constantly high SR up to 36%
[28]. To rule out toxicity of the mAb, in four experiments
NK-92 were radioactively labeled (51CrNK) and treated as
the unlabeled cells in a parallel series to the blocking assays.
51CrNK showed SR < 6% for all conditions with a standard
deviation (SD) < 3%. No differences related to parameters
F(ab′)2, antibody or concentration could be detected within
statistical analysis [30].

2.8. Blocking of Tumor Cells. Target cells were incubated with
1 μg/mL of the respective mAb at a cell density of 5 × 104

cells/mL. Procedure and incubation times were the same as
described for NK cells. F(ab′)2 was used at a concentration of
1.7 μg/mL for all samples, inclusively the “untreated” control.
Tumor cell incubation with mAb led to SR of <25% for
MOLP-8 and RPMI8226 and up to 11% for all other cells.

2.9. Statistics. To control for indirect effects, statistical
interpretation was done by multivariate Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA). In all calculations, specific lysis was defined as the
dependent variable. Antibodies, concentrations of the mAb,
the targets and the use or no use of F(ab′)2 were defined
as independent variables. Wherever appropriate, interdepen-
dencies between the variables were taken into account. All
calculations were done by SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics Version
19, Release 19.0.0).

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of NK-92 and Tumor Cell Lines. NK-
92 was found to express high levels of LIR-1 based on
flow cytometric analysis (Figure 1). We confirmed a high
expression of NKG2A and CD25, as well as small amounts
of FcγRIII (CD16) [10]. Hereby, but not regarding LIR-1
expression, NK-92 cells share important similarities with the
CD56bright subset of NK cells [32].

LIR-1 was present on myeloma cells as well as on IM-
9, but no target cell line expressed NKG2A. Western blot
analysis confirmed the pattern of LIR-1 expression, and
the strength of band representation reflected the staining
intensity detected by flow cytometry (Figure 2). LIR-1 or
mock-transfected as well as naı̈ve COS-7 served as positive
and negative controls, respectively. For evaluation of HLA
class I expression, K562 served as negative controls. All cell
lines except K562 were HLA class I positive which correlated
with earlier investigations for MM (Figure 3) [13, 33]. LIR-1
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3: HLA expression. (a). Representative flow cytometric gating strategy for analysis of HLA expression on all used cell lines (shown
for RPMI8226). All cells were stained with anti-HLA-I/-E/-G IgG1, followed by secondary goat anti-mouse IgG1 FITC. (b). HLA class I
molecules were detectable on all cell lines except for negative control K562. JEG-3 were strongly positive for HLA-6, while detection on
NK92 and HL60 was marginal. HLA-E as the ligand for NK62A lacked on all cell linesexcept on minor staining on IM-9.
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stimulated with 200 U/ml IL-2 the day before the assay.

has a broad spectrum of ligands, but its binding properties
are weak. As HLA-G is the strongest binding partner, we
evaluated HLA-G expression on all cell lines [4, 6, 34, 35].
Only JEG-3 were positive for HLA-G. Thus, interaction of
LIR-1 in later-on conducted CRA was restricted to other
binding partners.

The choice of NK-92 and those distinct tumor cell lines
instead of primary cells allowed an isolated view on the
inhibitory capacities of LIR-1. No increase of cytotoxicity
due to blockade of NKG2A could be expected in subsequent
blocking assays, for no target cell line expressed the only
known NKG2A ligand HLA-E [36]. Furthermore, NK-92
has been described before to lack inhibitory KIR molecules
[37, 38].

Other inhibitory LIRs that can be found on NK cells are
only LIR-3 (ILT5) and LIR-8 as well as soluble LIR-4 for
which the ligands are not yet detected [6].

LIR-1 could therefore be considered to be the only known
major inhibitory receptor in this context and was expressed
at high levels (Figures 1 and 2). Influence of so far unknown
inhibitory receptors was ruled out by selective blockade of
LIR-1.

Due to these findings, we considered the use of NK-92
and the chosen tumor cell lines as an ideal system to study
the discrete influence of LIR-1 on modulation of NK-cell
cytotoxicity.

3.2. Myeloma Cells Are Highly Susceptible to NK-92 Mediated
Killing. Cytotoxicity of NK-92 against a panel of tumor cell
lines was investigated in CRA at different E : T ratios (Figure
4) [28]. MM cell lines and IM-9 were efficiently lysed by NK-
92, with highest results for IM-9 (E : T 10 : 1; specific lysis
69.9 ± 6.3%) followed by MOLP-8 (29.8 ± 3.9%), K652

(22.6 ± 7.6%), and RPMI8226 (21.3 ± 3.6%). HL60 was
almost resistant to lysis (4.5 ± 2.5%).

3.3. Blocking of LIR-1 on NK-92 Does Not Increase Target
Cell Lysis. To evaluate the influence of LIR-1 in myeloma
cell lysis, mAbs were used to block LIR-1 receptor-ligand
interactions. As target cells lacked the expression of the HLA-
E molecule, blocking of NKG2A was not expected to alter
the results but was conducted as a negative control. No
significant increase of tumor cell lysis could be achieved by
any of the mAbs despite high concentrations (Figure 5).

As specific lysis of target cells by NK-92 was found to
be independent from mAb concentration and type, results
are presented as means of the used concentrations (0.1/
1/10 μg/mL) or in a separate bar as means of concentration
and mAbs (CD85j, CD159a, and IgG2b) (Figure 6). For
MOLP-8, RPMI8226 and HL60, a significant influence of
F(ab′)2 towards a decreased lysis seemed to be relevant, but
it could not be taken into account.

What first might appear as a protective effect of the
applied F(ab′)2 towards a reduced lysis of target cells could
also be observed in the untreated sample and must therefore
be considered to be a side effect caused by cell culture
procedure. Only experiments with K562 were performed at
the same day with and without F(ab′)2 and the observed
specific lysis of K562 was the same for both experimental
rows. This confirms the thesis of culture side effect to be
responsible for significant changes in experimental results.

It is possible that LIR-1 influence could not be measured,
if a maximum level of NK-activation had already been
achieved before blocking of the inhibitory receptor [38, 39].
Interleukin (IL)-2 requirement during cell culture, induction
of the high potential activating receptor NKp44 by IL-2
[40], and origin of NK-92 from rapidly progressive NK cell
lymphoma [38, 41] favor a preactivated condition.

3.4. Blocking of Neither LIR-1 Nor HLA Class I on Target Cells
Increases Target Cell Lysis. As expected, HLA-A, -B, -C, -E,
and -G blockade on tumor cells did not show any influence
on lysis (Figure 7) since blocking of LIR-1 as the only
relevant inhibitory NK cell receptor on NK-92 had already
not modulated cytotoxicity. We also decided to selectively
block LIR-1 receptors on the tumor cells before coincubation
with NK-92. Though not being likely to directly change NK-
cell properties, LIR-1 expression might contribute to MM
resistance in so far unknown ways as its role in immune
regulations is still fairly unknown (discussed below). As
LIR-1 surface expression increases during B-cell and DC
maturation [42], it might be directly involved in cell-
cell interactions that promote survival and growth. In our
experiments, LIR-1 expression on target cells seemed not
responsible for a resistance to lysis (Figure 7).

3.5. mAb or F(ab′)2 Have No Toxic Effects on NK-92 under
Experimental Conditions. To rule out toxic effects of mAb,
NK-92 were labeled with 51Cr and incubated with the
respective mAb in parallel to the conducted experiments.
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Figure 5: Blocking of CD85j and CD159a on NK-92 does not increase specific lysis. Blocking assays were performed as 4-hour CRA. NK-92
were preincubated with human serum and treated with the respective mAb (0.1, 1 and 10 μg/mL). E : T ratio of 1.25 : 1 was used throughout
all experiments with a total of 5× 103 target cells/200 μl. Results are shown as means of triplicates of at least three independent experiments.
(a/b): F(ab′)2 was added after the last washing step prior to coincubation with target cells and maintained within the medium throughout
the whole experimental period. (C/D): Samples without F(ab′)2. In samples classified as “untreated”, neither F(ab′)2 nor Abs were used. SR
was always <20% for all cell lines except from MOLP-8, which showed a constantly high SR up to 36%. Statistical analysis was performed by
ANOVA and did not show any significant effect of Ab use.

In four independent experiments, no harmful effect of anti-
LIR-1, anti-NKG2A or F(ab′)2 could be observed (Figure 8).

3.6. F(ab′)2 Stabilize Pattern of Tumor Lysis. Although not
significantly affecting tumor lysis, there seemed to be an
important influence of the F(ab′)2 fragments (Figure 9).
They stabilized the results even though prior evaluation of
surface molecules did only show very low amounts of CD16
(see above). Apart from outliers, use of F(ab′)2 seemed to
even out mAb effects in the blocking experiments, leading

to values that oscillate close to the origin in both directions
(a). Sparing those fragments decreased relative lysis, predom-
inantly relevant for MOLP-8 and RPMI8226 cells. Only K562
cells rendered more susceptible to NK mediated lysis with a
lack of F(ab′)2 though not at a significant level (b).

4. Discussion

The aim of the present investigations was to evaluate if
LIR-1 on NK cells inhibits NK-92 mediated cytotoxicity
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day and within the same panel. For all other target cells, tests
including F(ab′)2 were performed first and were followed by those
without additional treatment 1 week later. Though IM-9 renders
more susceptible to lysis to a nonsignificant degree, time is the
factor most likely to be taken into account, for targets incubated
with “untreated” NK cells showed the same changes in sensitivity
towards lysis.

against different tumor cell lines. Secondly, presence of LIR-
1 on the target cells was validated concerning its influence
NK cell mediated lysis. LIR-1 was assumed to be the only
relevant inhibitory receptor on NK-92 as stated above
(characterization of NK-92 and tumor cell lines) [38]. Sur-
prisingly, no inhibitory influence of LIR-1 on NK-92 within
cytotoxicity assays against different tumor cell lines could be
detected after treatment with specific antibodies against LIR-
1 (Figures 5–7).

By now, involvement of LIR-1 in protecting the fetus
from abortion has become common immunological knowl-
edge, and so has the adoption of this mechanism by
tumor cells by expressing the LIR-1 ligand HLA-G [43–45].
Furthermore, viruses express highly affinitive LIR-1 ligands
for protection against immune defense and LIR-1 serves as a
receptor for bacterial detection [5, 8]. Data about the specific
role of this receptor in “normal” action of lymphocytes,
especially NK cells, are more conflicting and rare. While
LIR-1 inhibition of T cell and monocyte activation has less
refer to experimental settings in which HLA-G was not
present on the target cell [46–48]. Available publications
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Figure 7: Blocking of LIR-1 and HLA on tumor cells does not lead
to increased lysis by NK-92 cells. LIR-1 (CD85j) and HLA class I
molecules of the tumor cell lines were blocked as before on the NK-
92 cells. After incubation and extended washing, standard CRA were
performed. Neither LIR-1 nor HLA blocking showed significant
increase of tumor cell lysis. All experiments were performed with
the use of F(ab′)2 to prevent ADCC. Statistical analysis performed
by ANOVA excluded any significant effect of either isotype or
Ab on target cell lysis, compared to untreated samples. Discrete
investigation of K562 treatment, performed as a comparison of
cumulated values for all Ab-incubated samples with or without
F(ab′)2, excluded any influence of additional F(ab′)2 on the results
(P = 0.218).

emphasize data that confirm an important inhibitory effect
of LIR-1, but a more questioning view might refer to the
number of experiments mentioned that did not deliver the
pronounced outcome. We will give a short overview of
available functional studies of LIR-1 on donor-derived NK
cells and NK cell lines in order to demonstrate the conflicting
knowledge that is available.

Godal et al. made an attempt in revealing the influence of
LIR-1 on dNK in cytotoxicity against HLA-G negative AML
and ALL blasts. Their results indicate that LIR-1 does only
serve as a weak inhibitory NK cell receptor in the absence of
HLA-G on tumor cells, but might be relevant in situations
with low KIR expression as seen within the first months after
stem cell transplantation (SCT) [10].

Other authors used merely HLA-transfected 721.221,
murine cells (P815) or immature dendritic cells (iDC) as
target cells, but often had the benefit of comparing results
from NK cell lines to the performance of NK cells derived
from healthy donors. In 2008, Yawata et al. conducted a series
of degranulation assays of dNK against HLA class I deficient
721.221 in order to investigate the involvement of distinct
receptors in “missing-self” recognition and were not able to
identify any involvement of LIR-1 [49]. More successful LIR-
1 mediated inhibition was achieved by Morel and Bellon who
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concentration was 11 μ/mL. Spontaneous release was <6%. As this
control panel was performed in parallel to regular NK-92 blocking
experiments, interferences by reagents, temperature, incubation
period, cell viability, or technical equipment can be excluded.

tested the cytotoxicity of dNK and NK-92 against HLA-G
and -B transfected 721.221 in CRA with subsequent use of
blocking antibodies [39]. Their prestudies found only 15%
of LIR-1 positive dNK to be stimulated by target contact
and these responsive dNK were chosen for the subsequent
studies. Comparative analysis of NK-92 and dNK in different
types of assays were conflicting.

No such conflict was observed by Favier et al., who incu-
bated dNK and the NK cell line NKL with 721.221-G1 and
used blocking Abs against LIR-1 and HLA-G [50]. The same
was true for Vitale et al. They incubated dNK with different
HLA transfected cell lines in standard CRA and increased
lysis by LIR-1 blockade, but unfortunately, no explicit pre-
vention of antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)
was mentioned [51]. At last, Colonna et al. showed the
expected LIR-1 influence in different experimental setups
with NKL, serotonin releasing RBL cells, as well as dNK
and donor derived LIR+ T cells (dTK) [21]. Interestingly, in
all assays with either dTK or dNK against 721.221-B∗2705,
anti-LIR-1 could only partially revert transfection-induced
inhibition, indicating either incomplete binding of anti-LIR-
1 to the receptor or the presence of other receptors apart from
LIR-1 that bind to the ligand.

Moreover, in reverse ADCC (rADCC) assays with dNK
against P815, only few clones were inhibited by LIR-1. Here
again, NK cell clones have shown to exhibit less predictable
outcomes than cell lines [21].

Summarizing the available data, NK cell lines seem to
be more reliable than dNK concerning LIR-1 mediated
downregulation of cytotoxicity. The results for polyclonal
dNK show high variances between the different clones that
are mostly not characterized in detail. Successful LIR-1 medi-
ated inhibition by HLA-transfected 721.221 has abundantly
been shown. Involvement of additional undetected receptors
could not always be excluded, and different types of assays
performed with the same effector and target cells could lead
to highly diverging results. Investigations of cytotoxicity of
dNK and donor-derived tumor cells are rare and no sufficient
information is available about the role of LIR-1 in the absence
of HLA-G. Current opinion about the inhibitory influence of
LIR-1 is predominantly based on investigations at the feto-
maternal interface or has been gained from settings in which
only a single HLA molecule was present on the target cells—
mostly HLA-G or -B on 721.221. The performed experiments
do not sufficiently cover the extensive binding capacities of
LIR-1 to HLA class I.

Although we are aware of problems concerning the
comparability of NK cell lines to donor-derived NK cells
(dNK), we have chosen an experimental setting that allows
studying isolated influence of LIR-1 on cytotoxicity. Our
major goal was to provide a model system to overcome the
common practice of using transfected target cell lines in
cytotoxicity assays. Being aware of the necessity of future
efforts to confirm the present findings in a brighter panel
of cells and cell lines, these results might provide a first step
towards a new understanding of LIR-1.

Available data do not sufficiently support the direct
implication of LIR-1 in NK cell inhibition. Upregulation of
the receptor does not necessarily favor immunosuppression
but might correlate with the acquisition of memory. LIR-1
surface expression increases during B cell and DC maturation
[42] as well as during cytomegalovirus infection [52] and
acquisition of T-cell memory [53, 54]. We suppose that
an increasing LIR-1 expression also correlates with the
acquisition of NK cell memory [55], supported by the
surveillance that a high LIR-1 level on NK cells leads to an
effective lysis of HIV-infected DC [56].

LIR-1 seems to have a high impact on regulating the
balance between activation and inhibition during immune
responses [42]. It might do so by cooperation with other
receptors like KIRs, which favor a clustering of MHC-I
[57]. As HLA-G is the only LIR-1 ligand that generates
covalent dimers and trimers at the cell surface, aggregation
might be a precondition to receptor’s activation. It has been
proposed that these complexes increase the avidity towards
LIR-1, explaining the discrepancy between the relatively low
affinity of LIR-1 to its ligand and the high relevance within
the context of fetal tolerance [58]. Homo- or heterotypic
complex formation of the LIR-1 receptor and its ligands
might be a key factor that regulates the degree of NK cell
inhibition. By this, LIR-1 might work as a rheostat of NK cell
activation. This hypothesis would fit the capability of LIR-1
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Figure 9: Use of F(ab′)2 after blocking NK-92 receptors seems to balance lysis pattern. Values show the % relative increase or decrease of
target cells lysis in a standard 4-hour CRA, calculated as follows: % relative change of specific lysis = [(% specific lysis “antibody”) − (%
specific lysis “untreated”)]/[% specific lysis “untreated”]. Though no concentration of the used mAbs showed a significant change in tumor
lysis, interesting differences in the resulting lysis-patterns could be detected. (a) Apart from outliers, use of F(ab′)2 evens out mAb effects in
the blocking experiments, leading to values that oscillate close to the origin in both directions. (b) Sparing F(ab′)2 decreases specific lysis,
predominantly for MOLP-8 and RPMI8226 cells.

to sense the overall HLA class I expression on human tissues.
An increase during aging as well as memory acquisition
could elevate the necessary threshold for activation during
a parallel process of increase of activating NK cell receptors
caused by repeated pathogen contacts.

5. Conclusions

Within the present study, no alteration of NK mediated
cytotoxicity against MM was observed after blockade of
LIR-1. Being the only functional inhibitory receptor within
this setting, major known side effects by, for example, KIR
have been ruled out. This unexpected outcome opens the
door to fruitful discussions about the complexity of LIR-1
interactions and its potential role within tumor defense. It
is very likely that the present presumptions about functions

of LIR-1 within immune regulation are far behind the real
impact. We hypothesize that LIR-1 has a key role as a
rheostat of NK cell modulation and is strongly involved in
the acquisition of NK cell memory.
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is a life-threatening haematological malignancy for which standard therapy is inadequate. Autologous
stem cell transplantation is a relatively effective treatment, but residual malignant sites may cause relapse. Allogeneic transplanta-
tion may result in durable responses due to antitumour immunity mediated by donor lymphocytes. However, morbidity and
mortality related to graft-versus-host disease remain a challenge. Recent advances in understanding the interaction between the
immune system of the patient and the malignant cells are influencing the design of clinically more efficient study protocols for
MM. Cellular immunotherapy using specific antigen-presenting cells (APCs), to overcome aspects of immune incompetence in
MM patients, has received great attention, and numerous clinical trials have evaluated the potential for dendritic cell (DC) vaccines
as a novel immunotherapeutic approach. This paper will summarize the data investigating aspects of immunity concerning MM,
immunotherapy for patients with MM, and strategies, on the way, to target the plasma cell more selectively. We also include the MM
antigens and their specific antibodies that are of potential use for MM humoral immunotherapy, because they have demonstrated
the most promising preclinical results.

1. Introduction

In spite of recent advances [1, 2], MM remains an incurable
disease, and new approaches that induce long-term tumor
regression and improve disease outcome are needed.

Autologous stem cell transplantation is a common treat-
ment for MM and results in effective cytoreduction. How-
ever, the curative outcome remains elusive due to chemo-
therapy-resistant disease [3]. A promising route to overcome
chemotherapy resistance is the development of immunother-
apeutic approaches that target and eliminate myeloma cells
more selectively.

A critical indication that immunotherapy is effective is
that tumor-associated antigens (TAAs) are expressed in the
tumor cells if disease reemerges after therapy. Vaccination
strategies targeting single antigens and whole-cell approaches
have shown promise in clinical studies.

They also have the advantage of presenting patient-spe-
cific and potentially unidentified antigens to immune effec-
tor cells.

Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been evaluated in
preclinical and clinical studies. Potential mAb candidates in-
clude growth factors and their receptors, other signalling
molecules, and antigens expressed exclusively or predomin-
antly on MM cells. Therapy with mAb may involve a range
of mechanisms, including antibody-dependent cellular cyto-
toxicity(ADCC), complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC),
interference with receptor-ligand interactions, and mAb con-
jugation to radioisotopes or toxins [4].

Effector cell dysfunction and the increased number of re-
gulatory T cells in patients with malignancy may limit the ef-
ficacy of immunotherapeutic approaches. Strategies to im-
prove immunotherapy for MM involve the depletion of T
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regulatory cells, combining active and passive immunother-
apy, the use of cytokine adjuvants, and using immunotherapy
in conjunction with autologous and allogeneic transplanta-
tion.

The unique value of immunotherapy, in allogeneic trans-
plantation, is the graft-versus-disease effect mediated by allo-
reactive lymphocytes, which attack the tumor.

However, the significant morbidity and mortality due to
regimen-related toxicity and graft-versus-host disease (GvHD)
pertain [5].

Immunotherapy is promising area of investigation that
focuses on developing strategies to elicit myeloma-specific im-
mune responses to eliminate the malignant plasma cell
selectively.

2. Tumor-Specific Immunity and Immune
Evasion: The Role of the Adoptive and
Innate Immune System in Controlling MM

MM is associated with a variety of immune defects; therefore,
immunotherapy is particularly challenging. It is considered,
at least to a certain extent, to be controlled by the adaptive
immune system. This hypothesis is supported by the fact
that the therapeutic effect of alloSCT is mediated in part by
immune effects exerted by donor-derived T cells and that
donor T cells infused into MM patients are capable of in-
ducing remission in case of relapse [6, 7].

The development of effective tumor-specific immuno-
therapy requires addressing several basic issues concerning
tumor cell biology and the complex interaction between can-
cer cells and host immunity.

Tumor cells may evade host immunity through a variety
of mechanisms. Some may contribute to myeloma cell “toler-
ance,” including myeloma-derived cytokines such as trans-
forming growth factor-b (TGF-b), which suppresses B cells
and T cells via inhibition of interleukin-2 (IL-2) autocrine
pathways, inadequate antigen presentation, resistance to NK
cell lysis, and defective T, B, and NK cells [8]. Much data sug-
gests that early-stage cancers are eliminated by immune sur-
veillance, whereas established tumors are more likely to in-
duce immune tolerance [9].

Tumor-specific CD4+ T cells have a central function in
the immune response against cancer [10, 11]. Early studies
in rats and mice indicated that adoptive transfer of tumour-
specific CD4+ T cells may be very efficient in eradicating
established cancers [12, 13]. CD4+ T cells are required for
activation of tumour-specific cytotoxic CD8+ T cells [14],
but they can also eradicate cancer in the absence of CD8+
T cells [15, 16]. Tumor-specific CD4+ T cells recognize
antigenic peptides presented by MHC class II molecules.
However, most cancer cells are MHC class II negative and
therefore cannot be directly recognized by CD4+ T cells.
Tumor-specific CD4+ T cells overcome this obstacle by
collaborating with macrophages and dendritic cells [17].
These professional antigen-presenting cells endocytose TSA,
process it, and display antigenic peptides on their MHC class
II molecules for recognition by tumor-specific CD4+ T cells
[10, 18, 19]. The number and function of T cell subsets

were reported to be abnormal in patients with MM. The
CD4 : CD8 ratio inverted, and the Th1 : Th2 ratio among
CD4+ cells is abnormal [20]. T cells from MM patients were
shown to function aberrantly [21]. In addition, the levels of
expression of CD28 and cytotoxic T lymphocyte-4 (CTLA-4)
costimulatory molecules required for T cell activation and
inhibition, respectively, were downregulated in T cells deri-
ved from MM patients [22]. Tumor cells express a variety
of factors that suppress the function and development of
APCs and T cells. The B7 family of cosignaling molecules
is expressed on the surface of T lymphocytes and is crucial
for their optimal activation, as well as for the prevention of
immunologic tolerance. These cosignaling molecules not
only provide critical positive signals that stimulate T cell
growth, upregulate cytokine production, and promote T cell
differentiation but also contribute key negative signals that
limit, terminate, and/or attenuate T cell responses [23, 24].

Although the antibodies may trigger direct antitumor
activity through their Fab2 portion causing apoptosis of
tumor cells [25], they more often mediate damage of can-
cer cells by recruiting other effector systems of innate immu-
nity through their Fc portion. Such effector cells include
mononuclear and polymorphonuclear leukocytes that pha-
gocytise opsonized tumor cells and NK cells primarily in-
volved in the process of ADCC [26]. Complement is the other
soluble effector system of innate immunity that can be re-
cruited by mAbs to control tumor growth CDCC [27, 28].

The role of innate effector cells, such as macrophages, NK
cells, NKT cells, and γδT cells, in natural tumor immunity
and tumor immunotherapy has been revisited [29, 30]. NK
cells are cytotoxic lymphocytes that have the ability to lyse
certain tumor and virus-infected cells, without prior immu-
nization [31]. The cytotoxic activity of NK cells is tightly
controlled by a balance between activating and inhibitory
signals from receptors on the cell surface [32]. Activating re-
ceptors include the natural cytotoxicity receptors and
NKG2D, all of which push the balance toward cytolytic ac-
tion through engagement with separate ligands on the target
cell surface [32]. The role of autologous NK cells in the im-
mune recovery, which is a strong prognostic indicator for
survival after autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT),
was highlighted by Porrata et al. [33], who showed that re-
infusion of autologous NK cells correlates with absolute lym-
phocyte recovery after ASCT for MM and non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma.

Defective NK cells have also been noted in patients with
MM [34]. This is of major importance since NK cells have
antimyeloma activity [35, 36]. In the setting of AlloSCT for
MM, there is emerging evidence that donor NK cells along
with donor Tlymphocytes exhibit anti-MM activity [37]. In
another study, it was shown that, after coincubation of NK
cells from normal volunteers with myeloma cells from three
different MM cell lines and fresh BM samples from nine
myeloma patients, myeloma cells were susceptible to NK cell
lysis, even in the absence of IL-2 [36]. Of note, CD34 he-
matopoietic stem cells, as well as peripheral blood mononu-
clear cells (PBMNCs), were completely resistant to NK cell
killing under similar conditions [36]. Recently, it has been
shown that autologous NK cells from myeloma patients
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expanded ex vivo with IL-2 displayed significant cytotox-
ic activity against primary autologous plasma cells [38].
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the infusion
of haploidentical killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptor
(KIR) ligand-mismatched NK cells in the autologous MM
setting resulted in 50% near complete remission of relapsed
MM patients [39]. However, ex vivo or in vivo expansion of
the NK cells with IL-2 carries a dose-limiting toxicity.

The role of dendritic cells (DCs) is dichotomous; they
may present both antigens, appropriate stimulator molecules
to initiate an adaptive immune response, or they may induce
tolerance and release anti-inflammatory signals. Circulating
DCs from MM patients were shown to be dysfunctional be-
cause they failed to upregulate costimulatory molecules re-
quired for activation [40]. It was suggested that a reduced
function of DCs indicates the progression of the disease
[40]. Cytokines, such as IL-6, TGF-b, IL-10, and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which were actively pro-
duced by myeloma cells [40] and were found to be in the
tumor microenvironment as well as in the serum [41], played
a role in preventing the development of functional DCs. Fur-
thermore, DCs from MM patients had reduced phagocytic
capacity [42]. In addition, monocyte-derived DCs exhib-
ited downregulated expression of activation markers and
impaired presentation capacity to T cells [41]. Impaired ac-
tivity of DCs may be linked to the upregulation of Tregs [43].
T cell tolerance to tumor-associated antigens plays a signif-
icant role in immune evasion by tumors [44, 45]. Naturally
occurring and adaptive regulatory T cells (Tregs) are anergic
cells with suppressive capabilities that constitute 5–10% of
CD4 cells. These cells are induced early during tumor devel-
opment and were shown to contribute to tumor tolerance
[46, 47].

The presence of Tregs in tumors is associated with a poor
prognosis [48]. Patients with many different types of cancers
had increased numbers of Tregs in their blood, tumor mass,
and draining lymph nodes [49, 50]. Increased numbers of
Tregs were found in patients with MM as well [51–53]. Ther-
apeutic approaches for breaking tolerance to tumor cells have
been tried; the depletion of Tregs is the most studied strategy
[54–56]. Nevertheless, despite the tumor antigen-specific im-
munity [57], the tumors were not completely rejected [58].
Thus, it is essential to reveal the mechanism leading to Treg
expansion for developing strategies to eliminate them and to
improve the results of cancer immunotherapy [59].

There is also emerging evidence that the cellular bone
compartment affects MM cell growth and progression. This
is supported by the observation that osteoclasts can support
long-term survival and proliferation of primary MM cells
[60, 61], and osteoblasts (OB) may impede MM cell growth
[62, 63]. Thus, targeting these cellular elements may also
favorably affect disease control. The BM microenvironment
in MM controls the tumor growth, myeloma cell survival
[64] and drug resistance [65, 66]. In turn, MM cells were sug-
gested to modify the BM microenvironment in which they
reside in several ways including induction of osteoclasto-
genesis and suppression of osteoblast activity, both leading
to impaired bone formation [67]. BM-derived mesenchymal

stromal cells (MSCs) are precursors of osteoblasts and pref-
erentially differentiate into bone forming cells upon in vitro
culture and in vivo introduction. MM cells were suggested
to target MSCs thereby diverting their functions to serve the
MM cells. This idea led to studies of the functions of MSCs
derived from MM patients (MM-derived MSCs) compared
to those of healthy individuals; it was suggested that MSCs
from myeloma patients exhibit defective functions [68–
70]: MM-derived MSCs were reported to exhibit decreased
colony-forming unit number [70], growth impairment [70],
reduced osteogenic differentiation [68] and increased IL-6
secretion [68, 70].

To summarize, the task of developing effective immuno-
therapy for cancer relies on the identification of appropriate
tumor targets, the augmentation of antigen-presenting and
effector cell function, and the reversal of the tumor-mediated
immunosuppressive state [71]. In this review we focus on
MM antigens and their specific antibodies, which have de-
monstrated the most promising results in preclinical studies
and are therefore the best candidate for future MM humoral
immunotherapy.

3. Myeloma-Specific Antigens and Vaccines:
Idiotype—Preclinical Studies

The myeloma-specific antigen that can be targeted by immu-
notherapy is the idiotype (Id) protein representing the vari-
able segment of the monoclonal immunoglobulin generated
in the plasma cell clone [72]. Targeting of the idiotype pro-
tein by humoral or cellular immune mechanisms, in preclin-
ical models, results in death of the tumor cells and disease
regression. Induction of protective antitumor immunity
through immunization with a myeloma idiotype has been
most extensively studied with the murine plasmacytoma
MOPC-315 model. In this model, it was shown that weekly
immunizations with tumor-derived paraprotein protect syn-
geneic mice against a subsequent challenge with MOPC-315
cells [73]. Idiotype-specific T cells at a low frequency were
detected in 90% of patients with MM or MGUS [74, 75].
In addition, transfer of idiotype-specific CD4+ T cells has
been shown to be protective against tumor challenge [76].
Antigen-specific responses, of both CD4 and CD8 positive T
cells, upon in vitro stimulation with autologous paraprotein
have been described in patients with monoclonal gammo-
pathies [74]. Induction of cytotoxic T cell activity against
autologous myeloma cells was also shown for stimulation
with idiotype-loaded dendritic cells [77, 78]. Consistent with
these results, several authors have shown that T cells in my-
eloma patients respond to peptides corresponding to com-
plementarity-determining region I–III of heavy and light
chains of the autologous M-component [79, 80]. Yi found
[81] that idiotype-induced T cell stimulation was mainly
confined to the CD4+ subset in most of the patients ex-
amined and was MHC class II restricted. Idiotype-specific
CD8+ T cells were also demonstrated, but at a lower freq-
uency. Idiotype-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were mainly
of the type 1 subsets, as judged by their secretion of inter-
feron (IFN)-γ and interleukin (IL)-2 [82, 83]. Moreover, the
number of individuals who had an idiotype-specific response
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of the T-helper-1 (Th1) type (IFN-γ- and/or IL-2-secreting
cells) [84] was significantly higher for patients with indolent
disease (MGUS and MM stage I) than for those with ad-
vanced MM (stage II/III). In contrast, cells secreting the Th2-
subtype cytokine profile (IL-4 only) [84] were observed more
frequently in patients with advanced MM (stage II/III) [75].

Collectively, these findings indicate that the existing
idiotype-specific immune response is too weak to control the
growth of myeloma cells in vivo. It is possible that a shift
from an idiotype-specific type-1 response, that is, Th1 and
T cytotoxic-1 (Tc1) [85], in early MM to a type 2 response
(Th2 and probably Tc2) [85] in advanced disease occurs.
These studies provide indirect evidence that idiotype-specific
T cells may have a regulatory impact on human tumor B cells.

4. Clinical Trials of Idiotype Vaccination for MM

Native idiotype protein can be obtained from the serum of
myeloma patients, making vaccination trials relatively easy.
Injection of paraprotein alone may lead to an increased cellu-
lar and humoral immune responses, but it seems insufficient
to generate sustained antimyeloma immunity [86]. Intrader-
mal injections of paraprotein, combined with subcutaneous
administration of GM-CSF at the same site, induced an
increase in the numbers of IFNγ- and IL-2-secreting T cells
[87]. This response was present in CD4+ and CD8+ T cell
subsets and could be inhibited by blockade of MHC class
I molecules. Furthermore, production of idiotype-specific
IgM was induced in vivo. However, there was no clear in-
dication of clinical efficacy since the paraprotein levels re-
mained essentially unchanged, and DTH (delayed-type hy-
persensitivity reaction) responses to idiotype protein were
not detected.

In contrast, in subcutaneous vaccination with keyhole
limpet haemocyanin (KLH)-coupled paraprotein and addi-
tional adjacent injections of GM-CSF in patients after a high-
dose chemotherapy and ASCT, DTH reactions to the vaccine
were induced in 85% of patients, but in vitro testing provided
little evidence for specific T cell immune responses [88, 89].

A potential concern with the use of idiotype-based vac-
cination approaches in MM is that plasma cells only express
the idiotype protein weakly, and idiotype may be associated
with the development of tolerance. One strategy for targeting
myeloma by host effector cells is the genetic manipulation of
T cells such that the idiotype antibody is expressed and in-
duces signalling via the T cell receptor.

When patients in stage I disease were immunized with
idiotype in conjunction with IL-12 +/−GM-CSF, there was a
decrease in circulating clonal cells as detected by quantitative
PCR monitoring in four of six patients [90]. Finally, intrader-
mal immunization with uncoupled recombinant idiotype in
conjunction with GM-CSF induced idiotype-specific T cell
reactivity in a patient with advanced myeloma [91].

Idiotype-loaded dendritic cells (DCs) have been used by
various groups as vaccines in MM patients, mostly in the
setting of clinical remission after autoSCT [92–96]. Although
the patient characteristics and vaccine particularities pre-
clude firm comparisons between these trials, they neverthe-
less have collectively shown that the induction of cellular

immune responses is possible in the setting of minimal dis-
ease burden after ASCT. However, no real evidence has been
obtained in these Phase I and II trials that the natural course
of the disease has been altered by idiotype vaccination, and
efforts to improve the immunogenicity of the vaccination are
ongoing.

5. Myeloma-Specific Tumor Antigens

A variety of tumor-associated antigens have been identified
in myeloma cells that may be targeted selectively by the im-
munity of the host. These include the cancer testis (CT) anti-
gens, MUC1, HM1.24, CYP1B1, SP17, PRAME, Wilms’ tu-
mour 1 (WT1), and heat shock protein gp96 [97–102].

MUC1 is a physiologically highly glycosylated epithelial
mucin. Since the molecule is often expressed but severely
underglycosylated on malignant cells, it may be recognized
by cytotoxic T cell lymphocyte (CTL) toxicity in a MHC-un-
restricted manner [103]. This effect has also been shown in
myeloma [104]. Furthermore, HLA class-I-restricted peptide
target epitopes have also been identified within the MUC1
sequence, and the majority of myelomas appear to express
and present these epitopes to T cells [97].

WT1 is a zinc finger transcription factor with overex-
pression in myeloid malignancies [105, 106]. While WT1 is
also frequently expressed, albeit at lower level, in lymphoid
malignancies, myeloma cells may be efficiently recognized
and lysed by WT1-specific CTL [107].

CD317/HM1.24, a cell surface protein involved in cell
signaling [108], is another potential tumor-associated anti-
gen overexpressed in MM [109]. HM1.24-specific CTL can
be induced in healthy volunteers and MM patients [110].

Recently, it has been shown that the pituitary tumor
transforming gene 1 is expressed aberrantly in multiple my-
eloma and may serve as a target for cellular immunotherapy
[111].

The RHAMM is an immunogenic antigen that is strongly
expressed in several hematologic malignancies [112, 113]
and induces humoral and cellular immune responses [114–
119].

CT antigens represent a family of proteins that are ex-
pressed in a variety of tumors, while their presence in normal
tissue is limited to the testis and placenta. Several groups have
described that CT antigens are also expressed by myeloma
cells [98, 120–125].

CT antigens are commonly capable of inducing anti-
body-mediated and T cell-mediated immunity in MM pa-
tients [100]. CT Ag-specific T cells can be detected in the
blood of myeloma patients and appear to be functionally
competent [124, 126]. Depending on the patient population
and the method used to detect CT gene expression, there
appears to be a trend towards higher likelihood of expression
with advanced stage [121, 123] and presence of cytogenetic
abnormalities [124], both representing adverse prognostic
factors in myeloma. These antigens represent potential ma-
rkers for minimal residual disease (MRD) after ASCT and
could also be used to target myeloma cells remaining in the
patients’ BM after standard therapy. In addition, in MM,
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expression of CT antigens has been shown to be strongly
correlated to the clinical outcome; that is, the presence of CT
antigens expression has been linked to shorter survival [127].

Baseline expression frequencies, measured by RT-PCR,
determined MAGE-C1/CT7 as the most frequently detected
antigen, possibly perform a gatekeeper function for the other
antigens examined. Importantly, 80% of the patients with a
significant number of plasma cells expressed at least one of
these antigens investigated [128].

A novel CT antigen, ropporin, is a testis-specific protein
localized in the sperm flagella. Comparing ropporin expres-
sion in healthy and MM samples, ropporin expression posi-
tive signals were found in 44% of the MM primary samples.
The immunogenicity of ropporin was confirmed by the pres-
ence of specific antibodies detected by enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay in patients’ serum [129].

The gene expression of CT antigen in relapse samples and
in newly diagnosed MM cases was evaluated [130, 131]. The
CT antigen expression after treatment was shown for a lim-
ited number of CT antigens including PASD1, CTAG1B,
and MAGEC1/CT7 [123, 124, 128, 132, 133]. Multivariate
analysis demonstrated that for the set of newly diagnosed
cases shorter overall survival was associated with the presence
of MAGEA6 and CDCA1, and MAGEA9 was associated with
a shorter overall survival in [130]. In the set of the relapse
cases, the presence of CTAG2 was associated with a shorter
progression free-survival and the presence of SSX1 with
shorter overall survival [130].

NY-ESO-1 is the most immunogenic of the CT antigens
[99]. NY-ESO-specific CTLs generated from patients with
MM were shown to kill primary myeloma cells, normal cells
pulsed with a NY-ESO-1 peptide, but not normal cells puls-
ed with an irrelevant peptide. Spontaneous humoral and
CD8− T cell-mediated responses to NY-ESO-1 have been id-
entified in patients with advanced disease [99, 124, 126].
Vaccination strategies targeting NY-ESO-1 may be effective at
inducing specific antimyeloma immunity, and a clinical trial
evaluating the efficacy of an NY-ESO peptide vaccination
given in conjunction with GM-CSF is underway [99].

Importantly, the finding that immune responses against
CT antigens are induced by alloSCT [100] suggests that this
class of tumor antigens might indeed represent natural
targets for donor-derived alloimmune or even spontaneous
antimyeloma immune responses. Interestingly, in patients
undergoing an allogeneic transplantation, antibody respons-
es to NY-ESO-1 were detected after transplantation, suggest-
ing that this may represent a target for the graft-versus-my-
eloma effect. LAGE-1 mRNA was detected in 49% of MM
patients [134]. Recently, de Carvalho et al. reported that
LAGE-1a mRNA was more frequent than LAGE-1b expres-
sion in MM cases [135]. The LAGE-1a protein has 84% simi-
larity with the NY-ESO-1 protein, and the authors identified
seven peptides present in both CTAs that were recognized
by T lymphocytes in different tumors. Because spontaneous
humoral immunity against NY-ESO-1 was not detected
before the allogeneic transplant in previous study [100], the
LAGE-1a isoform and NY-ESO-1 could be considered as one
“single” CTA for immunotherapy purposes [135].

Currently, an immunotherapy trial targeting the CTAs
MAGE-A3 and NY-ESO-1 in MM patients is in progress
(NCT00090493).

6. Cell-Based Myeloma Vaccines

Instead of vaccinating myeloma patients against TAs, an
alternative principle aims at stimulating the immune system
with the entirety of the myeloma cell’s antigens [136]. Such
approaches may be implemented by using tumor cell lysates
or apoptotic tumor cells as a source for antigens. In a direct
comparison, irradiated, apoptotic tumor cells appear to be
a superior source for antigen compared to tumor lysates for
DC-mediated T cell stimulation [137]. Indeed, stimulation
of T cells from the peripheral blood or bone marrow with
autologous dendritic cells that had been coincubated with
purified, irradiated myeloma cells may give rise to T cell lines
with specific IFN-γ production and lytic activity of primary
autologous tumor cells. In this approach, presentation of
antigens from myeloma cell lines by DC s is greatly enhanced
by coating of myeloma cells with a specific antibody such
as anti-CD138 [138]. Similar results with induction of
specific, cytotoxic T cell activity against autologous myeloma
cells have also been reported when DCs were loaded with
myeloma cells lysed by repetitive freeze-thaw cycles [139].

Among the leukemia-associated antigens (LAAs),
RHAMM, proteinase 3, and WT-1 have been already tested
for clinical peptide vaccination [116, 140]. A Phase I/II R3
peptide vaccination for patients with AML, MDS, and MM
overexpressing RHAMM was initiated [141]. Patients with a
diagnosis of MM were included who fulfilled the following
criteria: partial remission (PR) or near-complete remission
(NCR) after a high-dose chemotherapy with melphalan and
ASCT; immunofixation still positive; free light chains in
serum and/or urine were detectable. The patients expressed
both RHAMM and HLA-A2 as assessed by RT-PCR and flow
cytometry. Authors found a significant increase of specific
CD8+ T cells recognizing the RHAMM-R3 peptide in 4/9
patients by ELISpot analysis and/or by tetramer staining.
However, due to the number of patients in this Phase I trial
no meaningful statistical analysis could be performed.

The interaction between the CD40 ligand (CD40L) on
activated T lymphocytes and CD40 on the APCs has been
shown to be crucial for the induction of cytotoxic T lym-
phocyte (CTL) immunity. CD40−B cells can be generated in
large numbers from small amounts of peripheral blood and
have the potential to serve as a cellular adjuvant for im-
munotherapy [142]. The CD40−B cells loaded with tumor
lysates induced strong target-specific CTLs, based on large
numbers of IFN-γ- secreting cells and higher cytotoxic ac-
tivity against target cells compared to the CD40−B cells with-
out the tumor lysates [142].

Recently, hTERT (human telomerase reverse transcrip-
tase) was detected in the majority of human malignancies.
HTERT can be a target for CT−T lymphocytes in several
malignancies including MM in vitro [143] and in vivo [144].
Kryukov et al. studied antigen-specific and HLA-A2-restric-
ted cytotoxic activity against an ARH77 myeloma cell line
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in vitro [145], when HLA-A2-specific hTERT-derived non-
apeptide was used as a TAA. Myeloma-specific cytotoxic ac-
tivity of hTERT-reactive CTLs was established by repeated
stimulation of the CTLs via DCs loaded with hTERT-derived
nonapeptide.

In cancer immunotherapy, including MM, there is no
proof that a cancer vaccine has to stimulate a large number
of T cells in order to initiate tumor rejection. T cell responses
to tumor antigens may be of a low level, and negative results
obtained with most ex vivo assays may not exclude the benefi-
cial effect of tumor-specific T cells in vivo. After stimulation,
myeloma-reactive T cells activate and produce IFN-γ. Such
activated T cells can be efficiently expanded in vitro without
loss of specificity to the target myeloma antigens. Cytotox-
icity of expanded myeloma-reactive T cells was evaluated
and demonstrated a strong and myeloma-specific response
which, as expected, was mainly CD8+ CTL dependent [146].
Further expansion of sorted myeloma-reactive T cells con-
taining both helper and cytotoxic T cells does not lead to
loss of antigen specificity but, rather, leads to potentiation of
cytotoxicity, probably via beneficial cytokine production by
helper T cells that positively influences further proliferation
and the cytotoxic potentiality of CD8+ CTLs. Immunization
with MUC1 protein results in activation of CT−T lympho-
cytes both in vitro and in vivo [147]. After immunization
with this antigen, activated T lymphocytes were separated
immunomagnetically and expanded in vitro [148]. Specific
cytotoxicity of the expanded T lymphocytes was tested
against a myeloma cell line [148]. Such an approach can also
be useful therapeutically as, after enrichment, myeloma-
reactive T cells can be expanded in vitro to reach amounts
useful and effective in clinical trials. An approach which was
recently introduced into the clinical setting relies on adoptive
transfer of T cells expressing transgenic T cell receptors
(TCRs) with antitumor function; however, there is a critical
bottleneck in identifying high-affinity TCR specificities nec-
essary for treatment of various malignancies [149].

In general, the process of identification and characteriza-
tion of individual myeloma specific T cell clones can be used
as a tool for immune monitoring during cancer treatment.

Depletion of CD25+ regulatory T cells by specific mon-
oclonal antibodies like denileukin diftitox (Ontak; [150]) or
addition of toll-like receptor stimulation oligodinucleotides
might pave the road for new approaches in the field of pep-
tide vaccination [151]. Moreover, advances are being made
in the combination of peptide vaccination with alloSCT
[140].

7. Vaccines for Myeloma Based on
Dendritic Cells

Preclinical studies have shown that DCs generated from my-
eloma patients were functional and could efficiently present
Id determinants to autologous T cells [83, 152]. DCs pulsed
with Id protein can be used to induce the type-1 anti-Id
response in myeloma patients. Wen and coworkers [79, 95]
reported results from vaccinating an MM patient with auto-
logous Id protein-pulsed DCs generated from blood adher-
ent cells. An immune response against Id was demonstrated

in many of the patients. A minor clinical response (25% re-
duction in the M-component) was observed in one patient
and stable disease in the remaining patients. Cull and co-
workers [153] reported on vaccinating two patients with
advanced refractory MM with Id-pulsed DCs combined
with GM-CSF. An anti-Id T cell proliferative response was
detected in both patients, which was associated with IFN-γ
production by the T cells. One patient also had an anti-Id
humoral response. Subcutaneous DC vaccination indeed in-
duces better antimyeloma responses than intravenous DC
vaccination [154–156].

DC vaccines can also be produced in the form of fusion
of tumor cells with DCs. Vaccination with fusions of tumor
cells and DCs is an effective treatment in animal tumor mod-
els [157]. In a murine plasmacytoma model, vaccination with
DCs fused with mouse 4TOO plasmacytoma cells was as-
sociated with induction of antitumor humoral and CTL re-
sponses [158]. Immunization with the fusion cells protected
mice against tumor challenge and extended the survival of
tumor-established mice without eradication of the tumor
cells. Addition of IL-12 helped eradicate the established
tumor. In a more recent study, human myeloma cells, either
primary myeloma cells from patients or a myeloma cell line
U266, were fused to human DCs [159]. Fusions with mature
rather than immature DCs induced higher levels of T cell
proliferation and activation, as assessed by intracellular
IFN-γ expression, and stronger CTL activity against the tu-
mor cells [160, 161].

Based on these results, a clinical trial was designed to
evaluate the efficacy of vaccinating myeloma patients with a
fusion of myeloma cells and autologous mature DCs [159].

However, patients with MM have DCs that are function-
ally defective [42]. In order to generate potent functional
DCs, alternative methods for blocking some inhibitory
signals have been tested [41, 162]. It was reported that the
inhibitory factors and abnormal signaling pathways of DCs
during maturation with tumor antigen might be responsible
for the defective activity of DCs in MM and suggested that
the way to overcome these abnormalities is by neutralizing
the signaling that would lead to suppressing the immune
response [163]. In an attempt to increase DC potency by the
use of cytokine combinations, alpha-type-1-polarized DCs
(αDC1s) that are induced to mature using the αDC1-po-
larizing cytokine cocktail (interleukin (IL)-1β, tumor necro-
sis factor (TNF)-α, interferon (IFN)-α, IFN-γ, and polyinosi-
nic:polycytidylic acid [poly(I:C)]) can be developed to gen-
erate strong functional CTLs in several diseases, compared
to standard DCs (sDCs) [164]. When mononuclear cells
(MNCs) from the BM are used as a source of tumor an-
tigen, the DCs usually show weak antigenicity due to pos-
sible contamination with normal cells. To overcome this pro-
blem, the previous report demonstrated that DCs pulsed
with purified and optimized myeloma antigen could generate
potent myeloma-specific CTLs [165]. Recently, the possibil-
ity of cellular therapy using autologous αDC1 pulsed with
the ultraviolet B (UVB)-irradiated allogeneic myeloma cell
line, ARH77 with HLA-A0201+, which could generate my-
eloma-specific CTLs against autologous myeloma cells was
investigated [166].
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Vaccination with DC/tumor fusions induces antitumor
immunity in the majority of the patients; however, the re-
sponses are transient and not always associated with clinical
benefit. One potential limiting factor is the regulatory T
cells. Developing strategies that promote the expansion of
functionally competent tumor reactive T cells and limit the
influence of regulatory T cells is necessary to improve the
efficacy of the DC/MM fusion vaccine. One approach is
vaccination in conjunction with ASCT which facilitates vac-
cine response by inducing a minimal residual disease state
and limiting the inhibitory influence of the myeloma cells.
In preclinical models, stem cell transplantation results in the
in vivo depletion of regulatory T cells, transient loss of tumor
mediated tolerance, and enhanced capacity to respond to
tumor vaccines [167, 168].

PD-1 expression is upregulated on T cells isolated from
patients with MM, and PD-1 blockade is associated with
enhancement of T cell response to the vaccine. Luptakova
et al. examined the effect of lenalidomide on T cell activa-
tion and polarization, PD-1 signaling, and vaccine-induced
responses in vitro [169]. In vitro exposure to lenalidomide
results in enhanced T cell activation in response to direct
ligation of the costimulatory complex and stimulation by the
DC/myeloma fusion vaccine, suppressed T cell expression
of PD-1 and regulatory T cells, 2 critical pathways respon-
sible for tumor-mediated immune suppression. This is the
first demonstration of an interaction between lenalidomide
and the PD-1/PDL-1 pathway. These findings support the
development of cellular immunotherapy in conjunction with
lenalidomide, including its use with the DC/myeloma fusion
vaccine [169]. Lenalidomide resulted in greater degree of Th1
polarization as manifested by a 2-fold increase in the per-
centage of CD8+ T cells expressing IFN-γ (P = 0.02) and a
decrease in the percentage of regulatory T cells from 6.88%
to 3.13% (P = 0.02). In addition, the percentage of NK cells
expressing IFN-γ was 5-fold greater (P = 0.03) in the pre-
sence of lenalidomide.

Lastly, Luptakova et al. found that vaccination with
fusion-mediated stimulation of autologous T cells in the pre-
sence of lenalidomide resulted in an increase in the percen-
tage CD4+ and CD8+ T cells expressing IFN-γ (5.35% to
8.79%, P = 0.06, and 6.37% to 9.85%, P = 0.03, resp.). The
proportion of regulatory T cells decreased from 9.57% to
4.43% in the presence of lenalidomide (P < 0.01). As with
nonspecific stimulation, PD-1 expression on CD4+ cells in
the presence of lenalidomide decreased from 24% to 19%. In
concert with these findings, exposure to lenalidomide re-
sulted in increased cytotoxic T lymphocyte-mediated lysis of
autologous tumor targets (from 25% to 36%). At this time
several clinical studies recruit patients for clinical investi-
gation [169].

8. NK Cells

DCs and NK cells reciprocally activate each other during the
immune response. DCs can stimulate NK cells to produce in-
terferon-γ (IFN-γ) and to expand NK cells in vitro [170, 171].
Reversely, the DCs can be activated by NK cells to increase the
production of cytokine, costimulatory molecules expression,

and T cell stimulation, resulting in a more efficient Th1-type
polarization and CTL generation [172, 173]. Nguyen-Pham
et al. investigated the possibility of generating potent DCs
through stimulation with NK cells in the presence of different
cytokines in order to induce myeloma-specific CTLs against
MM in vitro [174]. They demonstrated that potent DCs can
be generated by stimulation with NK cells, as activator help-
er cells, in the presence of TLR3 agonists, IFN-γ, and IL-2.
NK cell-stimulated DCs exhibited high expression of costim-
ulatory molecules and high production of IL-12p70 [174].
These DCs induce high potency of Th1 polarization and
exhibit a high ability to generate myeloma-specific CTL re-
sponses. These results suggest that functionally potent DCs
can be generated by stimulation with NK cells and may
provide an effective source of DC-based immunotherapy in
multiple myeloma [174].

Recently, it has been shown that autologous NK cells
from myeloma patients expanded ex vivo with IL-2 displayed
significant cytotoxic activity against primary autologous
plasma cells [38]. However, ex vivo or in vivo expansion of the
NK cells with IL-2 carries a dose-limiting toxicity.

The potential of tumor-activated (TaNK) cells to induce
lysis has been explored [175]. Recent study was designed to
assess the relative function in vitro of NK and TaNK cells
from MM patients compared to normal healthy controls in
the lysis of tumor cell lines and freshly isolated primary auto-
logous and allogeneic MM cells [175]. In this study, the au-
thors demonstrated that TaNKs from myeloma patients can
induce a substantial lysis of myeloma cell lines as well as au-
tologous and allogeneic freshly isolated BM malignant plas-
ma cells. This was in accordance with the degree of killing
reported in the study by Alici et al. [38], where NK cells
underwent ex vivo expansion with the addition of IL-2. This
potential is not affected either by the disease status or
by the antimyeloma treatment, including novel agents and
dexamethasone. These findings provide information for
the use of TaNK cells in MM therapy and particularly in
combination with the novel agents.

Modulation of inhibitory and activating NK receptor
ligands on tumor cells represents a promising therapeutic
approach against cancer, including MM. Proteasome in-
hibitors, in particular lactacystin, that most probably target
inhibitory KIR ligand class I on the MM tumor cells may
contribute to the activation of cytolytic effector NK cells in
vitro, enhancing their antimyeloma activity [176].

Several reports showed a reciprocal relationship between
NK and Tregs [177]. In addition Tregs could suppress the
function of NK cells [178]. A unique mouse model of MM,
namely, 5T2MM-bearing mouse, was useful for elucidating
the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the disease
[179]. Depletion of Tregs, a proposed strategy in cancer
immunotherapy, was tested using cyclophosphamide (CY).
Low-dose CY, which selectively depletes Tregs, decreased
MM incidence, in contrast to high-dose CY, which was
generally cytotoxic, and did not reduce MM incidence. On
the other hand, the number and function of NK cells could be
recovered, the production of IFN-γ was enhanced, and DCs
could continue their differentiation and become mature and
ready for activation [179].
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Th1-type cytokines invariant natural killer T (iNKT) cells
have been shown important in initiating antitumor immune
responses. Through the production of IFN-γ, iNKT cells can
stimulate the activation of downstream effectors including T
cells, NK cells, dendritic cells, and macrophages and increase
NK and T cell proliferation and cytotoxicity through IL-2
production [180–183]. However, both quantitative and qua-
litative defects of iNKT cells in advanced MM hamper their
antitumor effects. Song et al. developed a novel immunother-
apeutic strategy directed at the activation and expansion of
Th1-polarized iNKT cells from MM patients [184]. Func-
tional iNKT cell lines were generated from MM patients with
a-GalCer-pulsed DCs and further improved by lenalidomide.
These results provide the preclinical feasibility and rationale
for iNKT cell-mediated immunotherapy in MM [184].

9. Monoclonal Antibodies in
the Treatment of MM

9.1. General Considerations. A wide range of antigens may
ultimately be targeted in MM therapy, including those in-
volved in cell survival, antiapoptotic pathways, cell-to-cell
communication, angiogenesis, and interactions between
MM cells and bone marrow stromal cells (BMSCs) and/or
other cells in the BM microenvironment [26, 185]. These
potential targets include signalling molecules, cell surface
receptors and other cell surface proteins, plasma cell growth
factors, and mediators for adhesion. Ideally, a useful target
for mAb-based MM therapy should be expressed exclusively
on the majority of the MM cells (or other target cells such as
those involved in angiogenesis) [26]. The clinical efficiency
of most therapeutic antibodies is based on their capacity
to recruit and activate cytotoxic effector mechanisms of the
innate immune system. This occurs either by engagement of
activating Fc receptors expressed on NK cells or macrophages
on the tumor cell surface leading to ADCC or by activating
the complement cascade through tumor cell-bound antibod-
ies (CDCC). Other possible mechanisms include interference
with ligand binding (e.g., growth factor or G-protein coupled
receptors) and the use of mAbs as targeted “carriers” of
cytotoxic agents [4].

CD20. Clinical studies of rituximab therapy for MM have
been disappointing, as only a few of the patients showed min-
imal response [186]. The failure of rituximab in this setting is
potentially attributable to the small number of MM patients
(estimated at 13–22%) who express CD20 in primarily a low
proportion of plasma cells. Another mechanism that may
render MM refractory to rituximab is the possibility that
MM cells express increased levels of complement-inhibiting
proteins, thus reducing the effectiveness of CDC. In addition,
Fc-c receptor polymorphism may limit the effectiveness of
ADCC as a killing mechanism. Finally, the use of rituximab
for MM may induce a selective loss of the CD20 expression
[186]. Although it is conceivable that rituximab may be
useful for some carefully-selected MM patients, such as t (11;
14) translocation patients, who exhibit relatively high CD20
expression [187], it is unlikely to be of value for the majority
of cases.

CD40. CD40 is a transmembrane protein belonging to the
TNF-α superfamily, normally expressed in the resting cell
types, with the highest levels of expression found in B and
DCs [188–190]. CD40 is expressed at high levels on the
surface of MM cell lines and primary MM cells [191]. The
binding of CD40 to its natural ligand determines its func-
tional activation that, in turn, induces diverse biologic events
including MM-cell proliferation and migration via the
PI3K/AKT/-NF κB signaling pathway. CD40 is also expressed
by BMSCs, and upon activation it triggers the secretion of IL-
6 and VEGF [192–194]. Thus, inhibition of CD40−CD40L
interaction could exert antimyeloma activity through the
blockage of several critical pathways in MM or in BMSCs.
Monoclonal antibodies developed against CD40 (SGN-40,
CHIR-12.12) [195] have shown a modest cytotoxic activity
against MM cell lines and primary MM cells when used as
single agents for treatment [196]. The mechanisms of action
rely on the inhibition of CD40−CD40L interaction and ac-
tivation as well as on ADCC [197, 198]. Although earlier
trials in NHL and MM were promising, a Phase II NHL tri-
al comparing therapy with the anti-CD40 antibody SGN-40
with existing treatments alone was stopped because of lack of
efficacy. Horton et al. described the characterization of
XmAbCD40, a humanized anti-CD40 antibody with in-
creased FcγR binding that facilitates highly enhanced ADCC
against B-lymphoma, leukemia, and MM cell lines and
against primary tumor cells from patients with CLL and
plasma cell leukemia (PCL) [199]. XmAbCD40 shows nearly
2 orders of magnitude increased binding to FcγRIIIa and 1
order of magnitude increased binding to FcγRIIa. The in-
creased affinity for FcγRIIIa translated into dramatically
increased NK cell-mediated ADCC. Results were consistent
in several cell lines expressing different levels of CD40 an-
tigen as well as in patient-derived primary tumors [199].

The observation that SGN-40-induced MM cell death is
enhanced by lenalidomide [200] led to its evaluation in a
Phase I study in combination with lenalidomide and dexa-
methasone in patients with relapsed or refractory MM; an
overall response (OR) of 39% (13/36) was seen, with some
activity noted in patients receiving prior lenalidomide [201].
Phase I clinical trials of SGN-40 in combination with other
agents are currently ongoing [202].

Lucatumumab is a fully human anti-CD40 MAb that
inhibits MM cell growth in vitro, even when MM cells are
cocultured with BMSCs. Animal studies have shown that
the primary cytotoxic mechanism is ADCC [198]. However,
a Phase I study of lucatumumab in patients with relapsed/
refractory MM was terminated because of minimal biological
and clinical activity (NCT00231166).

CS1 (CD2 Subset 1, CRACC, SLAMF7, CD319, or 19A24).
CS1 is a cell surface glycoprotein of the immunoglobulin-
gene superfamily with high expression on the surface of MM
cell lines and on plasma cells from MM patients [203]. It
is not expressed on other normal tissues [203]. The role of
CS1 is not well understood; however, there is evidence that it
participates in promoting and supporting MM cell adhesion,
tumor growth, and proliferation through interactions with
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bone marrow stromal cells mediated by c-maf pathway ac-
tivation [203, 204].

A humanized mAb developed against CS1 elotuzumab
(HuLuc63) has been proven to induce significant antimye-
loma activity both in vitro and in vivo [203, 205]. In vitro,
the employment of bortezomib has been shown to increase
HuLuc63-induced ADCC [206]. In vivo injection of the mAb
significantly induced tumor regression in xenograft myeloma
mouse models [203]. Based on these results, Phase I clinical
trials are underway to evaluate the safety and toxicity of
the HuLuc63 in myeloma patients [207]. Elotuzumab de-
monstrated acceptable toxicity but its antitumor activity was
only modest: no responses were seen, although elotuzumab
did induce stable disease (SD) in six of 19 patients [208].
Clinical studies of elotuzumab combined with either lena-
lidomide plus dexamethasone or with bortezomib were
therefore initiated and are showing considerable promise. In
a preliminary analysis of an ongoing phase I study of elo-
tuzumab plus bortezomib, the ORR (partial pesponse (PR)
or better) was 48% for 27 evaluable patients, and responses
were achieved for several bortezomib-refractory patients. A
clinical response was seen in 17/27 (63%) patients. The re-
sponse rate was lower among heavily pretreated patients (>3
prior therapies) and the median time to progression was
9–46 months [209]. In a preliminary analysis of an on-
going Phase Ib combination study with lenalidomide and
dexamethasone, the ORR was 82% for all treated patients
(n = 28), 96% for lenalidomide-naı̈ve patients (n = 22), and
82% among patients who had been refractory to their most
recent treatment (n = 11) [210]. In a Phase II study of the
same combination, the ORR was 85% for evaluable patients
(22/26), and the remaining four patients had SD; 31% achie-
ved either a complete remission (CR) or very good partial
response (VGPR) [211]. Elotuzumab is therefore the first
mAb in combination with either bortezomib or lenalidomide
and dexamethasone to demonstrate clinically meaningful ef-
ficacy in relapsed/refractory MM.

CD138 (syndecan-1). syndecan-1 is a member of the synde-
can family, which includes cell-surface heparan sulfate pro-
teoglycans involved in cell adhesion, maturation, and pro-
liferation [212]. The high levels of heparan sulfate in the
tumor microenvironment resulting from syndecan-1 shed-
ding also act as positive regulators that condition the micro-
environment for robust tumor growth. This antigen is usu-
ally absent on haematopoietic cells; conversely it is frequently
expressed on normal and myeloma plasma cells. When
present at high levels in the serum, syndecan-1 is an in-
dependent indicator of poor prognosis [213–215]. Studies in
animal models have shown that high levels of soluble syn-
decan-1 enhance both the growth and metastasis of tumors
[216]. Syndecan-1 has been explored as a candidate antigen
for antibody targeting of toxins to the tumor cell surface
[138, 217–219].

CD74. CD74 expression has been demonstrated for more
than 90% of B-cell malignancies [220] and for a high per-
centage of MM cases (around 80%). To assess CD74 as a

therapeutic target, an anti-CD74 mAb, LL1, has been de-
veloped [221]. LL1 activity hardly relied on ADCC and CDC
mechanisms. This feature makes it feasible to use drug- and
toxin-conjugated or radiolabelled forms of LL1 instead of
unconjugated ones. hLL1-dox (IMMU-110), for example, is
an immunoconjugate composed of doxorubicin conjugated
to hLL1 IMMU-110 which has been evaluated in preclinical
studies with non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas and MM models,
resulting in the achievement of an excellent therapeutic re-
sponse [221, 222]. IMMU-110 appeared to be safe in a
monkey model of MM [222]. IMMU-110 is being evaluated
in a Phase 1/2 study (NCT00421525), and a Phase 2 study is
currently ongoing (NCT01101594).

CD162. CD162 has been found to be constitutively ex-
pressed in indolent and aggressive plasma cell disorders, in-
cluding MM, and in normal plasma cells [223]. The anti-
CD162 blocking mAb KPL1 has been recently tested in vitro.
KPL1-mediated CD162 crosslinking was proven to induce
death MM cells, in MM cell lines and in neoplastic cells puri-
fied from patients, mainly by activating the mitochondrial
pathway of apoptosis [224]. KPL1 also mediated a significant
induction of ADCC and to a lesser extent complement-
dependent cell lysis. Its action could be strongly enhanced
by adding blocking mAbs against the complement regulatory
proteins CD46, CD55, and CD59 highly expressed on the
surface of MM cells [224].

CD66. CD66 proteins are expressed in a number of iso-
forms, which have a wide range of biologically important
functions including cell adhesion, cellular migration, patho-
gen binding, and activation of signalling pathways. This was
utilized in recent Phase I and II clinical trials [225, 226]
for targeted delivery of radiotherapy to the BM as a part of
the conditioning regimen for transplantation in acute leuk-
emias and MM. The expression of CD66a but no other
CD66 isoforms on two human myeloma cell lines (U266 and
ARH77) and on plasma cells from patients with MM [227]
may help in the optimization of future radioimmunother-
apeutic strategies by supporting the use of a monoclonal
CD66a antibody for targeted radiotherapy in patients with
MM [227].

Beta2-Microglobulin (β2M). β2M is a nonglycosylated poly-
peptide, which is a part of the MHC class I molecule on the
surface of nucleated cells [228]. β2M is normally found in
body fluids, but elevated serum levels are present in hema-
tological malignancies [229], including MM [230], and cor-
relate with a poor prognosis. The mAbs against β2M have a
remarkably strong apoptotic effect on myeloma cells [231].
The anti-MM activity of this antibody was confirmed by
in vivo in a MM xenograft mouse model experiment which
demonstrated selective effect on tumor cells without dam-
aging BM hematopoietic cells of implanted human bone
or murine organs expressing β2M/HLA-A2 molecules [231,
232]. Therefore, such mAbs offer the potential for a thera-
peutic approach to hematological malignancies [233].

CD38. Under normal conditions, CD38 is expressed at rel-
atively low levels on lymphoid and myeloid cells and in some
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tissues of non-hematopoietic origin [234]. In the past, several
Abs to human CD38 have been generated. These Abs induce
killing of neoplastic B cell lines [235, 236]. The relatively high
expression of CD38 on all malignant cells in MM [237, 238]
in combination with its role in cell signaling suggests CD38
as a potential therapeutic Ab target for the treatment of MM.
Two CD38 mAbs are currently in clinical development: a hu-
manized mAb (SAR650984) and a human mAb (daratumu-
mab) [239]. Daratumumab was found to effectively kill MM
tumor cells by ADCC and CDC. It was active at low con-
centrations in a SCID mouse xenograft tumor model. Dara-
tumumab is currently in a Phase I/II safety and dose finding
study for the treatment of MM (NCT00574288). Results of
this preliminary study are awaited with interest, with early
reports suggesting favourable tolerability and disease stabi-
lization for some patients [28]. In a series of experiments
using a CD38+ MM cell line, purified MM cells, and full
BM mononuclear cells (BM-MNC) of MM patients contain-
ing 2–50% malignant plasma cells, van der Veer et al. de-
monstrated that lenalidomide significantly improves dara-
tumumab-dependent lysis of MM cells [240].

PD1. Accumulating experimental evidence indicates that
PD1 is a coinhibitor and primarily involved in the regulation
of T cell and NK-cell responses. Anticancer immunotherapy
based on antibodies directed against the B7 family of recep-
tors, particularly the B7 homologue 1 (B7-H1)-programmed
death 1 (PD1) system, suggests a promising novel approach
for promoting immune responses against cancer as well as
breaking up tumor resistance and dormancy. CT-011 is a
humanized IgG1 mAb that modulates the immune response.
Interaction of CT-011 with PD-1 leads to stimulation of the
NK-cell activity and to extended survival of effector/memory
T cells, culminating in the enhancement of antitumor im-
mune response and the generation of tumor-specific mem-
ory cells [241]. CT-011 was recently administered to patients
with various hematologic malignancies, including MM at an
advanced stage of their disease and following chemotherapy
and/or stem cell transplantation [242]. Clinical benefit was
observed for 33% of the patients with one CR [242].
Currently a new clinical study recruits patients to evaluate the
efficacy and safety of CT-011 following autologous trans-
plantation and a Phase II study to determine if cellular
immunity is induced by treatment with CT-011 and DC/my-
eloma fusion cells in conjunction with stem cell transplanta-
tion (NCT01067287).

IL-6. IL-6 has been recognized as a key cytokine in the
development and progression of MM, exerting antiapoptotic
activity and multiple additional effects within the BM. IL-6
is produced predominantly by BMSCs and is upregulated by
multiple cytokines [185]. Both IL-6 and its receptor, IL-6R,
are potential targets for mAb-based intervention. A chim-
seric anti-IL-6 mAb, siltuximab (CNTO 328), enhances dexa-
methasone-induced cytotoxicity in MM cell lines, and in
MM cells from patients refractory to dexamethasone therapy,
it also enhances the cytotoxicity of the bortezomib plus dexa-
methasone combination [243]. Siltuximab is currently being

evaluated in MM in multiple single-arm and randomized
Phase II studies, either alone or in combination with bor-
tezomib (NCT01219010, NCT00402181, NCT00911859,
NCT00412321, NCT00401843). Preliminary results in com-
bination with bortezomib have shown promise, with a 57%
objective response rate (ORR), although grade 3+ haemato-
logical toxicities were somewhat common [244]. A Phase III
study of siltuximab or placebo in combination with borte-
zomib and dexamethasone is underway (NCT01266811).

A murine anti-IL-6 mAb, BE-8, has been evaluated in
combination with dexamethasone and high-dose melphalan
as a conditioning regimen for ASCT. The combination in-
duced a response in 13 of 16 patients (81%) and a CR in 6
patients (37.5%). The overall response (OR) was similar to
historical controls by the same group of high-dose melpha-
lan; however, the CR rate appeared to be higher and was
correlated with IL-6 neutralization [245]. In a subsequent
prospective, multicentre randomized trial by the same group,
the addition of BE-8 to the melphalan plus dexamethasone
conditioning regimen showed no improvement in response
or survival rates for patients with high-risk MM [246].

Tocilizumab is a humanized anti-IL-6 mAb currently
approved for rheumatoid arthritis in several countries, and
for the Castleman disease in Japan, has demonstrated efficacy
in a murine MM model [247] and is currently being eva-
luated clinically in MM. Another anti-IL-6 mAb, 1339, has
demonstrated activity on MM cell lines (cocultured with
BMSCs) in vitro and in murine xenograft MM models; it is
not yet being evaluated clinically [248].

VEGF. VEGF is a key cytokine that promotes angiogenesis in
a variety of tumour types. Bevacizumab, a humanized anti-
VEGF mAb, is currently indicated for treatment of colorec-
tal cancer. In a Phase II study in patients with relapsed/re-
fractory MM, seven out of 10 patients responded partial res-
ponse (PR) to bevacizumab in combination with low-dose
dexamethasone and lenalidomide [249]. An additional phase
II study of the same combination reported similar results in
a larger patient population (OR 19/27, 70%) [250], noting
that this response rate was not significantly different from
that seen in the pivotal Phase III trial of lenalido-
mide plus dexamethasone (61%) [251]. An additional
Phase II study of this combination is currently recruit-
ing patients (NCT00410605), and the drug is also being
evaluated in combination with bortezomib (NCT00464178,
NCT00473590).

GM-2. GM-2 is a ganglioside expressed on MM cells. A
humanized anti-GM-2 mAb, BIW-8962, has demonstrated
in vitro killing of MM cell lines and in vivo effectiveness in
mouse xenograft models, with ADCC and CDC the most
prominent cytotoxic mechanisms [252]. BIW-8962 is being
evaluated as monotherapy in a Phase I/II study for patients
with relapsed/refractory MM (NCT00775502).

CD200. CD200 is a highly conserved transmembrane gly-
coprotein expressed on a wide range of cell types; however,
expression of the receptor for CD200 (CD200R1) is appar-
ently limited to APC of myeloid lineage and certain T cell
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populations and is thought to deliver inhibitory signals. The
expression of the CD200 gene by MM cells has been found to
be a predictor of poor prognosis in patients with MM [253].
ALXN6000 is a humanized anti-CD200 mAb that is currently
being evaluated in a Phase 1/2 study in patients with MM or
B-cell CLL (NCT00648739), with results expected in the near
future.

Killer Cell Immunoglobulin-Like Receptors (KIRs). KIRs are
receptors expressed on natural killer (NK) cells and a sub-
set of T cells and function as key regulators of NK cell activi-
ty [254]. IPH 2101 (anti-KIR) is a fully human monoclon-
al antibody blocking interaction between KIR inhibitory
receptors on NK cells with their ligands. By blocking
these receptors, it facilitates activation of NK cells and,
potentially, destruction of tumor cells by the latter. Several
studies are currently underway in smoldering and first-
relapse MM (NCT01222286, NCT01217203, NCT00999830,
NCT01248455) and safety and tolerability results are ex-
pected later in 2011 for a Phase 1 study in relapsed or re-
fractory MM (NCT00552396).

10. Monoclonal Antibodies and Highly
Cytotoxic Compounds

The immune system of MM patients is impaired by the dis-
ease or by cancer treatments. Along with efforts to develop
functional antibodies, substantial efforts are underway to
develop therapies using antibodies conjugated with potent
cytotoxic agents. A variety of highly cytotoxic compounds are
being evaluated for antibody-based delivery, including cali-
cheamicin, doxorubicin, taxanes, maytansinoids, dolas-
tatins, and CC-1065 analogs [255–258]. Immunoconjugate
IMGN901 (BB-10901; huN901-DM1) is composed of a hu-
manized monoclonal antibody that binds with high affinity
to CD56 conjugated with the cytotoxic maytansinoid DM1
through a disulfide linkage [258]. Upon binding to a target
tumor cell, the antibody-maytansinoid conjugate is internal-
ized by natural processes, where the conjugate is metabolized
and active maytansinoid metabolites are released [259].
Within the hematopoietic compartment, while CD56 expres-
sion is normally restricted to NK cells and a subset of T ly-
mphocytes [260, 261] and is absent from normal plasma cells
[262], it is strongly expressed on MM cells in the majority
of MM patients [263–266]. Tassone et al. demonstrated the
activity of IMGN901 against CD56+ MM cells both in vitro
and in vivo. Target-dependent cytotoxicity was shown in
cocultures of CD56+ and CD56− cells [263]. Treatment
with IMGN901 in a human MM tumor xenograft model in
immunocompromised mice showed that the immunoconju-
gate was effective in both a minimal and bulky disease setting.
The clinical evaluation of IMGN901 was initiated with a
Phase I study in patients with relapsed or relapsed/refractory
MM who failed at least one prior therapy and have CD56+
MM (NCT00346255) [258]. Additive to synergistic activity
has been observed in combinations of IMGN901 with len-
alidomide, bortezomib, or melphalan in MM xenograft
models [267, 268].

BT062 is a chimeric mAb conjugated to maytansinoid
derivatives that demonstrates in vitro cytotoxicity and inhibi-
tion of MM cells in mouse xenograft models, apparently via
apoptotic mechanisms; BT062 also inhibits the adherence
of MM cells to BMSCs and abrogates the protective effects
exerted by growth factors and BMSCs on MM cells [269].
The local release of potent maytansinoid moieties from target
cells and uptake into nearby nontarget cells is the proposed
mechanism for this activity [269] and may have an important
impact on BT062 efficacy through eradication of tumor cells
that heterogeneously express CD138 or disruption of the
tumor microenvironment by elimination of tumor stromal
cells. A Phase I dose finding study of BT062 for patients with
relapsed/refractory MM is underway (NCT00723359), and
an additional Phase I/IIa study is ongoing but not recruiting
patients with advanced MM (NCT01001442).

11. Immunotherapy Approaches
Targeting Microenvironment and the
Neoplastic Niche of MM

The BM microenvironment encompasses a wide spectrum of
cell types and extracellular matrix proteins, including fibro-
nectin, collagen, laminin, and osteopontin. Multistep genetic
and microenvironmental changes lead to the transformation
of plasma cells into a malignant neoplasm. Genetic abnor-
malities alter the expression of adhesion molecules on my-
eloma cells, as well as responses to growth stimuli in the mi-
croenvironment [270].

A cardinal clinical feature of MM is the presence of os-
teolytic bone lesions. Myeloma cells disrupt the delicate ba-
lance between bone formation and bone resorption [271,
272]. The inhibition of the Wnt pathway suppresses osteo-
blasts, whereas the amplification of the RANK pathway and
the action of macrophage inflammatory protein 1 α (MIP1α)
activate osteoclasts [271]. The induction of proangiogenic
molecules (e.g., VEGF) enhances the microvascular density
of bone marrow and accounts for the abnormal structure of
myeloma tumor vessels [273]. Various clinical observations
[274] and experimental studies [275, 276] have linked the
level of the MM bone disease with the disease burden. Tu-
mor cells and stromal cells interact via adhesion molecules
and cytokine networks to simultaneously promote tumor
cell survival, drug resistance, angiogenesis, and disordered
bone metabolism. In addition, the amounts of several of
immunologically active compounds increase including TGF-
b, IL-10, IL-6, VEGF, Fas ligand, MUC-1, cyclooxygenase
(COX)-2, and related prostanoids and metalloproteinases
[277].

In addition to therapy directed at MM cells and tumour
promoting interactions, some efforts have been devoted to
mAb therapy directed against the development of end-organ
complications; to date, these efforts have been restricted to
the suppression of myeloma-related bone disease.

Angiogenesis is considered a hallmark of MM progres-
sion. As indicated before in patients affected by MM sy-
ndecan-1, a heparan sulphate proteoglycan is overexpressed
by myeloma cells in the BM and peripheral blood [212].
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The high levels of heparan sulfate in the tumor microen-
vironment resulting from syndecan-1 shedding also act as
positive regulators that condition the microenvironment for
robust tumor growth. For example, heparan sulfate binds to
and promotes the activity of important angiogenic growth
factors such as fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) and VEGF
[278, 279]. Recent research has shown that syndecan-1 could
also be involved in the modulation of the growth and survival
of endothelial cells (ECs) within the BM microenvironment
[280]. Enzymatic remodeling of heparan sulfate proteogly-
can structure and function within the tumor microenviron-
ment is emerging as an important mechanism for dynamic
regulation of tumor growth [281]. There are three forms of
enzymatic remodeling of heparan sulfate proteoglycans that
are known to occur in myeloma, and other tumors, sulfa-
tases, sheddases, and heparanase, which are active within the
tumor microenvironment, point out the importance of re-
gulated remodeling of heparan sulfate proteoglycans [216,
281–284]. Certain heparinase gene SNPs may contribute to
basal heparanase gene expression. Alterations in this gene are
an important determinant in the pathogenesis of ALL, AML,
and MM [285]. Dynamic regulation of heparan sulfate struc-
ture by sulfate 6-O-endosulfatases (Sulfs) present within the
tumor microenvironment can have a dramatic impact on the
growth and progression of malignant cells in vivo [283].

The high serum level of shed syndecan-1 has been asso-
ciated with an unfavourable prognosis [213, 215].

Hence, the designing of novel agents that regulate the re-
modeling processes of heparan sulfate proteoglycans or in-
hibiting of VEGF as discussed previously represents a new
opportunity for therapeutic control of malignant cell growth.
Huang and zhan investigated the effect of VEGF antisense
(AS) RNA on proliferation and apoptosis in myeloma cell
line U266 as well as on angiogenesis in endothelial cell
ECV304 and to explore the feasibility of gene therapy for
MM using VEGF antisense RNA [286]. VEGF121 cDNA was
inserted into a multiple clone site of eukaryotic expression
vector pIRES2-EGFP to construct the recombinant plasmid
AS-VEGF. The recombinant plasmid was transfected into a
human myeloma cell line U266. Expression of VEGF mRNA
and protein decreased more significantly in U266 cells trans-
fected by AS-VEGF than that in control group. VEGF anti-
sense RNA can inhibit the expression of VEGF gene in
U266 cells, thereby inhibits the proliferation of U266 cells,
increases the apoptosis of U266 cells, and inhibits angiogen-
esis in vitro [286].

Another novel therapeutic concept related to the micro-
environment is the introduction of antiadhesion strategies.
Podar et al. evaluated the therapeutic potential of the new-in-
class molecule-selective adhesion molecule (SAM) inhibitor
Natalizumab, a recombinant humanized IgG4 monoclonal
antibody, which binds integrin-α4, in MM [287]. Natalizu-
mab, but not a control antibody, inhibited adhesion of MM
cells to non cellular and cellular components of the microen-
vironment as well as disrupted the binding of already adher-
ent MM cells. Moreover, natalizumab also blocked VEGF-
and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1)-induced signalling
sequelae triggering MM cell migration. Natalizumab not
only blocked tumour cell adhesion but also chemosensitized

MM cells to bortezomib, in an in vitro therapeutically repres-
entative human MM-stroma cell coculture system model.

Some MM cells that harbor oncogenic translocations re-
main dependent on the stroma for their survival, while oth-
ers acquire additional mutations which affect NF-κB path-
ways and remove their reliance on the bone marrow micro-
environment [288]. Mutations affecting the activation of
NF-κB-inducing kinase (NIK) have been identified in MM
samples and cell lines, suggesting that NIK could be an im-
portant target for therapy of MM. The majority of MM
samples display high constitutive NF-κB activity and up to
20% results from mutations in NF-κB signaling components,
including NIK. Inhibition of NIK may be an effective thera-
peutic for some MM cases. There are several new agents un-
der investigation that induce apoptosis of myeloma cells.
Celastrol is a quinone methide triterpene derived from the
medicinal plant Tripterygium wilfordii, acts by NF-κB path-
way, and induces cell cycle arrest at the G1 phase followed
by apoptosis in human myeloma cell line U266 cells [289].
Several studies have showed that miRNAs play important
roles in the regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation,
and apoptosis [290, 291]. The deregulation of miRNAs ex-
pression contributes to tumorogenesis by modulating onco-
genic and tumor suppressor signaling pathways.

12. Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor
Kappa-B Ligand (RANKL)

RANKL promotes bone loss in osteoporosis and contributes
to the development of bone lesions in MM. The inhibition
of RANKL may directly impact myeloma cells that express
RANK and have a therapeutic role in the treatment of MM.
The fully human anti-RANKL mAb, denosumab, has de-
monstrated some efficacy in a Phase II study of patients with
plateau-phase or relapsed MM, including suppression of
the bone turnover marker serum C-terminal telopeptide of
type 1 collagen (sCTx) [292]. Denosumab is currently being
compared with zoledronic acid (the standard of care for pre-
vention of bone disease in several cancers) in patients with
advanced cancers or MM in a randomized Phase III trial
(NCT00330759); results in the MM cohort have thus far been
mixed although positive in other cancers; future trials are
planned in MM to better define its role.

13. Dickkopf-Related Protein 1 (DKK1)

The canonical Wnt pathway plays an important role in con-
trolling proliferation, differentiation, and survival of OBs.
In MM, high serum DKK1 levels were correlated with
focal bone lesions [293]. The DKK1 produced by MM cells
can inhibit the differentiation of OB precursor cells [293] and
bone formation in vitro [294] through a DKK1-mediated at-
tenuation of Wnt3a-induced stabilization of β-catenin [295].
These findings confirm DKK1 as an important regulator of
bone formation in the bone microenvironment. The broad
expression in myeloma but highly restricted expression in
normal tissues, together with its functional roles as an OB
formation inhibitor and a potential myeloma growth en-
hancer, make DKK1 an ideal and universal target for
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immunotherapy. DKK1 (peptide)-specific CTLs can effec-
tively lyse primary myeloma cells in vitro [296]. A fully
human anti-DKK1 mAb, BHQ880, has demonstrated im-
provement in the bone parameters in murine models and
also appears to have direct effects on the MM cell growth,
possibly via interactions with the BMSCs and the IL-6-re-
lated pathways [297, 298]. BHQ880 is being evaluated in
combination with zoledronic acid in a Phase 2 study in pa-
tients with relapsed/refractory MM (NCT00741377), and
studies in early MM (i.e., smoldering MM) are also under-
way.

14. Biphosphonates-Activated
T Cell-Based Immunotherapy

Aminobiphosphonates, such as pamidronate and zoledron-
ate, were originally developed for osteoporosis but are in-
creasingly used for cancer therapy. They have been shown to
activate Vγ9Vδ2 T cells, and the activated cells were func-
tionally characterized in vitro and in vivo [299–302]. In vivo
study, evaluated administration of low-dose IL-2 in combi-
nation with pamidronate to patients with low-grade non-
Hodgkin lymphoma or MM, showed that only patients with
significant in vivo proliferation of γδ T cells responded to
treatment [303]. Abe et al. [304] in a clinical phase I study
evaluated the clinical and immunological effects of zole-
dronate-activated Vγ9Vδ2 T lymphocyte-activated killer
(LAK). Six patients with MM received no antimyeloma ther-
apy in the preceding 2 months and during the study period
received four biweekly intravenous infusions of zoledronate-
activated Vγ9Vδ2 T LAK cells generated from the culture
of PBMCs in the presence of zoledronate and IL-2.
This showed that administration of zoledronate-activated
Vγ9Vδ2 T LAK cells, a safe and immunotherapy for MM pa-
tients, is promising, and zoledronate-activated Vγ9Vδ2T cel-
ls warrant further clinical investigations.

15. Changes in Mesenchymal Stromal Cells from
Multiple Myeloma Patients

BM-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are precur-
sors of OBs and differentiate preferentially into bone-form-
ing cells both in vitro and in vivo. MM cells were suggested
to target MSCs thereby diverting their functions to serve the
MM cells. This idea led to studies of the functions of MSCs
derived from MM patients (MM-derived MSCs) compared
to those of healthy individuals; it was suggested that MSCs
from myeloma patients exhibit defective functions [68–70]:
MM-derived MSCs were reported to exhibit decreased col-
ony-forming unit number [70], growth impairment [70],
reduced osteogenic differentiation [68], and increased IL-6
secretion [68, 70]. However, these observations were not re-
producible in all reports [68–70]. Some authors focused on
toll-like receptor (TLR) ligands and on the cytokine epider-
mal growth factor (EGF). They [305–310] have shown that
TLR activation modulates MSC proliferation, migration, and
differentiation. However, MM-derived MSCs exhibited re-
duced activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinases
(ERK1/2) and may therefore represent a general property of

this signaling pathway in MM-derived MSCs. These altered
responses persisted in MSCs from MM patients following
extended culture and passaging in vitro, indicating that these
cells are permanently modified. Activation of MAPK path-
way contributes to drug resistance, growth, and survival
[311]. MSCs derived from MM patients have been shown to
exhibit different gene expression profiles when compared to
control MSCs [68, 312]. Furthermore, these MSCs have been
suggested to be genomically altered [313]. MM-derived
MSCs are intrinsically and permanently modified. The treat-
ment of the disease may therefore require not only the
elimination of the tumor cells but concomitantly treatment
or replacement of stromal elements.

16. Immunotherapy after Autologous Stem Cell
Transplantation for MM

A major area of investigation is to develop strategies to elicit
myeloma-specific immune responses that will selectively
eliminate malignant cells and eradicate residual disease fol-
lowing ASCT. High-dose melphalan induces severe and per-
sistent immunosuppression characterized by a delayed recov-
ery of CD4 T cells that remain below normal counts for
months to years after ASCT [314, 315], a restricted T cell re-
pertoire [316], and impaired T cell functions including an
increased susceptibility to apoptosis [317], a reduced prolif-
eration intensity upon stimulation with mitogens or defined
antigens and a default in Th1 cytokine production that lasts
at least one year after ASCT in patients with MM [318, 319].
The B-cell immune response is also altered after ASCT since
levels of plasma antibodies after one recall vaccination are
below those found in healthy donors [315]. T cell functions
are impaired after transplantation in patients with MM de-
spite a recovery of normal numbers of T lymphocytes [317–
319]. In theory, the posttransplantation phase should be
highly amenable to the application of immunotherapy be-
cause of a lower tumor burden. However, after high-dose
therapy, the immune system is characterized by immune cell
depletion and impaired function that may last for years
[314]. The therapeutic induction of rapid lymphocyte re-
covery consistents that unmanipulated lymphocyte levels
in patients with myeloma correlate to event-free survival
(EFS) [320–323]. Rapoport et al. have developed a strategy
for inducing an effective antitumor immune response during
the posttransplantation period and to control or eliminate
residual disease [324]. The authors hypothesized that en-
hanced numeric and functional recovery of T cells might
provide a platform for posttransplantation tumor vaccine
immunotherapy. The autologous T cells were costimulated
with paramagnetic beads that deliver CD3 and CD28 signals
designed to reverse T cell anergy [325–328]. Patients with
myeloma received costimulated autologous T cells after auto-
transplantation, along with immunizations with a 7-valent
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV; Prevnar; Wyeth)
[324, 329]. In addition, patients who were positive for hu-
man leukocyte antigen A2 (HLA-A2) received a multipeptide
tumor antigen vaccine that was based on peptides derived
from human telomerase reverse transcriptase (hTERT) and
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survivin, 2 “universal” tumor antigens that are often over-
expressed in myeloma and may have prognostic relevance
[330–332]. In this study adoptive transfer of vaccine-prim-
ed and costimulated autologous T cells generates a rapid
and schedule-dependent recovery of the cellular and hu-
moral immune system in patients with myeloma. Immune
responses to a cancer vaccine occur in a substantial propor-
tion of patients early after autotransplantation [324]. Some
studies have shown high IL-6 plasma levels after ASCT
[333, 334]. Condomines et al. showed that IL-7 and IL-15
plasma levels increase and peak at a median day 8 after HDM
and ASCT in patients with MM [335], supporting results
found in mice by Restifo and coworkers [336]. Increasing
data support the idea that the early period following-ly-
mphodepletion is propitious to promote amplification of
adoptively transferred T cells and to enhance their functions.
Several studies in mice and humans showed that homeos-
tatic expansion is associated with faster and more efficient
immune response and that immunization with tumor an-
tigens during lymphopenia generates CD8 T cells with en-
hanced antitumor capacities [337–340]. IL-7, produced by
stromal cells, is required for homeostatic expansion of naı̈ve
and memory CD4 and CD8 T cells and is critical for their
survival [341]. IL-15 drives antigen-independent homeosta-
tic memory CD8+ αβT cell proliferation [341, 342]. IL-7 and
IL-15 are also required for γδT cell homeostatic expansion
[343]. The γ9δ2T cells exert antimyeloma-specific cytotoxic-
ity, can be expanded 100-fold with IL-2 and biphosphonate
ex vivo [344], and are present in mobilized autografts [345].
These γ9δ2T cells could be expanded ex vivo and then
grafted after ASCT. CD8 T cells recognizing several myeloma
antigens as MUC-1 [346], cancer-testis antigens [124, 126,
127], or IgG epitopes [347], detected in peripheral blood
of patients, may also be present in HSC harvests. Once
stimulated ex vivo with antigen-pulsed DCs [348], these
antimyeloma cell CD8+ T cells are able to kill myeloma cells.

17. Immunotherapy after Allogeneic SCT

Allogeneic transplantation results in long-term disease-free
survival for a subset of patients with MM. The unique ef-
ficacy of allogeneic transplantation is due to the graft-versus-
disease effect that is mediated by alloreactive donor T cells
[5, 349, 350].

Compared with autologous transplantation, allogeneic
transplantation results in lower rates of disease relapse and
higher rates of molecular remission [5, 351–353]. Standard
myeloablative alloSCT for myeloma is associated with a ra-
ther high treatment-related mortality. One approach to re-
duce transplant-related mortality is the use of reduced-in-
tensity conditioning regimens [354] in which the primary
antimyeloma cytoreductive agent is the donor lymphocytes
contained in the graft or administered as part of DLI at a
subsequent time point. The CR rate of allogeneic stem cell
transplantation after standard myeloablative and dose-re-
duced conditioning ranged between 27% and 81% [354–
358]. The ability of donor lymphocyte infusions (DLIs) to
eradicate posttransplant disease relapse demonstrates the
potency of the graft-versus-myeloma effect [37]. Because

only those patients who achieved molecular remission have a
high probability of long-term freedom from disease and cure
[359], a higher number of CRs, especially molecular CRs,
must be reached. For upgrading non-CR into CR may be
used DLI as adoptive immunotherapy after allogeneic stem
cell transplantation. In most reports on DLI in myeloma, DLI
was given for relapse [360–362] and only a few reported on
prophylactic DLI [363, 364]. Most studies till date have used
relatively high T cell doses, resulting in a high rate of aGvHD
up to 55%. DLI given after reduced-intensity conditioning in
a dose-escalating manner resulted in less acute and chronic
GVHD [363]. Ayuk et al. thus considered it important to find
DLI doses that may induce a graft-versus-myeloma effect
without GvHD [362]. Their data show that it is possible to
achieve remission in myeloma patients who have relapsed,
persistent, or progressive disease following RIC allografting
with much lower T cell numbers with relatively low starting
doses (1.0 106 CD3+/kg BW for unrelated grafts and 4.7 106

CD3+/kg BW for sibling grafts). The incidence and severity
of aGvHD and cGvHD were relatively low [362]. Kroger et al.
investigated the effect of DLI alone or in combination with s-
thalidomide, bortezomib, and lenalidomide in patients with
MM who achieved only partial remission or very good partial
remission after allogeneic stem cell transplantation [365].
Fifty-nine percent of patients achieved CR, and this CR re-
sulted in significantly improved progression-free survival at
5 years (58% versus 35%). CR by flow cytometry could be
achieved in 63%, and this resulted in an even more favorable
event-free survival at 5 years (74% versus 15%) [365].

18. Combined Donor Vaccination and
Allogeneic Stem-Cell Transplantation

A special aspect of active immunotherapy in MM is the com-
bination of alloSCT with the induction of myeloma-spe-
cific immunity in the donor’s immune system. The donor
immune system is presumably naive for the patient’s mye-
loma idiotype and therefore not tolerized or anergic. There-
fore, induction of tumor-specific immunity in donors of
haematopoietic stem cells for myeloma patients by idiotype
immunization, followed by adoptive transfer of specific im-
mune cells into the transplanted patient, may render allo-
geneic SCT from a nonspecific form of active immunother-
apy into a tumor-specific therapy. In the 38C13 mouse ly-
mphoma model, mice receiving marrow from a donor im-
munized with 38C13 idiotype had a statistically significant
survival advantage after a lethal challenge with 38C13 lym-
phoma cells compared to animals transplanted with control
marrow [366]. When preimmunized marrow transplanta-
tion was combined with a subsequent booster immunization,
even tumor-bearing mice could evidently be cured of their
disease. The protective effect was mediated by donor-derived
T cells.

More recently, results from a formal clinical trial of donor
idiotype immunization were reported. Five patients and their
related donors received three subcutaneous vaccinations
with idiotype (coupled to KLH at the 1st vaccination) and
GM-CSF prior to alloSCT. All donors developed cellular
and humoral anti-idiotype immune responses. After bone
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marrow transplantation, the three patients who survived
longer than 30 days received 3 booster vaccinations with
KLH-coupled idiotype and GM-CSF. Remarkably, these
patients survived without evidence for disease recurrence for
5.5 to more than 8 years, and all had evidence for [367] idio-
type-specific immunity after alloSCT.

One recipient suffered from chronic GvHD and was on
chronic steroid therapy, while the other 2 recipients and all
of the donors were medically well, without any significant
complications.

In order to avoid immunization of the healthy donor, at-
tempts have been made to generate myeloma idiotype-spec-
ific donor immunity through in vitro stimulation of donor T
cells with monocyte-derived, idiotype-presenting DC [368].
Implementation of this approach would permit to extend the
principle of transfer of tumour-specific immunity to the vast
pool of unrelated stem cell donors for alloSCT.

19. Conclusions

MM continues to be an incurable disease with fatal outcome
for the majority of patients at advanced stages. Therefore,
exploration of novel therapeutic modalities should be pur-
sued.

Immunotherapy seems promising and may prove effec-
tive in eradicating the malignant stem cell pool that is non-
proliferating and generally resistant to chemotherapy.

Various clinical immunotherapy treatment strategies
have been tested. Most of these strategies have focused on tar-
geting idiotype-specific immunity. Idiotype-based vaccines
have been shown in preclinical tests to induce or enhance
idiotype-specific immunity. But clinical response is rare, oc-
curring only in a minority of treated patients, suggesting that
the effect is too weak to cause significant tumor destruction.
Ideally, a tumor-specific immunotherapy should induce or
expand only the beneficial immune responses mediated by
CTLs (Th1 and Tc1 subsets) that have sufficient cytotoxic
effects toward tumor cells but not normal cells. Further stud-
ies are warranted so to better understand the immune re-
gulation mechanism in MM.

TSAs continue to be identified in myeloma, and a sys-
tematic assessment and comparisons to identify the most
promising candidates for clinical trials, are necessary. Vacci-
nation with DC/tumor fusions induces antitumor immunity
in a majority of the patients; however, responses are transient
and not always associated with clinical benefit. One potential
limiting factor is the regulatory T cells. It is necessary to
develop ways to promote the expansion and increase the
amount of functionally competent tumor-reactive T cells and
to limit the influence of regulatory T cells in order to im-
prove the efficacy of the DC/MM fusion vaccine. One ap-
proach is vaccination in conjunction with ASCT which faci-
litates vaccine response by inducing a minimal disease state
and limiting the inhibitory influence of the myeloma cells.
In preclinical models, stem cell transplantation results in
the in vivo depletion of regulatory T cells, transient loss of
tumor mediated tolerance, and enhanced capacity to re-
spond to tumor vaccines [167, 168]. Exposure to lenali-
domide increased cytotoxic T lymphocyte-mediated lysis

autologous tumor targets indicating of the potential of cel-
lular immunotherapy in conjunction with lenalidomide in-
cluding its use as part in the DC/myeloma fusion vaccine
[169].

Functionally potent DCs can be generated by stimulation
with NK cells and may provide an effective source of DC-
based immunotherapy in MM [174]. Modulation of inhibi-
tory and activating NK receptor ligands on tumor cells re-
presents a promising therapeutic approach against MM.

Perhaps the most interesting field for active immuno-
therapy in myeloma lies in the combination with allogeneic
stem cell transplantation. This setting offers the advantage
of an immune system that is unaffected by potential negative
influences exerted by the tumor on the immune system.
Transfer of tumor antigen-specific immunity from the donor
to the myeloma patient may help to enhance the immuno-
logical efficacy of allogeneic SCT and to separate graft-ver-
sus-myeloma from graft-versus-host activity. The most cru-
cial question to develop this concept further is whether the
donor has to be immunized personally or whether effica-
cious, specific antitumor immunity can be induced ex vivo
or in the transplanted patient.

MM exhibits a number of potentially valuable targets
for mAb therapy that await further investigation in clinical
studies. As has been the case with other cancers, mAbs, when
employed as monotherapy in MM, have generally not pro-
duced impressive levels of response with respect to either
response rates or extent of response in individual patients.
However, preclinical results in MM cell lines and murine
explant models and preliminary clinical results in patients
with relapsed/refractory MM suggest that mAbs are likely
to act synergistically with traditional therapies (dexametha-
sone), immune modulators (thalidomide, lenalidomide),
and other novel therapies (such as the first-in-class protea-
some inhibitor bortezomib); in addition, mAbs have shown
the ability to overcome resistance to these therapies. These
observations suggest that future work may be most pro-
ductively directed at the rational development of multiagent
therapies incorporating specific mAbs on the basis of clinical
trial results and, possibly, on the identification of patient-
specific MM disease factors. Indeed, many of the molecules
composing the surface profile of plasma cells, such as CD38,
CD138, CD162, and CD49d, are involved in the adhesive
dynamics regulating the crosstalk between MM cells and the
BM stromal environment. The search for new treatment stra-
tegies to improve outcomes for MM patients has led to the
development of novel antibody-based therapies currently
undergoing clinical evaluation.

Major progress in understanding interactions between
the immune system and malignant cells will strongly aug-
ment the design of clinically more efficient study protocols in
MM. Multiple different approaches are currently evaluated in
clinical trials.
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Multiple myeloma remains an incurable disease although the prognosis has been improved by novel therapeutics and agents
recently. Relapse occurs in the majority of patients and becomes fatal finally. Immunotherapy might be a powerful intervention to
maintain a long-lasting control of minimal residual disease or to even eradicate disseminated tumor cells. Several tumor-associated
antigens have been identified in patients with multiple myeloma. These antigens are expressed in a tumor-specific or tumor-
restricted pattern, are able to elicit immune response, and thus could serve as targets for immunotherapy. This review discusses
immunogenic antigens with therapeutic potential for multiple myeloma.

1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) will account for an estimated
20,180 new cancer cases in the United States in 2010, in-
cluding 11,170 cases in men and 9,010 cases in women,
with an estimated 10,650 deaths [1]. The implementation of
autologous stem-cell transplantation and novel agents such
as thalidomide, lenalidomide, and bortezomib has changed
the management of myeloma and extended overall survival
[2–4]. The 5-year survival rate reported in the Surveillance
Epidemiology and End Results database has increased from
25% in 1975 to 34% in 2003 owing to those newer and
more effective treatment options available [5, 6]. However,
patients invariably relapse even if complete remission is
achieved. Patients in relapse, usually in old ages [7] and
having experienced a long term of treatment, have poor
tolerability to further intervention, whereas the myeloma
cells have acquired resistance to previous therapy and are
very likely cross-resistant to similar drugs. Therefore, the
final outcome of patients with MM is sad, and MM still
remains an incurable disease. Novel therapeutics are still
being expected to further improve the outcome of patients
with MM.

Antitumor immunotherapy is proved to be well-tolerated
and thought to be unlikely cross-resistant with current drugs
and thus might be a powerful intervention to maintain a
long-lasting control of minimal residual disease or to even
eradicate disseminated tumor cells [8, 9]. Some immuno-
therapies have achieved clinical success and have been
approved for clinical use in tumors, employing monoclonal
antibodies or immune cells. For example, rituximab, an anti-
CD20 antibody, has extended survival of patients with B-cell
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL). Medication of rituximab
as single treatment or in combination with chemotherapy
has been a standard treatment for NHL. [10, 11]. Sipuleucel-
T is an active cellular immunotherapy consisting of autolo-
gous PBMCs pulsed in vitro with a tumor-associated antigen.
Benefit from Sipuleucel-T was confirmed in patients with
castration-resistant prostate cancer by a phase III random-
ized trial [12] and Sipuleucel-T has become the first cellular
therapeutic for solid tumors approved by FDA. However,
immunotherapy with unequivocal clinical benefit is not
established yet in MM. Several tumor-associated antigens
have been identified in patients with MM. Some of them
are expressed in a tumor-specific or tumor-restricted pattern
and are able to elicit immune response. Thus, they might
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be the candidate of targets for immunotherapy. This review
discusses immunogenic antigens which are present in MM
and have therapeutic potential for patients with MM.

2. Targets for Specific Immunotherapy in MM

2.1. Immunogenic Antigens. A few but growing number of
immunogenic antigens have been discovered in MM, includ-
ing idiotypes on MM immunoglobulin, MUC1, WT1, a
subgroup of cancer-testis antigens (CTAs), receptor for hy-
aluronic acid-mediated motility (RHAMM), Dickkopf1
(DKK1) and HM1.24. Idiotype refers to the unique immuno-
logical properties of any individual immunoglobulin. Nor-
mally each B-cell clone synthesizes one certain type of im-
munoglobulin which is unique to the B-cell. As MM is
a clonal B-cell malignancy, idiotype has been considered
a tumor-specific and even individual-specific antigen [53].
The other immunogenic antigens are shared with other solid
tumors or hematologic malignancies. These antigens are able
to elicit humoral and cellular immune reactions in patients
with MM (discussed below), and most of them are linked to
cell cycle or proliferation [13, 17, 22, 26, 35, 39, 45] (Table 1).
Therefore, these antigens are considered competent target
structures for immunotherapy.

2.2. Immunotargets Expressed in MM. The expression of
those immunogenic antigens mentioned above is frequent in
MM cells and restricted in normal tissue, which is very
suitable for immunotargets. Idiotype [13], RHAMM [36],
DKK1 [39, 40], and HM1.24 [46] are expressed in almost
all MM patients; MUC1 [18], WT1 [23], and MAGE-C1
[27–30] are expressed in the majority of MM patients and
ropporin is detected in about 44% of MM patients [33].
In normal tissue their expression is restricted [13, 24, 31,
34, 35, 40, 41, 46], with the exception of MUC1. MUC1
is ubiquitously expressed on the luminal surface of most
simple epithelial cells. However, on malignant cells MUC1
is overexpressed and aberrantly glycosylated [19] and thus
can be distinguished from MUC1 on normal cells. Notably,
HM1.24 had been thought to be preferentially expressed on
terminally differentiated B-cells and overexpressed on MM
cells, but not or slightly expressed in other normal tissues
[46]. However, a recent report questioned the expression
pattern of HM1.24 and the rationality of HM1.24 as a
target for immunotherapy. Erikson et al. investigated the
expression of HM1.24 by tissue microarray and found that
it was expressed in a number of normal cell types including
hepatocytes, pneumocytes, pancreas and kidney, epithelia,
monocytes, and vascular endothelium [45]. This discrepancy
in expression profile was ascribed to differences in the
sensitivity of immunodetection. Resulting from this, the
expression profile of HM1.24 and the safety of HM1.24
targeting immunotherapy need to be reconsidered.

2.3. Specific Immune Response against Immunogenic Antigens
in MM. As the first identified tumor-associated antigen
in MM, idiotype has been proved to be immunogenic by
plenty of experiments, and the immunogenicity was further
confirmed in clinical trials [13–16]. An HLA-A2-restricted

peptide derived from MUC1 was used to pulse dendritic
cells (DCs) and generated specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes
(CTLs). These specific CTLs exhibited cytotoxicity against
a myeloma cell line expressing MUC1. Another peptide de-
rived from hTERT also showed a similar effect in this exper-
iment [21]. Spontaneous formation of antibodies against
MUC1 was reported in MM patients, although at a low level
[20].

CTA-specific immune responses were also reported in
MM patients. Spontaneous antibodies and T lymphocytes
directed against NY-ESO-1 were detected in MM patients.
After being expanded by autologous antigen presenting cells
(APCs) pulsed with NY-ESO-1-derived peptide analog, the
specific CTLs were able to lyse primary MM cells [54].
Ropporin is a novel CTA identified in 2007 [34]. Specific
antibodies were detected in the serum of all patients who
showed ropporin protein staining in immunocytochemistry.
Furthermore, ropporin protein was proved to be located on
the surface of MM cells, suggesting that ropporin could be
exploited as a target for antibody therapy. Moreover, specific
CTLs were generated by incubation with autologous DCs
loaded with ropporin and showed cytolytic effect against au-
tologous MM cells [33].

MAGE-C1 is the most commonly expressed CTA in
MM. Recently several studies investigated the immuno-
genicity of MAGE-C1 in MM patients. Lendvai et al. first
described CD8+ T-cell reactions against MAGE-C1, which
were detected in MM patients, and these CD8+ T-cell re-
sponses were restricted to patients expressing MAGE-C1
mRNA in their CD138+ myeloma cells. However, the sample
size of this study was small, and more extended data
from further samples have to be generated [26]. HLA-A2-
restricted epitopes have been identified from MAGE-C1,
and specific CD8+ T cells were able to recognize MAGE-C1
expressing myeloma cells [31], which may facilitate develop-
ment of immunotherapy targeting MAGE-C1. CD4+ T-cell
reactions against MAGE-C1, which are indispensable for a
robust immune effect, were also reported, although not yet
in MM patients [55]. In addition, specific antibodies against
MAGE-C1 were detected in 50% of MM patients and in
nearly all patients with MAGE-C1 expressing myeloma cells,
demonstrating a high immunogenicity of epitopes derived
from MAGE-C1 [32]. However, in the study of Lendvai et al.,
simultaneous humoral immune responses were not detected,
probably because of the small sample size [26].

Dickkopf1 (DKK1) is a secreted protein that hampers
bone formation by inhibiting the Wnt/β-catenin pathway
and thus contributes to osteolytic bone disease in MM [56].
Qian et al. identified HLA-A2-restricted peptides from
DKK1 and proved the immunogenicity by vaccinating HLA-
A∗0201 transgenic mice. Corresponding specific CTL pre-
cursor cells were detected in MM patients, although at a
low frequency. Stimulation by autologous DCs loaded with
DKK1 peptides generated specific T cells which were able
to lyse DKK1-expressing cells including autologous primary
MM cells, in an HLA-A2 restricted manner [40]. In another
recent report, the efficiency of DKK1-DNA vaccine was
examined in a murine MM model. The vaccination elicited
a strong and specific CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell response.
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Table 1: Expression profile and immune responses of promising immunotargets in MM.

Antigen Function Expression in MM
Expression in
normal tissue

Humoral
response in

MM

CD8+ T-cell
response in

MM

CD4+ T-cell
response in

MM

Clinical trials
in MM

Idiotype
Essential for B-cells
function and
survival [13]

Nearly 100% [13] B-cells [13] Yes [14] Yes [13, 15] Yes [15]

Phase I-II, clin-
ical response
was disap-
pointing [16]

MUC1

Multiple functions
including surface
barrier, signal
transduction, and
so forth [17]

Fully glycosylated: 73%
Differentiation-dependent
glycoforms: 59%
Cancer-associated
glycoforms: 36% [18]

Ubiquitous on
the luminal
surface of most
simple epithelial
cells [19]

Yes [20] Yes [21] Yes [21] ND

WT1
Transcription
factor [22]

Frequent but at a low level
[23]

Placenta [24] ND Yes [25] ND

One patient re-
ported, show-
ing decreased
myeloma cells
[25],

MAGE-C1
Probably
dysregulation of
the cell cycle [26]

70–80% [27–30]
Testis, placenta
[31]

Yes [32] Yes [26] ND ND

Ropporin Unknown 44% [33] Testis [34] Yes [34] Yes [33] ND ND

RHAMM

Formation of
mitotic spindle,
signal transduction
[35]

100% [36]
Testis, placenta,
thymus [24, 35]

ND Yes [37, 38] ND

Two phase I/II
peptide vacci-
nation trials,
including 7
MM patients,
with three
showing clini-
cal response
[37, 38]

DKK1
Inhibitor of
osteoblast
differentiation [39]

Almost all patients [40]
Placenta,
prostate and
testis [40, 41]

Yes [42, 43] Yes [40, 44] Yes [44] ND

HM1.24
Antiviral
restriction factor
[45]

100% [46]
Terminally
differentiated
B-cells∗ [46]

Yes [47–49] Yes [50–52] ND ND

∗
The expression of HM1.24 in normal tissue needs to be further investigated.

ND: No data available.

Moreover, the vaccine was able to protect mice from MM
challenge and exhibited therapeutic effect against established
MM [44]. Two anti-DKK1 neutralizing antibodies have been
tested as therapeutic agents in mice bearing human primary
MM. Both antibodies reduced osteolytic bone resorption
and increased bone formation, indicating their potential
application for the palliative treatment. Furthermore, the
two antibodies also inhibited myeloma cell growth in vivo,
probably through blockage of bone marrow stromal cell/MM
cell adhesion and production of IL-6 [42, 43].

HM1.24 antigen (also referred to as CD317, BST2, or
tetherin) is a surface molecule involved in controlling virus
infection [45]. HM1.24-loaded DCs were able to induce
specific CTLs in vitro from peripheral blood of healthy
volunteers and MM patients. The specific CTLs showed the
ability to recognize and lyse myeloma cells [50–52]. Several
HLA I-restricted epitopes within HM1.24 have been iden-
tified and proved to be of potent immunogenicity [52, 57].

More evidence of humoral immune responses is available by
targeting HM1.24. A humanized anti-HM1.24 monoclonal
antibody has been developed and has exhibited antimyeloma
effect by inducing antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC) [47]. Injection of this antibody inhibited tumor
growth, reduced tumor load, and prolonged survival of
myeloma-bearing mice in xenograft mouse model [48].
Defucosylation could further enhance the ADCC against
primary myeloma cells [49].

2.4. Clinical Trials against Immunotargets. Idiotype, WT1,
and RHAMM have been tested as therapeutic targets in
published clinical trials. Several studies have investigated
the use of idiotype protein or peptide pulsed DCs as
vaccine for patients with MM [16]. Immune responses were
evoked in some patients, but clinical responses were rare.
This unsatisfactory outcome of idiotype vaccination in MM
was partially due to the weak immunogenicity of idiotype
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proteins [58]. Different approaches are under clinical eval-
uation for enhancing idiotype-targeted immune response
[59, 60].

WT1 peptide-based vaccination was performed in a pa-
tient with advanced chemotherapy-resistant MM. The fre-
quency of WT1 specific CTLs increased after vaccination.
Myeloma cells in BM decreased from 85% to 25%, and the
amount of M protein in the urine decreased from 3.6 to
0.6 g/day. A bone scintigram showed improvement of bone
lesions, especially of the ribs, so that the clinical response was
assessed as minimal (EGBMT criteria) [25].

HLA-A2-restricted epitopes within RHAMM have been
identified [61], and the most robust one, which was des-
ignated R3, was tested in clinical peptide vaccination trials
in patients with acute myeloid leukemia, myelodysplastic
syndrome, and MM. Seven patients with MM were recruited
and exhibited exciting results. Immune responses were
observed in 6/7 (85.7%) patients and three of them showed
a positive clinical effect, which was manifested by reduction
of free light chain serum levels [37, 38]. The high frequency
of immune responses and clinical responses indicates that
RHAMM could be a promising target for T-cell therapy
against MM.

Furthermore, several clinical trials are ongoing to inves-
tigate the vaccination effect of NY-ESO-1 or MAGE-A3 pep-
tide with GM-CSF (NCT00090493), MUC1 peptide with
GM-CSF (NCT01232712), or idiotype-KLH and T-cells
(NCT01426828) in MM patients (http://www.clinicaltrials
.gov/). These clinical trials will yield more evidence of specific
immunotherapy for MM using different targets.

3. Future Perspectives

Different immunogenic targets expressed in MM have to
be evaluated in future clinical trials to detect their clinical
relevance. Candidates could be antigens identified from MM,
or antigens which have shown therapeutic potential in other
malignancies like MUC1 and WT1. CD4+ T-cell activation,
which is indispensable for inducing efficient immune effect,
was described for idiotype [15], MUC1 [21], and DKK1
[44] in MM. Therefore, the ability to stimulate CD4+ T-cells
and the corresponding epitopes of the immunogenic targets
need to be further investigated. Adjuvants help breaking
immune tolerance in MM patients and enhance immune
effects, but the optimal adjuvant has to be established for
individual antigens [59]. Bivalent or multivalent vaccines
against different antigens might be another strategy to
strengthen immune response and prevent immune evasion.

4. Summary

There is an urgent need for novel therapeutics to improve
the outcome of patients with MM. An increasing number
of immunogenic antigens have been discovered in MM and
thus open the possibility to develop specific immunotherapy
for MM. Some of them have been tested in clinical vaccina-
tion trials and generated important results. Immunotherapy
targeting these antigens might be a promising approach to
reduce or delay relapse, and thus improve outcome of MM.
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is a plasma cell malignancy associated with high levels of monoclonal (M) protein in the blood
and/or serum. MM can occur de novo or evolve from benign monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS).
Current translational research into MM focuses on the development of combination therapies directed against molecularly defined
targets and that are aimed at achieving durable clinical responses. MM cells have a unique ability to evade immunosurveillance
through several mechanisms including, among others, expansion of regulatory T cells (Treg), reduced T-cell cytotoxic activity
and responsiveness to IL-2, defects in B-cell immunity, and induction of dendritic cell (DC) dysfunction. Immune defects could
be a major cause of failure of the recent immunotherapy trials in MM. This article summarizes our current knowledge on the
molecular determinants of immune evasion in patients with MM and highlights how these pathways can be targeted to improve
patients’ clinical outcome.

1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant plasma cell (PC)
disorder, accounting for approximately 1% of neoplastic dis-
eases and 13% of all hematological cancers [1]. It may either
present de novo or evolve from a monoclonal gammopathy of
undetermined significance (MGUS) that progresses to smol-
dering myeloma (SMM) and, finally, to symptomatic MM. In
recent years, the introduction of autologous hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and the availability of
novel drugs such as thalidomide, lenalidomide, and borte-
zomib, have prolonged overall survival [1]. Patients with
standard risk factors (absence of t(4; 14), t(14; 16), 17p-) are
expected to live for 7 to 10 years from diagnosis, with good
quality of life. In spite of these developments, MM remains
an incurable disease for the vast majority of patients.

MM tumor cells are susceptible to immune recognition,
as suggested by the therapeutic efficacy of allogeneic HSCT in
patients with this disease [2]. In fact, the curative potential

of allogeneic HSCT has been attributed, at least in large
part, to the graft-versus-myeloma effect, at best illustrated by
the induction of sustained molecular remissions after donor
lymphocyte infusions (DLIs) in patients with either relapsed
or persistent disease after allogeneic HSCT [3]. Moreover,
in 357 cases of MM, event-free and overall survival were
improved in patients given autologous-allogeneic HSCT
(tandem transplantation) as compared with patients lack-
ing an HLA-matched sibling donor and receiving double-
autologous HSCT [4]. It should be mentioned that another
study recruiting 710 myeloma patients with both standard-
risk and high-risk disease from 37 transplant centers across
the United States failed to show any superiority of non-
myeloablative (NMA) allogeneic HSCT after autologous
HSCT compared with tandem autologous HSCT in terms of
3-year progression-free and overall survival [5], suggesting
that strategies aimed at enhancing the antimyeloma effect are
needed to improve the outcome of NMA transplants.
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Despite these data indicating that an alloreactive-
mediated, graft-versus-myeloma (GVM) effect may be cru-
cial for tumor eradication, MM is unique in its ability
to elude immunosurveillance, as a result of qualitative
and/or quantitative abnormalities of DC and Treg cells,
and of enhanced release of immunoregulatory cytokines by
microenvironmental cells. Example of the latter mechanism
is secretion, by bone marrow (BM) stromal cells (BMSCs), of
immunomodulatory and proangiogenic growth factors, such
as transforming growth factor (TGF)-β, vascular endothelial
growth factor, interleukin (IL)-6, and hepatocyte growth fac-
tor (HGF). This article will review our current knowledge on
the mechanisms whereby MM cells downregulate/improve
antimyeloma immunity and will discuss how these circuits
can be targeted to improve treatment outcomes.

2. Evidence for an Immune-Mediated
Graft-versus-Myeloma Effect

As previously mentioned, DLI can induce remissions in
patients with either relapsed or persistent MM after allo-
geneic HSCT. Responses to DLI and chronic GVHD are
closely correlated, indicating that cellular/molecular targets
for GVHD and GVM are similar or identical and may include
the minor histocompatibility antigens (mHa) expressed
on both normal and MM cells of the patients. Limited
chronic GVHD has been correlated with a significantly
decreased risk of myeloma recurrence and with longer event-
free survival after NMA and reduced-intensity conditioning
(RIC) transplants, consistent with a beneficial effect of the
GVM response [6]. The European Group for Blood and
Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) has published the results
obtained in 229 MM patients who received an allogeneic
HSCT with RIC regimens from 33 clinical centres [7].
Chronic GVHD was associated with better overall survival
and progression-free survival that were 84% and 46% for
patients with limited chronic GVHD, 58% and 30% for those
with extensive chronic GVHD, and 29% and 12% in the
absence of chronic GVHD, respectively, again underscoring
the importance of the GVM effect [7].

Support for the role of mHa antigens in the GMV effect
is provided by the experimental observation that malignant
plasma cells may be susceptible to HA1-specific lysis in
vitro [8]. Immune modulating drugs, such as thalidomide,
administered after allogeneic HSCT, might be of therapeutic
interest. Thalidomide, given at low doses and, after an inter-
val of 14 days, followed by DLI, has been reported to improve
responses to DLI, without inducing GVHD [9]. In a series of
18 patients so treated, 2 developed acute GVHD grade I of the
skin, and only 2 developed de novo chronic GVHD. The high
response rate of 67% with 22% complete remission indicated
an additive or synergistic antimyeloma effect.

The cancer testis (CT) antigen class of tumor antigens
is also a potential target for the GVM effect. MAGE-type
genes can be detected in the majority of MM patients with
advanced disease, but not in samples from patients with
MGUS and with stage I/II myeloma [10]. CT10/MAGEC2,
MAGEA3, BAGE, and NY-ESO-1 mRNA have been detected

in about 90% of MM cell lines [11]. MAGEC2 and MAGEC3
were the most frequently expressed CT antigens in a
cohort of 55 patients with advanced MM. Furthermore,
IgG antibodies towards CT antigens were detected in the
serum of 10 out of 66 analyzed samples. Nine out of 10
patients with detectable antibody responses had undergone
allogeneic HSCT. When paired analyses were performed
with sera collected before and after allogeneic HSCT in 7 out
of 9 allotransplanted patients, none of these patients showed
antibody responses against any of the CT antigens in their
pretransplantation sample. The CT antigen NY-ESO-1 also
elicited strong allogeneic T-cell responses in one patient with
MM who received allogeneic HSCT [11]. Through the use
of 12mer peptides overlapping by a single amino acid and
spanning NY-ESO-1 region 51–70, it was shown that the
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell responses were both directed against
NY-ESO-151−62. When investigating the HLA restriction
patterns of T-cell responses against NY-ESO-151−62, only
HLA-DQ5-expressing EBV-B cell lines were capable of
presenting NY-ESO-151−62 to the CD4+ T cells, whereas the
CD8+ response against the same peptide was restricted by
HLA-B27. The preferential expression of NY-ESO-1 has also
been described in MM patients with cytogenetic abnormal-
ities [12]. In this study, spontaneous antibody responses
to NY-ESO-1 could be demonstrated in 33% of NY-ESO-
1+ MM patients. Furthermore, NY-ESO-1157−165-specific
T cells, accounting for 0.2–0.6% of CD8+ T cells, were
detected in NY-ESO-1+ MM patients with HLA-A∗0201
tetramers.

Altogether, there is strong evidence to support that
immune responses against myeloma are crucial for disease
control. This implies that strategies aimed at counteracting
the myeloma-induced immune dysfunction should be able
to translate into better outcomes.

3. Immune-Suppressive Molecules
Expressed by MM Cells

The outcome of an immune response is dependent on
the multiple signals exchanged by antigen-presenting cells
(APCs) and antigen-specific T cells, and on the provision of
cytokines and membrane-bound costimulatory molecules,
especially those of the B7-CD28 family [13]. The classi-
cal B7-CD28 pathway includes 2 ligands, B7.1/CD80 and
B7.2/CD86 on cell surface of APC and at least 2 receptors,
CD28 and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4), on
T cells. The interaction between CD80/CD86 ligands on APC
and CD28/CTLA-4 on T cells controls antigen-specific T-cell
proliferation, anergy, and survival. More recently identified
B7-homologs, including B7-H1/programmed death-ligand
1 (PD-L1), B7-DC/PD-L2, B7-H2/inducible costimulator
ligand (ICOSL)/B7h/B7RP-1, are expressed on APC as well
as on cells within nonlymphoid organs. Both PD-L1 and
PD-L2 interact with PD-1, a member of the CD28 family,
whereas ICOSL is known to bind to ICOS. The expression
of CD86 and ICOSL in acute myeloid leukemia has been
correlated with inhibition of antitumor immunity and with
a poor prognosis [14].
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A survey of murine tumor lines has revealed that
myeloma cell lines naturally express PD-L1 [15]. Growth
of myeloma cells in normal syngeneic mice was inhibited
significantly, albeit transiently, by administration of anti-PD-
L1 antibody in vivo and was suppressed completely in the
syngeneic PD-1-deficient mice [15]. The expression of PD-
L1 by MM cell lines may also be associated with reduced
susceptibility to tumor cell lysis by cytotoxic T-lymphocyte
(CTL) clones [16]. Among a series of cytokines tested, IFN-
γ alone was capable of upregulating PD-L1 expression on
patient-derived MM cells, mainly through the MEK/ERK
signalling pathway [16]. PD-L1 was not detected in patients
with MGUS or in healthy controls. Another study showed
that PD-L1 is expressed by a subset of cycling CD34+CD138+

malignant PC [17]. Interestingly, PD-L1 participates in the
induction and maintenance of Treg cells, in synergy with
TGF-β [18]. In a mouse model of oral tolerance induced
by the intragastric administration of chicken ovoalbumin,
both PD-L1 and PD-L2 expressed on mesenteric lymph
node DC contribute to the promotion of Treg differentiation
[19].

In contrast to PD-L1, ICOSL is expressed by <10% of
MM cases and is induced by TNF-α and/or autologous
BMSCs [20]. MM cell lines and fresh myeloma samples
also express CD86 [20]. When patients were dichotomized
based on CD86 expression levels, all patients assigned to
the CD86high group had lower hemoglobin and platelet
levels, although there were no differences in overall survival
between groups [20]. ICOSL was detected only in 3 out
of 35 patients examined, who had either chemotherapy-
resistant disease (2 patients) or plasma cell leukemia (1
patient). Interestingly, it was shown that both autologous
BMSC and exogenous TNF-α upregulate CD86 or ICOSL
expression in >50% of patients examined. Both CD86 and
ICOSL molecules enhanced the production of IL-10 by
T cells that were cultured in vitro with MM cells [20].
It is tempting to speculate that T-cell-derived IL-10 may
also affect antimyeloma responses in addition to promoting
malignant plasma cell proliferation.

Malignant plasma cells in MM express syndecan-1
(CD138). However, clonogenic or “cancer stem cells” may
be enriched in a fraction of CD138− cells that express
intranuclear Sry-HMG-box 2 (SOX2), an embryonic stem
cell marker implicated in self-renewal and pluripotency [21].
IgG antibodies to SOX2 of both κ and λ chain specificity
can be detected in patients with MGUS, but not in those
with either SMM or MM. After stimulation with a library
of overlapping 15-mer peptides spanning the entire SOX2
protein, SOX2-specific T cells could be detected in 11
out of 16 MGUS patients and included both CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells. Conversely, SOX2-specific T-cells could not
be detected from MM patients or healthy donors, even after
repeated antigen stimulation rounds. The SOX2-specific T-
cells were of the Th1 phenotype, as they produced IFN-γ
but not IL-4 or IL-10 upon SOX2 challenge [21]. Impor-
tantly, prestimulation of BM mononuclear cells from MGUS
patients with the SOX2 peptide library is translated into the
inhibition of clonogenic growth, suggesting that targeting
SOX2 immunity may restrain tumor expansion. Finally, with

a median followup of 24 months, MGUS patients with anti-
SOX2 T cells had a significantly lower likelihood of disease
progression, with a 2-year progression-free survival rate of
100% versus 30% in MGUS patients lacking anti-SOX2 T
cells [21]. This study thus underlines that the immune system
has the ability to spontaneously recognize antigens in the
preneoplastic stage of human cancer and that the pattern of
antigens targeted by the T cells in preneoplastic lesions may
differ from that in clinical cancer.

CD28 expression may be higher in malignant PC from
patients with MM compared with SMM and healthy controls
[22]. CD28 was mainly observed in patient subgroups with
poor prognosis, as defined by the genetic signature. Impor-
tantly, myeloid DC that accumulate within the BM niche
of patients with MM exert a prosurvival effect on CD28+

malignant PC that is mediated through CD28 interaction
with CD80/CD86 on the DC. CD28-expressing MM cells
induced IL-6 production upon coculture with CD80/CD86-
expressing DC, a phenomenon that was markedly inhibited
by blocking either the CD28-CD80/CD86 or Jagged-Notch-
1 pathways [22]. Finally, the U266 MM cell line enhanced
the IFN-γ-induced expression of IDO in DC, an effect that
was also observed with primary myeloma cells and was
largely CD28-dependent. This study suggests that CD28
expression by MM cells contributes to malignant cell survival
and to the induction of an immune suppressive BM milieu
(Figure 1).

CD200, formerly known as OX-2, is a highly conserved
type I transmembrane glycoprotein that is expressed by
thymocytes, activated T cells, B cells, DC, endothelial cells,
and neurons. CD200 has been detected in malignant PCs of
roughly 80% of patients with newly diagnosed MM [43]. In
a group of 112 newly diagnosed patients treated with HSCT,
patients with CD200neg MM cells had a better event-free
survival (24 months) compared with patients with CD200pos

MM cells (14 months) [43]. When CD200 expression was
tested together with classical prognostic factors (serum albu-
min and serum β2-microglobulin), CD200 expression and
β2-microglobulin remained independent prognostic factors
[43]. The improved event-free survival of patients with MM
cells lacking CD200 could be linked to the role of CD200
in suppression of T-cell-mediated immune responses and in
the development of DC with a capacity to induce Treg cells
[44].

4. Regulatory T-Cells in MM

Conflicting reports have been published on the frequency
of Treg cells in patients with MGUS and MM, with
studies showing either a decrease or an increase of FoxP3-
expressing Treg cells [45–47]. The MM-specific idiotype
immunoglobulin has been reported to expand Treg cells in
vitro [48], although the specific epitope(s) or immunoglob-
ulin domain(s) that are immunosuppressive in MM patients
remain to be identified. Both Treg cells and myeloid-
derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) were detected at increased
frequency in a cohort of 76 patients with MM [46]. Treg
cells were expanded only in patients at diagnosis, but not in
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Figure 1: Interactions between myeloma and microenvironmental cell types. It is widely accepted that the BM microenvironment promotes
myeloma growth [23]. Several cytokines can be released upon the interaction of MM plasma cells and BM microenvironmental cells,
such as BM stromal cells (BMSCs), BM endothelial cells (BMECs), and osteoblasts. Among them, HGF is an attractive target for therapy,
given its undisputed role in disease pathogenesis and its potential contribution to the myeloma-induced immune dysfunction through the
upregulation of (IDO1) in MM cells. Insulin-like growth factor- (IGF-)1 receptor is also aberrantly expressed by myeloma cells and it has
been associated with a poor prognosis [24]. The activation of cytokine networks ultimately leads to the development of immune suppression,
through effects on Treg cells and DC. For instance, HGF has been shown to inhibit DC function both in mice and in humans [25, 26], favoring
the emergence of tolerogenic DC. The main signaling pathways activated by HGF, IL-6, and other cytokines implicated in MM pathogenesis
are indicated.

those in remission or in patients with MGUS. The Treg cells
were capable of inhibiting the proliferation of autologous
responder CD4+ and CD8+ T cells by only 10% and 25%,
respectively, suggesting that they may be dysfunctional.
Another study conducted in 128 MM patients and 44 MGUS
patients showed an increase of Treg cells, especially in the PB
compared with the BM compartment [47]. The Treg cells
from MM patients mediated similar levels of suppression
of autologous T-cells compared with Treg cells from age-
matched controls. Although Treg-cell numbers positively
correlated with the paraprotein level, the highest numbers of
Treg cells were identified in patients with low disease burden
at the end of treatment in plateau phase response. In the
newly diagnosed MM patients, there was a trend toward
increased Treg numbers in the ISS stage II versus stage I.
Finally, Treg numbers did not correlate with PB or BM levels
of either IL-10 or TGF-β.

Another study involving 67 MM patients has shown that
in both MGUS patients and untreated MM, as well as treated
MM patients, the frequency of FoxP3-expressing T cells is
increased compared with healthy controls [45]. Treg cells

were isolated from 7 patients with untreated MM and were
cocultured with allogeneic CD4+CD25− T cells stimulated
with irradiated PBMC as stimulators. On a percell basis,
Treg from MM patients were equally effective at inhibiting
allogeneic T-cell proliferation when compared with Treg cells
from healthy controls. The inhibition of proliferation of
conventional T cells by Treg cells from MM patients roughly
equaled 60% when allogeneic T cells and Treg cells were
cocultured at a (1 : 1) ratio. The same levels of suppression
were observed when Treg cells from patients with MGUS
were used in the coculture experiments.

Further analyses in 2 patients with MM suggested that
Treg cells were mainly derived through the peripheral expan-
sion of Treg cells, rather than through Treg generation within
the thymus. Another study has shown that the frequency of
FoxP3-expressing PBMC may be reduced in patients with
MM or MGUS compared with healthy controls [49]. When
cocultured with anti-CD3-activated PBMC, patient-derived
Treg cells failed to suppress T-cell proliferation, even when
added at a 10-fold higher number. It has been shown that the
combined assessment of CD127 and FoxP3 expression may
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be superior to CD25/FoxP3 for an accurate identification
of Treg cells in patients with cancer, including MM [50].
Collectively, these ex vivo studies suggest that Treg cells
are abnormal in MM, either quantitatively or qualitatively.
However, the biologic basis for Treg dysfunction in patients
with MM and MGUS remains to be fully elucidated.

Importantly, Treg cells vigorously expand in the BM
of MM patients given allogeneic HSCT [51]. At a median
of 37 months from transplantation, BM-residing CD4+ T
cells were markedly reduced compared with newly diagnosed
MM patients and with healthy controls. Conversely, Treg
cells were strongly enriched within the BM of transplanted
patients, expressed TGF-β and CTLA-4, and exhibited full
suppressor function against autologous non-Treg cells. The
low number of T-cell excision circles (TRECs) documented
in BM-resident Treg cells suggested that Treg cells were
derived extrathymically, as a result of peripheral expansion.
Finally, Treg cells preferentially expressed surface markers of
naı̈ve T cells, such as CD45RA. This study indicates that Treg-
cell expansion after allogeneic HSCT may affect antimyeloma
immunity and should be taken into consideration when
designing adoptive immunotherapy approaches.

It should be emphasized that pharmacological agents
active in MM, such as lenalidomide, thalidomide, and dex-
amethasone, may affect Treg numbers. Lenalidomide treat-
ment in 8 patients with relapsed MM following allogeneic
HSCT was associated with an increase of Treg numbers [52].
Conversely, lenalidomide may reduce the percentage of Treg
cells in patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL)
[53, 54] and with solid tumors or myelodysplastic syndromes
[55]. In vitro, lenalidomide inhibited Treg proliferation and
diminished FoxP3 expression in the absence of measurable
effects on TGF-β or IL-10 production, while reducing Treg
cell accumulation in lymph nodes of CT26 cancer-bearing
animals [56]. It thus remains to be determined whether
lenalidomide may overcome the barriers to myeloma-specific
immunity through the modulation of Treg cells also in
humans. Similar to lenalidomide, thalidomide may diminish
Treg numbers in patients with CLL [57], whereas it does not
affect Treg function in vitro [56]. Further studies are needed
to determine whether immune modulating drugs such as
thalidomide and lenalidomide may affect Treg number and
function in patients with MM, leading to a better immune
control of the underlying disease.

5. BM Microenvironment and Immune
Dysfunction in MM

The BM microenvironment encompasses a wide spectrum
of cell types and extracellular matrix proteins, including
fibronectin, collagen, laminin, and osteopontin [23]. Among
the cell components, BMSC and bone marrow endothelial
cells (BMECs) physically interact with MM cells and con-
tribute to MM disease pathophysiology (Figure 1). BMSC
further enhance the myeloma-induced immune dysfunction,
by secreting factors such as VEGF, HGF, fibroblast growth
factor (FGF), and stromal-cell-derived factor (SDF)-1α. The
signalling pathways activated by the interaction between

accessory cells and MM cells lead to growth, survival, and
drug resistance of the latter, as well as to osteoclastogenesis
and angiogenesis. For instance, the adhesion of MM cells
to BMSC triggers the NF-κB-dependent secretion of IL-6
in BMSC, further stimulating MM cell growth, survival and
migration [58]. MM cells themselves secrete cytokines, such
as TGF-β and VEGF, which promote IL-6 release from BMSC
[59].

MM cells aberrantly express proangiogenic genes [60].
Although MM cells were shown not to express a significantly
higher number of pro- or antiangiogenic genes compared
with normal plasma cells, 97% of myeloma samples express
at least one angiogenic factor among the 6 most frequently
expressed factors, including HGF [61]. HGF is a 90-kd pro-
tein that signals through the MET receptor. Some MM cell
lines and primary myeloma cells also secrete HGF, suggesting
the occurrence of paracrine/autocrine interactions between
microenvironmental cell types and myeloma cells in vivo.
Stimulation of MM cells with HGF has been correlated
with the activation of signalling pathways implicated in
the regulation of cell proliferation and survival. Specifically,
MEK is required for HGF-induced proliferation, whereas
PI3K mediates myeloma cell rescue from apoptosis [62].
For biologic function, proteolytic conversion of single-chain
HGF to the heterodimeric active form is essential. HGF
activator (HGFA) is a factor XIIa-related serine protease
secreted by the liver and that potently activates HGF.
Intriguingly, HGFA levels are increased both in the PB and
BM of patients with MM, providing a prerequisite for HGF
activation in vivo [63]. Interestingly, myeloma cells catalyze
HGF activation by secreting HGFA [64]. The processing of
single-chain HGF was significantly enhanced by the addition
of thrombin and was completely inhibited by serine protease
inhibitors, such as aprotinin. Interestingly, single nucleotide
polymorphisms of the HGF gene have been associated with
myeloma risk [65].

High levels of HGF in serum and BM fluid of patients
with MM predict a dismal prognosis, with a survival time
of 32 and 21 months for patients with low and high HGF,
respectively [66]. HGF values have been reported to decline
after treatment with high-dose chemotherapy in patients
with MM who obtain at least a partial response. Clinical
responses to bortezomib and to high-dose chemotherapy
have been shown to correlate with low pre-treatment con-
centrations of HGF [67, 68]. Conversely, pretreatment levels
of other proangiogenic cytokines, such as VEGF and FGF,
were not significantly different in responders versus non-
responders. The Nordic Myeloma Study Group has shown
that HGF is elevated in 25% of patients at diagnosis [69].
Following high-dose chemotherapy, median survival was not
reached after 77 months in patients with normal HGF values,
whereas in the group with elevated HGF, median survival was
63 months. Furthermore, HGF declined in a high proportion
of MM patients at the time of disease remission.

Previously unappreciated effects of HGF on the immune
response have been recently ascertained. In mice, treatment
with HGF in vitro and in vivo suppresses the antigen-
presenting function of DC [25]. The production of IL-12p70
is significantly inhibited by in vivo treatment with HGF,
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whereas IL-10 levels remain unaffected. HGF also inhibited
antigen-induced T-cell activation in an indirect manner.
Other studies showed that treatment with HGF amelio-
rates acute GVHD through effects on the proinflamma-
tory cytokine cascades [70]. Serum IL-12 was significantly
decreased in HGF-treated mice with GVHD and both IFN-γ
and TNF-α were suppressed in target organs of GVHD,
translating into a higher survival rate.

Indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 (IDO1) is a tryptophan-
catabolizing enzyme and is constitutively expressed by a
variety of human cancers, including acute myeloid leukemia
[71, 72]. IDO1 expression in tumor cell lines and primary
tumor cells is mainly triggered by IFN-γ and translates
into tryptophan degradation into immune suppressive
metabolites, collectively referred to as kynurenines [73].
We showed that HGF induces the expression of IDO1 in
human-monocyte-derived DC [26] and that IDO1 may be
expressed and functional in patients with MM, leading to
Treg expansion [35]. Serum kynurenines correlated with
HGF release, suggesting that HGF targeting should translate
into restoration of antimyeloma immunity.

6. DC Dysfunction in MM

In mice, myeloma cells or tumor culture-conditioning
medium (TCCM) inhibit the differentiation and function of
DC, as shown by the lower expression of DC-related antigens
and compromised capacity to activate allospecific T cells
[74]. Treatment with TCCM activated p38 mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) and Janus kinase (JNK) but inhibited
extracellular regulated kinase (ERK). The inhibition of p38
MAPK restored the phenotype, cytokine secretion, and
function of TCCM-treated DC, pointing to these alterations
as novel mechanisms for tumor evasion that can be targeted
to obtain more potent DC vaccines.

The absolute number of circulating precursors of
myeloid and plasmacytoid DC may be significantly lower
in MM patients than in healthy subjects [38]. In addition,
patient-derived DC express significantly lower amounts of
HLA-DR, CD40, and CD80 and are impaired in their ability
to induce allogeneic T-cell proliferation. These phenotypic
features closely resemble those assigned to tolerogenic DC
populations [75]. The upregulation of CD80 on DC derived
from MM patients is defective during stable disease and
absent during progressive stages [38]. The inhibition of
CD80 upregulation was reverted by blocking antibodies
against TGF-β or IL-10. Although TGF-β and IL-10 are nor-
mal in most MM patients, cytoplasmic TGF-β was increased
in plasma cells during progressive disease. Brown et al. [76]
have further shown that DC numbers are only significantly
decreased in patients with stage 3 disease. Both IL-12 and
IFN-γ neutralize the failure to stimulate CD80 upregulation
in vitro, suggesting that the addition of these cytokines to
future immunotherapy trials should be considered. When
investigating the effects of IL-6 on DC development and
function, Ratta et al. [77] have demonstrated that IL-
6 inhibits the colony growth of CD34+ DC progenitors
and switches the commitment of CD34+ cells from DC

to CD1a−CD14+ monocytic cells with potent phagocytic
activity but without antigen-presenting function.

Inflammatory cytokines reportedly induce immunogenic
DC suitable for immunotherapy. It has also been shown that
human, monocyte-derived DCs matured in the presence of
IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α expand functional Treg cells from
patients with MM [78]. Importantly, the numbers of Treg
cells may increase after the injection of cytokine-matured
DC, as shown in 3 patients with MM and 1 patient with
advanced renal cell cancer. The DC-mediated expansion
of Treg cells was rapid, occurring as early as 7 days after
the first DC injection, but was not associated with clinical
deterioration or decline in virus-specific immune responses.
This study underscores a potentially detrimental role of
vaccine-mediated induction of FoxP3+ Treg cells in patients
with MM, a previously unappreciated effect in trials of
human DC vaccination, and supports the need to combine
DC therapy with approaches that selectively ablate Treg cells
or inhibit their function.

7. Novel Strategies to Target Immune
Suppressive Circuits in MM

CT-011 is a novel IgG1 humanized antibody that modulates
the immune response through interaction with PD-1. MM
cells express cognate ligands for PD-1, such as PD-L1. A
phase I clinical trial of patients with advanced malignancies,
including MM, has shown that CT-011 administration as
a single intravenous dose is safe and well tolerated, with
expansion of T-cell subsets and evidence of response in 33%
of patients [79] (Table 1). CT-011 increases the migration of
natural killer (NK) cells toward MM targets and enhances
immune synapses between patient-derived NK cells and PD-
L1-bearing, primary autologous MM cells [80]. CT-011 also
increased NK-cell IFN-γ secretion against primary MM cells
and enhanced NK cytotoxicity. Interestingly, lenalidomide
downregulated PD-L1 expression on CD38+CD138+ pri-
mary MM tumor cells, independent of a direct apoptotic
effect, suggesting that dual immunotherapy with CT-011
and lenalidomide may be justified in patients with MM.
PD-L1 blockade has also been combined with syngeneic
HSCT- and DC-based vaccination to improve outcomes in
myeloma-bearing mice [81]. The PD-L1-expressing 5T33
tumor cell line was used to induce myeloma in mice.
Interestingly, inhibition of the PD-1/PD-L1 pathway com-
bined with HSCT and whole-cell vaccination increased the
survival of myeloma-bearing mice from 0% to 40%. These
results suggest that expression of PD-L1 can serve as a
potent mechanism for potentially immunogenic tumors to
escape from host immune responses, and that blockade of
interaction between PD-1 and PD-L1 may offer a promising
strategy for specific tumor immunotherapy.

It has been demonstrated that the MM immune tolerance
can be overcome by modifying DC to express CNX, an acces-
sory protein that enhances antigen processing and promotes
DC and T-cell interactions [48]. CNX plays a key role in
both major histocompatibility complex-class 1 and 2 antigen
processing pathways and may also be involved in CD1d
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Table 1: Immune suppressive circuits and molecular targets for immunotherapeutic approaches in MM. The mechanisms of immune
evasion mediated by MM cells and the currently available strategies to target them are summarized.

Determinant(s) of
immune dysfunction

Effect(s) on
antimyeloma immune
responses

Target(s) for
intervention

Immunotherapeutic
strategy

Phase of development
(either pre-clinical or
clinical)

Reference(s)

Secretion of
proangiogenic cytokines
within the MM
microenvironment

-Induction of
tolerogenic DC
-Induction of IDO1

Anti-HGF antibodies
Not yet into the clinic
for MM

[27, 28]

MET inhibitors
Not yet into the clinic
for MM

[29]

HGF

Anti-MET antibodies
Not yet into the clinic
for MM

[30]

NK4 (HGF antagonist) Not yet into the clinic [31, 32]

VEGF Bevacizumab Phase II, randomized [33]

Expansion of
CD25+Foxp3+ Treg cells

Inhibition of
antimyeloma immunity

CD25
-Denileukin Diftitox
(ONTAK)
-CTLA4-Ig

Not yet into the clinic
for MM

[34]

Enhanced tryptophan
catabolism

Inhibition of
antimyeloma immunity

IDO1 IDO1 chemical inhibitors
Not yet into the clinic
for MM

[35, 36]

Expression of
co-inhibitory receptors
and other immune
suppressive molecules

Expansion of Treg cells
and inhibition of
antimyeloma immunity

PD-L1
Anti-PD-1 antibodies
(CT-011)

Pre-clinical [15, 16]

TGF-β Anti-TGF-β antibodies Not yet into the clinic [37]

IL-10 Anti-IL-10 antibodies Not yet into the clinic [38]

DC dysfunction
Inhibition of
antimyeloma immunity

-MUC1
-Other MM

antigens
DC/myeloma fusion cells Phase I [39]

Weak immunogenicity
of MM-associated Id
proteins

Weak antimyeloma
immunity

Patients’ idiotype
Id-based and DC-based
vaccines

Phase I/II [40–42]

Maintenance of
clonogenic MM
precursors

Unrestrained growth of
MM cells

SOX2

Generation of
SOX2-specific T cells with
peptides spanning the
SOX-2 protein

Not yet into the clinic [21]

lipid antigen presentation [82]. Lentivirus-CNX-modified,
myeloma DC effectively boosted cytokine production in both
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and increased cancer cell killing.
These findings indicate that the tolerogenic DC in MM
patients may be engineered into reactive DC to promote
anticancer immunity with potential clinical benefit.

As discussed above, HGF is largely implicated in MM
pathogenesis and is an intriguing target for antiangiogenesis
and immunotherapy approaches (Table 1). MET-dependent
invasive growth signals are currently viewed as a general
feature of highly aggressive tumors. Molecules that inhibit
MET and HGF can thus interfere with cancer onset and
metastasis [29]. NK4, an antagonist for HGF, is composed of
the NH2-terminal hairpin domain and 4 subsequent kringle
domains of the α-subunit of HGF and is structurally similar
to angiostatin. NK4 may exert antiangiogenic and tumor-
suppressing activities independently of HGF antagonism.
The expression of NK4 mediated by an adenovirus vector
has been induced in mouse tumor cell lines [31]. The
combination of NK4 with DC vaccination elicited synergistic
antitumor effects. Tumor regression induced by NK4 and DC
therapy required mainly MHC class I antigen presentation

and T cells of the treated hosts [31]. Tumors in MHC class
I-deficient mice lacking CD8+ T cells grew progressively,
whereas MHC class 2-deficient mice responded to NK4
and DC vaccination with significant tumor suppression.
Importantly, HGF antagonism translated into the emergence
of antigen-specific CTL, as shown by the strong cytotoxic
responses against parental B16-F10 melanoma cells and
E.G7-OVA lymphoma cells achieved using splenocytes from
tumor-bearing mice treated with NK4 and DC [31]. Inter-
estingly, NK4 protein may stabilize the growth of MM cell
lines and control the activation of MET, ERK1/2, STAT3,
and AKT-1 [32]. When injected into myeloma-bearing mice,
recombinant adenovirus containing NK4 cDNA inhibited
myeloma growth, induced myeloma cell apoptosis, and
restrained angiogenesis [32]. Although the effects of NK4
on antimyeloma immunity were not investigated, this study
clearly indicates that molecular targeting of HGF by NK4
may prove beneficial in MM. Amgen has recently reported
the generation of fully human monoclonal antibodies against
HGF that exhibit therapeutic potential in mice bearing
subcutaneous xenografts of human glioma cell lines with an
HGF-dependent autocrine loop [27, 83, 84]. In particular,
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AMG102 (rilotumumab; Amgen) is a fully human neutral-
izing mAb against HGF and is currently under evaluation in
patients with advanced solid tumors, both as monotherapy
and in combination with other agents [83, 84]. The systemic
administration of L2G7, another anti-HGF antibody from
Galaxy Biotech, translated into the induction of regressions
of glioma xenografts [28]. In vivo inhibition of glioblastoma
growth also occurred with 5D5, a one-armed antibody
against MET [30].

Finally, IDO1 inhibitors such as 1-methyl-tryptophan
(1MT) have entered the clinical arena and have shown
tolerability and induction of autoimmune responses in
patients with solid tumors [36].

IDO1 may be located downstream of cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2), as shown by the downregulation of IDO1 activity
by COX-2 inhibitors [85, 86]. It has been shown that COX-2
expression by malignant PC confers an unfavorable progno-
sis to MM, being found in roughly 30% of newly diagnosed
and 50% of relapsed/refractory MM cases [87]. In experi-
mental pancreatic adenocarcinoma, the combined treatment
with mucin-1- (MUC1-)based vaccine and celecoxib, a
COX-2 inhibitor, elicited vigorous antitumor responses [88].
Mechanistically, the increased immune responses were cor-
related with the downregulation of circulating prostaglandin
E2 and IDO enzymatic activities, leading to decreased levels
of Treg cells within the tumor. This study strongly points to
the COX-2/IDO1 interplay as a potential target for treatment
also in MM.

7.1. Gene Modified T Cells. Human MM samples express
ligands for NKG2D. Human T cells engineered to express
chimeric NKG2D receptors consisting of NKG2D fused to
the CD3ζ cytoplasmic domain lyse human myeloma cells
[89]. The in vivo therapeutic efficacy of the chimeric T cells
has been tested against an established 5T33 mouse model
of myeloma. Mice given chimeric T cells 5 and 12 days
after myeloma inoculation experienced longterm survival
compared with mice receiving wild-type NKG2D T cells [90].
The chimeric T cells could be found both in the spleen and
in the BM of myeloma-bearing mice, although they did not
survive long-term, being no longer detected 7 days after T-
cell injection. Interestingly, treatment with the chimeric T
cells increased the activation of the host immune system, as
reflected by the higher IFN-γ levels and CD69 expression
in T-cell-treated, MM-bearing mice [90]. A chimeric T-cell
receptor recognizing the carbohydrate antigen Lewis Y and
containing CD3ζ and the CD28 coreceptor has been recently
constructed [91]. Approximately 50% of primary myeloma
samples expressed the Lewis Y antigen, which was not
apparently related to any patient and clinical characteristics
[91]. The transduced anti-Lewis T cells secreted IFN-γ in
response to a myeloma cell line and specifically lysed Lewis+

myeloma targets. In addition, myeloma-bearing NOD/SCID
mice received four intravenous injections of either chimeric
T cells on days 0 (tumor challenge) and 1, 2, and 5, which
translated into a significant improvement of survival com-
pared with mice adoptively transferred with nontransduced
T cells [91].

7.2. DC- and Id-Based Tumor Vaccines. DC-bases vaccina-
tion strategies have been explored to stimulate antimyeloma
immune responses. The ex vivo generation of functionally
active DC populations for adoptive transfer may circumvent
the quantitative and qualitative disturbances of DC function
in cancer patients. Tumor cells have been fused with
autologous DC using polyethylene glycol, thus allowing the
presentation of a broad array of antigens in the context of
potent DC fusion partners. Bone-marrow-derived MM cells
and patient-derived DC were used to generate DC/tumor
fusions for a phase I clinical trial in 18 patients with
active MM who had received at least 4 prior chemotherapy
regimens [39]. The DC/tumor fusion cells were further
activated with GM-CSF in culture prior to adoptive transfer.
In 17 out of 18 patients, adequate numbers of DC/tumor
fusions were obtained. In 11 out of 15 evaluable patients,
vaccination elicited a 2-fold increase of CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells reactive against a tumor lysate [39]. Humoral responses
to vaccination also occurred, as suggested by the detection
of antibodies against regulators of G-protein signaling 19
(RGS19), heat shock protein 90 (HSP90), and BRCA1-
associated protein (BRAP). Myeloma disease was stabilized
in 11 of the 16 evaluable patients for a variable period of time
ranging from 2.5 (4 patients) to 41 months (1 patient) from
vaccination [39].

DC vaccination has been pursued in patients who
received an autologous HSCT, using the idiotype (Id)
determinants on the MM immunoglobulin as tumor-specific
antigens. Twenty-six patients with MM were enrolled in
a phase I study of DC-based vaccination after autologous
HSCT [92]. DCs were pulsed with the patient-derived Id
chemically coupled with keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH).
Of the 26 patients, 17 were alive with a median follow-
up of 34 months from transplantation. Anti-Id immune
responses were documented in 4 patients, 3 of whom were
in complete remission at the time of vaccination. The results
of a phase II trial of Id-loaded APC, APC8020 (Mylovenge),
given after autologous HSCTs for MM have been recently
reported. Twenty-seven patients were enrolled on this trial
and the outcomes were compared to that of 124 consecutive
MM patients transplanted during the same period at Mayo
Clinic [93]. After transplantation, 96% of patients in the
vaccine trial and 88% of database patients achieved an
objective response. Importantly, vaccinated patients had
a significantly better overall survival (median: 5.3 years)
compared with database patients (median: 3.4 years) [93].
The intranodal injection of Id-pulsed, CD40 ligand-matured
DC has also been pursued in 9 patients with smoldering
or stable myeloma disease [40]. Patients received low-dose
IL-2 subcutaneously. At 5 years after vaccination, 5 patients
had stable disease, whereas 4 patients had progressive
disease. No modifications of either circulating T and B
cells or BM plasma cells were observed compared with pre-
treatment levels. In another study, immunization with the
autologous myeloma Id-induced reductions of circulating
clonal tumor B cells in patients with early-stage disease [41].
Id vaccination has also been applied to patients receiving
high-dose chemotherapy followed by HSCT. Id vaccines and
immune adjuvants were administered, together with either
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subcutaneous IL-2 or GM-CSF, to MM patients who were
in disease remission at time of vaccination [94]. Delayed-
type hypersensitivity (DTH) could be detected in 8 out of
10 patients, whereas Id-specific T-cell proliferative responses
emerged in 2 out of 10 treated patients. Freedom from
disease progression ranged from 9 to 36 months. Id-based
DC vaccines were also given to MM patients 3 to 6 months
after autologous HSCT [42]. Each patient in clinical stage
III and with chemotherapy-responsive disease received 2 Id-
pulsed DC vaccines, separated by 4 weeks. In 2 patients,
Id-specific T-cell responses could be measured. With a
minimum followup of 16 months from autologous HSCT
and 3 months from DC-based vaccinations, 9 patients were
alive [42]. In a subsequent phase I trial from the same
authors, DC were obtained under serum-free conditions
and were pulsed with patient-derived Id determinants [95].
Eight of 10 patients who received the scheduled vaccinations
progressed, and 2 patients who were in partial response
before vaccination remained in a clinically stable condition,
with a followup of 25 and 20 months, respectively [95].
Id vaccines were combined with IL-12 or IL-12/GM-CSF
administration in order to augment immune responses and
improve clinical outcome [96]. In 1 out of 28 patients, a
partial clinical response could be observed, whereas 11 out of
28 patients mounted T-cell proliferative responses to the Id,
peaking within 8 weeks from the start of Id vaccination [96].
Collectively, DC- and Id-based immunotherapy trials have
led to the emergence of antigen-specific immune responses
in patients with MM, although clinical responses were
detected in a minority of patients, underscoring the need
for complementary strategies that overcome the myeloma-
induced downregulation of immune responses.

Ipilimumab is a CTLA-4 antagonistic antibody. CTLA-4
is a T-cell-specific molecule that outcompetes CD28 and
inhibits T-cell activation. In a phase III randomized, con-
trolled trial in 676 patients with metastatic melanoma, treat-
ment with ipilimumab improved the median overall survival
by 3.7 months [97, 98]. It is tempting to speculate that
CTLA-4 blockade may also restore immune responses against
myeloma, either alone or in combination with vaccination
strategy, as recently shown in patients with melanoma [99].

8. Concluding Remarks

MM has a unique ability to escape from immunosurveil-
lance. The molecular determinants of immune suppression
in MM can represent an ideal target to improve clini-
cal outcome. The BM microenvironment is increasingly
viewed as a crucial compartment where interactions between
myeloma cells and stromal cells occur, leading to excessive
plasma cell proliferation, survival, drug resistance, and
migration capacity. Given the complexity of myeloma cell-
microenvironmental interactions, combination therapies
will be required to increase cytotoxicity and improve drug
resistance [23]. The effects of novel immunomodulatory
drugs on antimyeloma immunity remain to be thoroughly
addressed. For instance, bortezomib has been reported to
induce apoptosis in human monocyte-derived DC, but not

in T cells or B cells [100]. Bortezomib may also impair the
maturation of 6-sulfo LacNAc DC, a major subset of human
blood DC, thus limiting the release of TNF-α and IL-12
[101]. It is presently unknown whether the down-regulation
of DC function induced by bortezomib may adversely affect
in vivo anti-myeloma immunity. A better understanding of
the mechanisms underlying immune escape by myeloma
cells will set the stage for clinical trials aimed at overcoming
the immune system dysfunction associated with MM.
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The development of multiple myeloma (MM) involves a series of genetic alterations and changes in the bone marrow micro-
environment, favoring the growth of the tumor and failure of local immune control. Quantitative and functional alterations in
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells have been described in MM. The balance between T regulatory cells (Treg) and T helper (Th) 17 cells
represents one essential prerequisite for maintaining anti-tumor immunity in MM. Tregs play an important role in the preservation
of self-tolerance and modulation of overall immune responses against infections and tumor cells. In MM patients, Tregs seem to
contribute to myeloma-related immune dysfunction and targeting them could, therefore, help to restore and enhance vital immune
responses. Th17 cells protect against fungal and parasitic infections and participate in inflammatory reactions and autoimmunity.
The interplay of TGF-β and IL-6, expressed at high levels in the bone marrow of myeloma patients, may affect generation of
Th17 cells both directly or via other pro-inflammatory cytokines and thereby modulate antitumor immune responses. A detailed
analysis of the balance between Tregs and Th17 cells seems necessary in order to design more effective and less toxic modes of
immunotherapy myeloma which still is an uncurable malignancy.

1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a clonal B-cell malignancy char-
acterized by an accumulation of mature plasma cells in the
bone marrow, leading to bone destruction and failure of
normal hematopoiesis [1]. MM remains an incurable disease
even with the use of proteasome inhibitor bortezomib,
immunomodulatory drugs (thalidomide or lenalidomide),
and high-dose chemotherapy with autologous stem cell
transplantation (SCT), as part of first line therapy [2]. The
result of new US Food-and-Drug-Administration- (FDA-)
approved treatments in the past 7 years was a doubling of
patient survival from 3-4 to 7-8 years [2]. The paradigm of
drug development in MM has been targeting tumor cells in
their BM microenvironment [2].

The development of MM involves a series of genetic
alterations and changes in the BM microenvironment,

favoring the growth of the tumor and the collapse of local
immune control. Classically, MM is characterized by dif-
ferent stages of disease which, although not discernible in
every patient, progress from monoclonal gammopathy of un-
certain significance (MGUS) though to active disease, a pla-
teau phase, relapsing disease, and finally, resistant disease [3].

Tumor cells and stromal cells interact via adhesion
molecules and cytokine networks to simultaneously promote
tumour cell survival, drug resistance, angiogenesis, and
disordered bone metabolism. A number of immunologically
active compounds are increased including transforming
growth factor-beta (TGF-β), IL-10, IL-6, and vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF). Cellular immune defects
in MM characterized by decrease in CD19 B cells, CD4, and
CD8 cells have been shown to negative correlate with sur-
vival, indicating a potential positive relationship between cel-
lular components of immune system and disease control [3].
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Accordingly, a significant impairment of T-cell function
has been described for patients with MM and patients with
MGUS. Although quantitative and functional alterations in
CD4 and CD8 cells have been demonstrated in MM and
MGUS, the biologic basis for these abnormalities remains
unclear [4].

CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ T regulatory (Treg) cells play an
important role in the maintenance of self-tolerance and the
modulation of overall immune responses against infections
and tumor cells. The abnormal Treg activity in MM patients
could, on the other hand, contribute to the myeloma-related
immune dysfunction targeting them that could, therefore,
help to restore and enhance vital immune responses [1].

T helper 17 (Th17) cells, a recently described CD4+ T-cell
subset, protect hosts against fungal and parasitic infections
and participate in inflammatory reactions and autoimmu-
nity [5]. The role of Th17 cells in tumor pathogenesis is still
not well defined. However, it seems possible that the balance
between Treg and Th17 cells is particularly essential for
maintaining homeostasis of antitumor immunity [5].

2. T Regulatory Cells

Natural Tregs develop during normal T-cell maturation in
the thymus and are responsible for tolerance against self-
antigens. They represent 5% to 10% of the CD4+ cells com-
partment in the peripheral blood [1]. Tregs express CD4 and
CD25 surface antigens as well as CTLA-4, GITR, CD103,
CD62L, CD69, CD134, CD71, CD54, and CD45RA. The sup-
pressive activity of Treg cells is associated with the overex-
pression of FOXP3, a member of the forkhead/winged helix
family, which acts as a transcriptional repressor [1].

Over the last few years, extensive literature has been pub-
lished on Tregs in the context of malignancy, infections, and
autoimmunity. Some studies have shown that the number of
CD4+CD25+ cells is increased in the peripheral blood and
bone marrow of MGUS and MM patients compared with
controls, suggesting that Tregs might play a role in under-
mining anti-infectious and antimyeloma immunity in this
hematological malignancy [3, 4].

Cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen 4 (CTLA-4)
is a coinhibitory molecule expressed by activated T cells and
a subset of regulatory T cells. CTLA-4 is of primary impor-
tance in maintaining immune homeostasis by downregulat-
ing T-cell signaling costimulatory pathways and contributing
to tolerance to self-antigens [6].

Two monoclonal antibodies against human CTLA-4, ipi-
limumab and tremelimumab, have been reported to elicit
objective and durable responses against tumor cells in clini-
cal trials. However, the functional impact of anti-CTLA-4
therapy on human immune responses to tumor antigens is
not yet fully understood [6].

Recent studies have conducted extensive immunologic
monitoring on a panel of patients selected from a large
cohort of metastatic melanoma patients treated with ipil-
imumab. Late onset of complete or partial remission was
noted, occurring after more than 12 weeks of treatment in
the majority of responding patients. Some patients demon-
strated overt progression before eventually responding or

showing disease stabilization during ipilimumab treatment.
This phenomenon of clinical progression followed by regres-
sion represents a response pattern atypical for cytotoxic
therapies. Unfortunately, while clinical trials have shown that
anti-CTLA-4 antibody therapy can have potent antitumor
effects in a subset of metastatic melanoma patients, there
have been few studies of its functional impact on human
antigen-specific immune responses in other tumors, such as
MM [6].

3. Th17 Cells

Th17 cells differentiate in the presence of interleukin-6
(IL-6), IL-1, IL-21, and IL-23, with or without transforming
growth factor-beta (TGF-β), and produce IL-17 and IL-22.
Activated Th17 cells produce most of the IL-17, but CD8+

T cells, natural killer cells, and neutrophils also produce
variable amounts of IL-17. IL-17 induces expression of a
number of chemokines and cytokines including IL-6, TGF-β,
granulocyte-colony stimulating factor or granulocyte-ma-
crophage-colony stimulating factor, matrix metallopro-
teinase, and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 in a variety of
cell types, including bone marrow stromal cells [5].

One of the Th17-specific transcription factors is the
orphan nuclear receptor RORγ. Its specific isoform RORγt is
selectively expressed by Th17 cells and is regulated by STAT3.
Overexpression of RORγt promotes Th17 differentiation
when Th1 and Th2 development is inhibited. However, a
defective RORγt does not result in the complete abolishment
of Th17 differentiation or the total inhibition of autoimmu-
nity, suggesting that additional factors are involved [7].

A significant body of information has emerged support-
ing a critical role of immune cells (and associated cytokines)
as well as immune dysregulation in MM. The interplay of
TGF-β and IL-6, which are both expressed at high levels in
MM bone marrow, may affect generation of Th17 cells both
directly or via other proinflammatory cytokines and thereby
modulate antitumor immune responses [5].

4. The Reciprocal Relationship between
Th17 Cells and Tregs

Treg and Th17 developmental programs are reciprocally
interconnected: upon TCR stimulation and a naive T cell can
be driven to express Foxp3 and become a Treg cell in the
presence of TGF-β. However, in the presence of TGF-β plus
IL-6 or IL-21, the Treg developmental pathway is abrogated,
and instead T cells develop into Th17 cells. Only the com-
bination of TGF-β plus IL-6/IL-21, but neither of them alone,
induces a robust production of IL-17 by naive T cells [8, 9].

Therefore, IL-6 plays a pivotal role in dictating the
balance between the generation of Tregs and Th17 cells. The
mechanism by which IL-6 and IL-21 act as switch factors
relies on the control of the Foxp3/RORγt balance [10, 11].

The reciprocal relationship between Tregs and Th17 cells
is further supported by the results obtained in IL-6 knockout
mice, which show a severe defect in the generation of
Th17 cells and increased numbers of Tregs in the peripheral
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repertoire. Thus, IL-6 may be the most crucial factor in med-
iating the conversion of Foxp3+ T cells into Th17 cells in
vitro and in vivo. The reexpression of the Th17 program in
Foxp3+ cells appears to be a two-step process that includes
downregulation of Foxp3 and release of RORγt from Foxp3-
mediated inhibition [11, 12].

5. Treg, Th17, and Multiple Myeloma

The role of Tregs in the biology of neoplastic diseases has
been the subject of a large number of recent studies. How-
ever, many in vitro or in vivo results remain contradictory.
For example, one study quantified numbers of Tregs in the
peripheral blood of normal individuals versus patients with
MGUS and MM and showed a significant reduction in the
number of Treg cells, measured by Foxp3 expression in the
patient group. These cells were described as dysfunctional
and unable to suppress the proliferation of T lymphocytes in
an organized manner [4]. On the other hand, another study
compared the number and function of Tregs in the periph-
eral blood and bone marrow of normal individuals and
patients with MM. They did not find a difference in the per-
centage of Treg cells between two compartments neither
between the two groups of individuals [1].

Many studies about Th17 cells in humans have focused
on patients with autoimmune diseases while there are very
few studies on cancer patients. In the case of MM, recent
publications have demonstrated increased number of Th17
cells in bone marrow in comparison with peripheral blood
with different functional properties in these two compart-
ments. This increase in Th17 cells was not observed in the
bone marrow of patients with MGUS; however, numbers of
Th17 cells were the highest in MM patients with lytic bone
disease [13].

Our group has recently characterized the expression of
Treg- and Th17-related genes in total bone marrow aspirates
of MM and solitary plasmacytomas (SPs) to evaluate their
potential as therapeutic targets in this disease. Total bone
marrow seems to be a good source of samples for our study
because (1) it reflects the “real” tumor bone marrow T-cell
compartment, without manipulation of CD4 subpopula-
tions by FACS or magnetic sorting and (2) normal and
malignant plasma cells express no or very low levels of Foxp3
or ROR-γt (data not shown), suggesting that expression
of genes is representative for the respective CD4+ T cell
subpopulation [14, 15].

When expressions of Foxp3 and ROR-γt genes were deter-
mined by quantitative real-time PCR (RQ-PCR) in bone
marrow aspirates of 37 newly diagnosed MM patients, 4
newly diagnosed SPs, and 5 healthy controls (allogeneic
transplant donors), Foxp3 was overexpressed in 72% of MM
cases. A 5.89-fold increase in Foxp3 expression was observed
in MM patients compared to controls (P = 0.047, Mann-
Whitney test) (Figure 1). On the other hand, MM patients
and controls showed equal levels of ROR-γt expression and
the difference between groups was not significant (Figure 2).
Also, SP bone marrow aspirates showed Foxp3 and ROR-γt
levels similar to controls. Overexpression of Foxp3 in MM
cases suggests an accumulation of immunosuppressive Tregs
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Figure 1: Relative expression (RE) of Foxp3 in bone marrow aspi-
rates of myeloma, solitary plasmacytomas, and normal controls.
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pirates of myeloma, solitary plasmacytomas, and normal controls.

in the tumor environment and/or an immediate involve-
ment of this gene in the development and progression of
myeloma. Our results reinforce our hypothesis that thera-
peutic approaches that specifically target Foxp3-expressing
Tregs may provide more focused treatment strategies for
MM [14, 15]. Some studies have suggested that depletion of
Treg cells with a possible “reprogramming” of these cells to
proinflammatory Th17 cells could be a strategy of immu-
notherapy against tumors [16].

The immunomodulatory agents, such as lenalidomide,
currently used as standard fist therapy, have a multifunc-
tional action profile, with antiangiogenic activity, direct
effects on myeloma cells, and alteration of the cytokine
milieu within the BM microenvironment. These drugs ex-
hibit potent costimulatory activity on primary T cells in vitro
and lead to an increased IL-2 and IFN-y production follow-
ing CD3 ligation. This effect may contribute to the reduction
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of the ratio CD4/8 and to an increase of natural killer cyto-
toxic cells. Lenalidomide is more potent than thalidomide
in costimulating CD4 and CD8 T cells. Bortezomib is a
proteasome inhibitor with significant clinical activity in MM,
with also immunomodulatory with effects on the survival
and function of lymphocytes and dendritic cells [3].

Further studies on the balance between Tregs and Th17
cells in malignancies such as MM are needed. Immunother-
apy using single strategies in MM have shown little clinical
efficacy, and there is a belief that a combined approach is
required, as recently demonstrated in melanoma. In addi-
tion, results may further be improved by combining types
of new immunotherapy with standard immunomodulatory
agents (i.e., thalidomide, lenalidomide bortezomib) already
being used for the treatment of myeloma.
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is a good target disease in which one can apply cellular immunotherapy, which is based on the graft-
versus-myeloma effect. This role of immune effector cells provides the framework for the development of immune-based ther-
apeutic options that use antigen-presenting cells (APCs) with increased potency, such as dendritic cells (DCs), in MM. Current
isolated idiotype (Id), myeloma cell lysates, myeloma dying cells, DC-myeloma hybrids, or DC transfected with tumor-derived
RNA has been used for immunotherapy with DCs. Immunological inhibitory cytokines, such as TGF-β, IL-10, IL-6 and VEGF,
which are produced from myeloma cells, can modulate antitumor host immune response, including the abrogation of DC function,
by constitutive activation of STAT3. Therefore, even the immune responses have been observed in clinical trials, the clinical
response was rarely improved following DC vaccinations in MM patients. We are going to discuss how to improve the efficacy
of DC vaccination in MM.

1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a clonal B cell malignant disease
that is characterized by the proliferation of plasma cells
in the bone marrow (BM) in association with monoclonal
protein in the serum and/or urine, immune paresis, skeletal
destruction, renal dysfunction, anemia, hypercalcemia and
lytic bone diseases [1, 2]. Although the introduction of con-
ventional chemotherapy, high-dose therapy with hematopoi-
etic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), and the development
of novel molecular target agents has resulted in a marked im-
provement in overall survival, the disease still remains in-
curable [3, 4]. Alternative approaches are clearly needed to
prolong the disease-free survival, as well as the overall sur-
vival of patients with MM. To prolong the survival of patients
with MM who are undergoing allogeneic HSCT, donor lym-
phocyte infusion can be used successfully as a salvage ther-
apy, which is based on the graft-versus-myeloma effect in

some cases of MM that relapse after allogeneic HSCT [5–7].
This role of immune effector cells provides the framework for
the development of immune-based therapeutic options that
use antigen-presenting cells (APCs) with increased potency,
such as dendritic cells (DCs), in MM [6, 7].

DCs are the most potent APCs for initiating cellular
immune responses through the stimulation of naive T cells.
Immature DCs are good at antigen uptake and processing,
but for a stimulatory T-cell response they must mature to
become fully activated DCs, which express high levels of cell
surface-related major histocompatibility complex- (MHC-)
antigen and costimulatory molecules. Because of their ability
to stimulate T cells, DCs act as a link in antitumor immune
responses between innate immunity and adaptive immunity
[8]. These DCs play a central role in various immunotherapy
protocols by generation of cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs)
[9]. DC-based vaccines have become the most attractive
tool for cancer immunotherapy and have been used in
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the treatment of more than 20 malignancies, most commonly
melanoma, renal cell carcinoma, prostate cancer, and col-
orectal carcinoma [10, 11]. In MM, cellular immunotherapy
using DCs is emerging as a useful immunotherapeutic moda-
lity to treat MM [10]. Since tumor antigen-loaded DCs are
expected to be able to stimulate tumor-specific CTLs and
to overcome T cell tolerance in tumor patients, the devel-
opment of DC vaccines that can consistently eliminate mini-
mal residual neoplastic disease remains an important goal in
the field of tumor immunology [12].

2. Current DC Therapy in MM

MM is believed to induce immunoparesis that interferes
with DC function, which diminishes the effective antitumor
immune responses in these patients. Usually, ex vivo DCs
are generated from circulating blood precursors (i.e., mono-
cytes) or bone marrow progenitor cells and are educated
with tumor antigens prior to vaccination to patients. Ex vivo
generated DCs can be loaded with myeloma-associated anti-
gens as vaccines for patients with MM. The use of immature
DCs or mature DCs, the way to induce DC maturation, types
of tumor antigens, the techniques to load tumor antigens
to DCs, routes of administration, and dosing schedules are
being investigated [13].

2.1. Idiotype-Pulsed DCs. Immunoglobulin Idiotype (Id) is
a tumor-specific antigen can be defined that each B cell
tumor clone produces. Id can be readily isolated from the
plasma of MM patients [14]. The Id protein has been used
for immunotherapy both in vitro and in vivo in MM and has
demonstrated a successful response in follicular lymphoma
and a unique expression of Id on the malignant B cell clone
[15, 16]. Id vaccination could induce both antibody and
Id-specific T cells including CD4+ T cell and CD8+ T cell
response by the presentation of Id protein on MHC class I
and II of professional APCs, such as DCs. Id-specific CTL
lines could be generated that killed autologous primary my-
eloma cells in vitro, and killing activity was induced by only
MHC class I restricted [17], while in the other report both
class I and class II restriction was observed [18]. Autologous
DCs that were generated from MM patients have been shown
to efficiently endocytose different classes of Id protein, and
autologous Id-specific CTLs lines containing both CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells that were generated by Id-pulsed DCs sig-
nificantly recognized and killed the autologous primary my-
eloma cells in vitro [18, 19]. Until now, the various studies
of DC-based Id vaccination in MM have been reported [20–
27]. Although Id-specific CTLs and immune response could
be induced in some patients, clinical responses have been
observed rarely in few patients after vaccination [22]. To
improve the effectiveness of DC vaccination, the Id-pulsed
DCs were vaccinated in combination with KLH or cytokine
IL-2 in MM patients [21, 23, 26]. However, even both cellular
and antibody responses have been observed, the clinical
response also was not improvement following vaccinations.
The reasons for these results may be attributed mainly to the
Id protein as a weak antigen, and the use of immature DCs in
some studies [20, 28, 29].

2.2. Myeloma-Associated Antigens-Loaded DC. Tumor-asso-
ciated antigens (TAAs) have been identified in many tumor
types including solid tumors and hematological malignan-
cies. The highly specific TAAs overexpress in increasing
amounts in malignant cells were the greatest potential for
clinically useful assays. A variety of myeloma-associated anti-
gens have been identified in MM patients, which possibility
provides an immune response by DC-based vaccine. T cells
from myeloma patients can recognize a variety of TAAs,
which suggesting that the T cell has the capacity to kill
myeloma cells selectively if these clonal populations can be
activated and expanded effectively by a potent TAA. Many
potential TAAs in MM have been investigated including
polymorphic epithelial mucin (MUC1), human telomerase
reverse transcriptase (hTERT), PRAME, HM1.24, SP17,
Wilms’ tumor I (WTI), Dickkopf-1 (DKK1), or member of
cancer germ-like family (MAGE, GAGE, BAGE, LAGE, NY-
ESO-1) [30–35]. Among the various TAAs, some have been
tested as peptide vaccines and only a few of them has been
tested in vitro to induce TAA-specific CTLs response via load-
ing the potent TAA to DCs in MM. The first TAAs pulsed
with DCs in MM was MUC1, which was expressed on all
of MM cell lines and primary myeloma cells and in sera
of MM patients. Vaccination with MUC1 antigen has not
been studied in MM patients, but MUC1-specific CTLs that
were induced in vitro using peptide-pulsed DCs or plasma
cell RNA-loaded DCs efficiently killed not only target cells
pulsed with the antigenic peptide but also MM cells [31, 36].
NY-ESO-1 is the most immunogenic of the cancer testis
antigens, which are expressed in a variety of tumors, while
their presence in normal tissue is limited to the testis and
placenta [35]. In MM, expression of NY-ESO-1 has been cor-
related with more advanced disease [37]. Spontaneous hu-
moral and CD8+ T cell-mediated responses to NY-ESO-
1 have been identified in patients with advanced disease
[35, 37]. The in vitro monocyte-derived DCs transduced with
the PTD-NY-ESO-1 protein can induce CD8+ cellular anti-
tumor immunity superior to that achieved with NY-ESO-1
protein alone [30]. Sperm protein 17 (Sp17), the other im-
munogenic TAA, has been used as a tumor antigen to load
into DCs. Sp17-specific HLA class I restricted CTLs were suc-
cessfully generated by DCs that have been loaded with a
recombinant Sp17 protein and the CTLs were able to kill
autologous tumor cells that expressed Sp17 [38, 39]. The
over-expression of hTERT on MM compared to normal cells
indicated that this telomerase could be used as tumor antigen
to induce antitumor immune responses. hTERT was capable
of triggering antitumor CTL responses and kill hTERT+

tumor cells [40]. Recently, the CTLs that were stimulated by
hTERT- and MUC1-derived nonapeptides loaded DCs were
successfully able to kill myeloma cell line [41]. DKK1, a novel
protein that is not expressed in most normal tissues but is
expressed in almost myeloma cells, could be a potentially
important antigenic target for antimyeloma immunotherapy.
DKK1-specific CTLs that were generated by DCs pulsed with
DKK1 peptides were specifically lysed autologous primary
myeloma cells and DKK1-positive cell line [34]. In general,
TAAs could be a major interest in immunotherapy in MM.
Taken together, the data support DC immunotherapy with
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TAAs as being a promising immunotherapy to support to
clinical trials in MM.

3. Whole Tumor Antigen-Loaded DC

An alternative to Id protein- or TAA-based immunotherapy
in MM is to use other tumor antigens that derived from
whole tumor preparation to improve the efficacy of the DC
vaccination in patients with MM. DCs loaded with antigens
derived from whole tumor cells can improve the antitumor
response and that limits the risk for immunological escape.
There have been increasing reports of these alternative ap-
proaches, such as DCs pulsed with myeloma lysates [42–44],
DCs pulsed with myeloma apoptotic bodies [43, 45, 46], DCs
transfected with myeloma-derived RNA [36], DCs pulsed
with myeloma-derived heat shock protein (HSP) gp96
[47, 48], or DC-myeloma cell hybrids [49–51]. These techni-
ques have the advantage of allowing the presentation of
multiple epitopes to MHC on DCs, therefore can induce
polyclonal T-cell response from many potentially unknown
TAAs and reduce the probability of immune escape by single
TAA. DCs loaded with myeloma cell lysates demonstrated
much stronger cytotoxicity against autologous plasma cells
than did those by Id protein-pulsed DCs, which suggested
the superiority of the myeloma cell itself as a source of a tu-
mor antigen compared with the Id protein [44]. In other
myeloma model, DCs pulsed with purified and optimized
myeloma cell lysate were shown to generate CTLs that killed
autologous tumor cells but not against mismatch HLA cell
lines or K562 cell lines in vitro [43]. The apoptotic bodies
derived from either myeloma cell lines or patient’s myeloma
cells also have been used as tumor antigen to loading with
DCs. Interestingly, apoptotic bodies were shown to be more
effective than cell lysate at inducing CTLs against autologous
myeloma cells [42]. Heat shock proteins (HSPs) are a class of
functionally related proteins whose expression is increased
when cells are exposed to elevated temperatures or other
stress. Tumor-derived HSPs, such as HSP70 and gp96, are
immunogenic and potent in stimulating the generation of
tumor-specific CTLs. The myeloma-derived gp96 loaded
DCs were used to generate tumor-specific CTLs that were
able to lyse myeloma tumor cells but not normal blood cells
in a MHC class I restricted manner [47, 48]. In other way, the
fusions of autologous DCs with patient-derived tumor cells
have been developed. Fusion cells can stimulate both helper
and cytotoxic T-cell responses through the presentation of
internalized and newly synthesized antigens [51]. In mouse
MM models, vaccination with DCs fused with either plasma-
cytoma cells or tumor cells that were genetically modified to
express CD40L resulted in eradication of disease in tumor-
bearing animal and protective against subsequent tumor
challenge in animals [49, 50]. In general, the production of
DC vaccine by using whole tumor antigens has become pro-
mising in order to induce immunotherapy against MM.

4. DC-Based Vaccine Clinical Trials

Clinical trials of DC-based vaccine for MM have been re-
stricted until now. The trial protocol and responses are

summarized in Table 1. ALmost of the clinical trials were
related with using Id-pulsed DC alone or in combination
with adjuvant such as cytokines or KLH. In the decade after
the first DC-based Id vaccination was started at Stanford
University, the results of clinical trials were limited. In gen-
eral, the majority of clinical trials conducted using Id-
pulsed DCs showed immune responses. However, the clinical
responses were unsatisfactory, mainly due to the poor immu-
nogenicity of the Id protein. More recent results demon-
strated improved clinical response by DC-based Id vaccina-
tion [26, 27]. Therefore, DC-based Id vaccination is going
to a possible way to induce the specific T cell responses in
myeloma patients. Further trials with increasing numbers of
patients are needed to increase the rate of responses.

Most recently, phase I study was undertaken, in which
patients with MM were vaccinated with an autologous DC/
tumor cell fusion in combination with GM-CSF administra-
tion on the day of DC vaccination [52]. Vaccine generation
was successful in 17 of the 18 patients. The expansion of
circulating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells reactive with autologous
myeloma cells in 11 of 15 evaluable patients were detected. A
majority of patients (11 of 16) with advanced disease demon-
strated disease stabilization, with three patients showing
ongoing stable disease at 12, 25, and 41 months. Interestingly,
antibody response against some TAAs, such as regulators of
G-protein signaling 19 (RGS19), HSP90, BRCA1-associated
protein (BRAP), was also detected. So, vaccination with
DC/MM fusions was feasible and may provide a new source
of DC-based vaccines for the development of immunother-
apy against MM.

A commercial product is currently being tested in phase
III trial (Mylovenge, Dendreon Corp, Seattle, WA, USA). My-
lovenge (APC8020) is conducted by pulsing autologous DCs
with the patient’s Id. A recent report of this commercial
product showed that the long-term survival of those receiv-
ing the vaccine compared to all other patients with MM
who underwent autologous HSCT [53]. This approach needs
further testing in phase III trial to confirm the clinical re-
sponse and define the role of this DC vaccine in MM. We
are also conducting phase I/II clinical trial using type-1-pola-
rized DCs loading with tumor antigens derived either from
allogeneic myeloma cell line or patient’s autologous-/allo-
geneic-myeloma cells in combination with chemotherapy in
patients with MM after autologous HSCT.

5. How to Improve DC Vaccination in MM?

During recent decades, cancer immunotherapy using DC-
based vaccines has been used as therapeutic in patients with
cancer including MM patients, however, while a few number
of patients can really induce tumor regressions, one of the
most common responses of the current DC vaccination is
only a demonstration of antigen-specific immune responses,
but no evidence of tumor regression. This unexpectation
provides the new strategy for the treatment of cancer in
which the intrinsic abilities of the immune system response
to the DC vaccine has been modified to enhance the efficacy
of vaccination. Several studies indicate that the immune
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Table 1: Summary of clinical trials of DC-based vaccine for MM.

Author DC type TA Adjuvant Immune responses Clinical responses

Liso et al. imDC Id ±KLH 4/24 Id-specific 17/26 SD

Lim et al. imMo-DC Id KLH
5/6 Id-specific; 2/6 Id-specific
IFN-γ; 3/6 increase in
Id-specific CTL frequency

6/6 PD

Reichardt
et al.

imDC Id none
2/12 Id-specific proliferation;
1/3 Id-specific CTL

2 relapse; 8/10 PD; 2/10
SD

Titzer et al. CD34-DC Id none
4/10 Id-specific T cell
proliferation; 1/10 decreased
BM plasmacytosis

1/10 SD; 9/10 PD

Cull et al. imMo-DC Id none
2/2 Id-specific T cell
proliferation; no Id-specific
CTL response

2/2 PD

Yi et al. mMo-DC Id Il-2

2/5 Id-specific T cell
proliferation; 5/5 Id-specific B
cell proliferation; 4/5
Id-specific IFN-γ

1/3 PR; 3/5 SD; 1/5 PD

Bendandi
et al.

mMo-DC Id none
4/4 anti-KLH response; 2/4
Th1 cytokines response

1/4 SD; 3/4 PD

Lacy et al.
APC8020

(Mylovenge)
Id none None reported

6/26 CR; 2/26 PR; 19/27
SD overall survival: 5.3

years of followup for
alive patients

Lacy et al. CD40 L-DCs Id KLH
9/9 Id-specific IFN-γ; 5/9
Id-specific CTL response; 8/9
anti-KLH response

6/9 SD; 3/9 slowly PD
4/6 continue SD after 5

years

Rosenblatt
et al.

DC/tumor
fusion

GM-CSF

11/15 CD4 and CD8 response
with autologous myeloma
cells; 5/5 tested anti-MUC1
response

11/16 SD (3/11 > 1 years
SD; 8/11 2.5–5 months

SD)

Rollig et al. mMo-DC Id KLH
5/9 Id-specific T cell
proliferation; 8/9 Id-specific
cytokines response

3/9 M protein decrease;
5/9 M protein stable

DC: dendritic cell; TA: tumor antigen; imDC: immature DC; Mo-DC: monocyte-derived DC; Id: idiotype; mMo-DC: mature Mo-DC; KLH: keyhole limpet
hemocyanin; CTL: cytotoxic T lymphocyte; PD: progressive disease; PR: partial response; SD: stable disease; CR: complete response.

system of cancer patients can recognize and kill tumors;
however, some cancer patient cannot induce the immune
response against tumor. In particularly, ex vivo DCs are
usually generated from cancer patients, however, patients
with cancer including MM have basically dysfunctional DCs
[54–57]. DC function is mainly affected by the microenviro-
nment in which they can stimulate immune response [58].
The present of several immunosuppressive factors in tumor
microenvironment including the high production of in-
hibitory cytokines (interleukin-(IL-) 10, transforming
growth factor beta (TGF-β), vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor (VEGF), and IL-6), the activation of STAT3, the expan-
sion of Treg cells, and the significant suppressive effect of
MDSC has been investigated [55–57, 59–64]. Therefore, the
recent new idea now is how to improve the efficacy of DC
vaccine to increase the effectiveness of vaccination against tu-
mors.

For improving clinical outcomes using DC-based immu-
notherapy, there have been increasing reports of alternative
approaches, such as better cytokine combinations to enhance

DC function, effective tumor antigens to induce specific
CTLs, or modifying signal transcriptions to overcome defec-
tive DC function. Our experience in the DC research field
has revealed several key points to improve DC vaccination in
cancer patients including MM (Figure 1).

5.1. Enhancing the Maturation and Activation of DCs by
Th1 Polarizing Cytokines. For effective induction of tumor-
specific immune responses in the field of DC vaccination,
the DCs should have potency to stimulate T cells, to pro-
duce high levels of Th1-polarized cytokines (IL-12p70), to
trigger Th1 polarizing capacity, and to migrate through
lymphatic vessels to interact with T cells. The initial success
of the therapeutic vaccines involving immature or partially-
mature “first-generation” DCs has been reported [65]. How-
ever, such DCs express suboptimal levels of costimulatory
molecules, and constitute a weaker immunogen than the
subsequently implemented mature DCs, constituting the
“second generation” of clinically applied DCs (sDCs). sDC
vaccines induced by the IL-1β/TNF-α/IL-6/prostaglandin
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Figure 1: Key points to improve DC vaccination in cancer patients. CTL: cytotoxic T lymphocyte; DCs: dendritic cells; TA: tumor antigen;
LNs: lymph nodes; Treg: regulatory T cell; MDSC: myeloid-derived suppressor cell.

E2 (PGE2) cytokine cocktail have been developed [66]. Such
DCs are fully mature DCs with high expression of costimul-
atory molecules, high expression of CCR7, and high migra-
tory responsiveness to LN-associated chemokines; they have
been widely tested in clinical trials. However, to date, the sDC
vaccines have limitations that include the mediation of Th2
polarization, promotion of DC secretion of the immuno-
suppressive cytokine IL-10, inability to induce effectively the
Th1-type response (because PGE2 abolishes the secretion of
IL-12p70), and high activity of such DCs in activating Treg
cells [67–70].

Several investigators, including our group, have tried to
develop the potent DCs for inducing effective tumor-speci-
fic immune responses. In an attempt to increase DC poten-
cy using cytokine combinations, α-type-1-polarized DCs
(αDC1s) that are induced to mature using the αDC1-induc-
ing cytokine cocktail IL-1β, TNF-α, IFN-α, IFN-γ, and polyi-
nosinic: polycytidylic acid [poly(I:C)] has been developed to
generate strong functional CTLs in several diseases, on aver-
age 20-fold higher compared to sDCs [71, 72]. Recently, we
successfully generated αDC1s from a patient with MM with
high expression of costimulatory molecules, significant pro-
duction of IL-12p70, and potent generation of myeloma-
specific CTLs [43, 46]. Such a novel appropriate strategy pro-
vides a way to improve the potency of ex vivo generated DCs
for cancer therapy.

5.2. Enhance the Maturation and Activation of DCs by Natural
Product as TLR Signaling. Ursolic acid (URC) is isolated
from Uncaria rhynchophylla and phytochemically classified
as triterpene. Triterpene compounds have been identified as a
unique class of natural products possessing diverse biological
activities. Recently, we have reported that URC activates
human DCs in a fashion that favors Th1 polarization via the
activation of IL-12p70 dependent on TLR2 and/or TLR4 and
induces the production of IFN-γ by CD4+ naı̈ve T cells [73].
In addition, the combination of URC and IFN-γ enhance
the activation of DCs, namely, the enhancement of Th1 cells
polarization that induced by IFN-γ depends on the activation
of IL-12p70 and independent on TLR4 [74]. The potential of
natural product to enhance DC maturation and activation
has important implications for the use of DCs as cancer
vaccines.

5.3. Enhance the Cross-Presentation of DCs by Tumor Associat-
ed Antigens. As described above, the results of immunother-
apy with Id-pulsed DCs have been unsatisfying. The use of
TAA can induce the higher immune response compared to
Id. Although a single TAA has the possibility to induce the
antitumor immune responses against MM, tumors may es-
cape immune recognition by downregulating expression of a
particular antigen. However, TAA can induce autoimmunity.
Several TAAs have been detected in normal tissues. In
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addition, only a small number of tumor samples from MM
patients showed a similar level of TAA expressing, limiting its
usefulness for using TAA in MM. Therefore, to overcome the
effect of TAAs-based immunotherapy, our group tries to use
other tumor antigens that improve the cross-presentation of
the DC vaccination in patients with MM.

The selected antigen should possess the best characteris-
tics to induce high cross-presentation, be tumor specific, be
easily available, and be unable to induce immune suppres-
sion. Whole tumor antigens is the best tumor antigen, which
has been selected by many investigator including myeloma
cell lysates [42–44], apoptotic bodies from myeloma cell line
[43, 45, 46]. In practical terms, there are a number of pa-
tients with MM, who have less than 50% of myeloma cells
in the bone marrow at the time of diagnosis or during pro-
gression of the disease. When mononuclear cells from the
bone marrow are used as a source of tumor antigens, there
is the potential of contamination with normal cells, espe-
cially lymphocytes. Thus, it is necessary to use purified and
optimized myeloma cells, if possible, as a source of tu-
mor antigen for the generation of myeloma-specific CTLs
stimulated by DCs [43]. We have shown that the function
of the DCs was affected by the concentration of myeloma
cell lysates (i.e., higher concentrations of lysates suppress T
cell stimulatory capacities more than lower concentration of
lysates). Also, the optimization of the lysate concentration
did not demonstrate any inferiority in functions, such as
T cell stimulatory capacities and cytotoxicities, of the DCs
compared with other antigens, such as apoptotic bodies of
myeloma cells or formalin-fixed myeloma cells. CTLs that
were generated by purified and optimized myeloma cell
lysates pulsed with DCs demonstrated much stronger cyto-
toxicity against autologous plasma cells. These findings indi-
cate that it is important to optimize the concentration of my-
eloma cell lysates that were loaded onto DCs to potentiate
their function.

The use of whole tumor cells, instead of single antigens,
may help to enhance antitumor effects but target multiple
tumor variants and counteract tumor immune evasion.
However, it is impractical to obtain sufficient amounts of
purified autologous myeloma cells for tumor antigens in the
clinical setting of patients with MM. As an alternative source
of tumor-relevant antigens, allogeneic tumor cells or est-
ablished cancer cell lines have been used to overcome this
limitation in various tumors [43, 46, 75, 76]. Allogeneic my-
eloma cell lines used as universal tumor antigens could
substitute for an original tumor cell collection and make the
culture of tumor cells easier. In clinical practice, allogeneic
myeloma cell lines might be an effective source of universal
tumor antigen that could be used to load DCs for the gen-
eration of myeloma-specific CTLs in MM patients. Tumor
antigens that derived from irradiated allogeneic myeloma cell
line when loaded with DCs could generate myeloma-specific
CTLs against autologous myeloma cells in patients with MM
[45, 46]. The success of using an allogeneic myeloma cell
line as tumor antigen led to the possibility that allogeneic
myeloma cells could be also used as a viable source of tumor
antigen in the context of appropriate major MHC alleles
to autologous CTLs. We investigated the possibility of DC

therapy using autologous DC loaded with apoptotic allo-
geneic myeloma cells from the matched monoclonal subtype
of myeloma patients and showed that the CTL generated by
these tumor antigens loaded DCs could generate myeloma-
specific CTLs against autologous myeloma cells in patients
with MM [77]. These findings suggested that allogeneic
myeloma cell lines and the allogeneic matching monoclonal
immunoglobulin subtype of myeloma is the effective tumor
antigen capable of inducing functional CTLs against patients’
own tumor cells.

5.4. Blocking the Immunosuppressive Activity. The suppres-
sive effects of tumor cells during DC generation have been
explained previously by the ability of the tumor microenvi-
ronment to suppress DC differentiation [60, 78]. In addition,
patients with MM have DCs that are functionally defective,
evidenced by the decreased number of circulating precursors
of DCs as well as impaired T-cell stimulatory capacity [55–
57]. DCs in MM patients are a target of tumor-associated
suppressive factors, such as IL-10, TGF-β, VEGF, and IL-
6, resulting in their aberrant functions and impaired devel-
opment of effector functions in tumor-specific lymphocytes
[55, 56]. These factors can influence the activation of STAT3
and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) phosphory-
lation, resulting in hyperactivation of STAT3 and ERK, which
may be responsible for defective DC differentiation [60, 79].
In addition to generation of potent and specific tumor anti-
gen-loaded DCs for vaccination, alternative methods have
attempted to restore defective DC function and to enhance
DC function in MM. Enhanced immune-mediated antitu-
mor effects of DCs have been reported following the inhi-
bition of the janus-activated kinase 2 (JAK2)/STAT3 pathway
[80–82], inhibition of p38 or activation of the MEK/ERK
or mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways, and
neutralization of IL-6 [83]. Recently, we reported that the
inhibitory factors and abnormal signaling pathways of DCs
during maturation with tumor antigen might be respon-
sible for the defective activity of DCs in MM and suggested
that the way to overcome these abnormalities is by neutraliz-
ing the signaling that would lead to a suppressed immune
response [84]. More recently, we are developing of the
strategies that recovering dysfunction of DCs caused from
loading tumor antigen through the treatment of a combi-
nation of the selective JAK/STAT3 signaling pathway inhibi-
tor (JSI-124) and the proteasome inhibitor (Bortezomib)
onto myeloma cells (unpublished data). We reported that
pretreatment of myeloma cells with combination of JSI-124
and bortezomib can recover DC dysfunction from loading
the dying myeloma cells through the upregulation of Hsp90
and the downregulation of STAT3 phosphorylation and in-
hibitory cytokines production, and these DCs can generate
to potent myeloma-specific CTLs.

5.5. Natural Killer (NK) Cells and Helper Functions during
Induction of Type 1 Immunity by DCs. The other strategy to
induce potent DCs from patients with MM was the use of
a “helper” cell to promote type 1 polarization of DCs. NK
cells are rapidly homing to the sites of infection and con-
trol the immune response in viral infections. Indeed, it has
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been demonstrated that NK cells play a major immuno-
regulatory role in the development of a protective T-cell-
mediated immunity against intracellular pathogens and can-
cer [85–87]. Such “helper” activity of NK cells is at least
partially mediated by the functional modulation of DCs, the
phenomenon depending on the production of IFN-γ and
TNF-α by activated NK cells [85–87], and associated with en-
hanced cross-presentation of tumor antigens and the induc-
tion of Th1 and CTL responses [45, 88, 89]. Recent data from
our and other groups demonstrate that such NK-DC inter-
action promotes the subsequent induction of tumor-specific
responses of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, allowing NK cells to
act as “helper” cells in the development of the type 1 DCs in
responses against cancer [45, 88, 89]. Resting NK cells that
are activated in the presence of TLR agonist, IL-2, and IFN-α
can induce DCs from patients with MM maturation and en-
hance IL-12p70 production in vitro. These potent DCs can
be developed to generate strong functional CTLs against my-
eloma cells compared to sDCs [45].

5.6. Treg Cells and MDSC Regulation. Therapeutic DC vac-
cines against cancer not only need to be highly effective in
inducing the expansion of tumor-specific T cells, but they
also need to avoid interaction and induction of Tregs. How-
ever, MM induces immune paresis [54]. Tumors are able
to escape immune surveillance by down-regulation of im-
mune responses as well as through the production of immu-
nosuppressive cytokines by the tumor cells or by activation
of suppressor cells such as regulatory T cells (Treg) and
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) [90]. Dysregula-
tion of natural CD4+CD25+ T regulatory (Treg) in MM has
been reported [91]. Tregs are a group of immunosuppressive
T cells that have been implicated in the suppression of tumor
immunity [92]. A higher number of Tregs were reported in
myeloma capable of suppressive activity at T-cell stimulation
[61]. Recently, the discovery of MDSCs revealed these cells as
potent suppressors of tumor immunity and, therefore, a sig-
nificant impediment to cancer immunotherapy [63]. MDSCs
can suppress the activation of T cells, B cells, NK cells and
NKT cells. In contrast, MDSCs can enhance the induction
of Tregs [64]. Recently, a human study reported that the
proportion of CD4+FoxP3+ Treg cells and CD14+HLA-
DR−/low MDSC was increased in patients with MM at di-
agnosis was described [62]. These cells were functionally
intact as they were able to inhibit proliferation of both CD4
and CD8 T cells illustrating that this cell fraction is also
distorted in patients with MM [62].

The type-1-polarized DCs were demonstrated to sup-
press the secretion of CCL22 (Treg and Th2 type attracting
chemokines), enhance the secretion of CCL5 and CXCL10
(Th1 and effector T-cell-attracting chemokines), and sup-
press the induction of Tregs compared to sDCs or PGE2-
matured DCs [93]. In addition, to enhance the antitumor ef-
fectiveness of DC-based vaccines in preclinical in vivo mouse
models, we have developed several models of combination
therapy of DCs with an immunomodulatory drugs, such
as cyclophosphamide or lenalidomide. Cyclophosphamide
is frequently used to enhance or augment the antitumor
effects in cancer immunotherapy [94]. The possible effect

of cyclophosphamide to enhance the antitumor efficacy of
DC vaccine may be due to the increasing proportion of
IFN-γ secreting lymphocytes in combination with the sup-
pressing proportion of CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg cells in
tumor-bearing mice [95]. The result of a clinical trial using
allogeneic DC vaccine combined with low-dose cyclophos-
phamide has revealed that the combination therapy could
induce stronger antitumor response compared with DC vac-
cine alone [96]. Recently, we developed a combination ther-
apy in mouse cancer model which showed that a single
administration of low-dose cyclophosphamide before the
first DC vaccination augmented the antitumor effects of DC
vaccine to eradicate tumor completely and consequently pro-
longed the survival of vaccinated mice [89]. Lenalidomide
is a potent anti-myeloma drug which the activity are related
with immunomodulatory properties. Lenalidomide inhibits
Treg expansion and FoxP3 expression on cancer patients
[54]. Our results show that the reduction of suppressor cells
including Treg and MDSC in spleens of lenalidomide vac-
cinated mice in MM model (unpublished data). Therefore,
the combination of DCs with chemotherapy, especially im-
munomodulatory drugs, could regulate and inhibit the
expansion of immunosuppressor cells and significantly im-
prove the antitumor effects.

5.7. Regulation the Migratory Pattern of DCs. DCs generated
in vitro for vaccination protocols that can target a local lymph
node are highly sought, but difficult to achieve in practice.
Type-1-polarized DCs, with higher levels of IL-12p70 and
potent CTL generation targeting, are, however, limited by
their migratory capacity to primary lymph organs due to the
relatively lower expression of CCR7 compared to sDCs. We
recently reported on the nature of the enhancement of the
migratory phenotype of DCs. The first important mediator
in the mobilization of DCs to lymph nodes is CCR7.
However, upregulation of CCR7 alone by DCs is insufficient
to drive DC migration toward CCL19 and CCL21. Up-
regulation of CD38 and downregulation of CD74 regulate
DC migration in vitro and in vivo [97, 98]. By regulating
CD38, CD74, and CCR7 expression on DCs, types I and II
IFNs have synergistic effects in the presence of TLR agonists
on the regulation of DC migration and may provide a novel
approach to improving vaccination efficacy [99].

6. Can Cellular Immunotherapeutic
Methods Improve MM?

In terms of treatment strategies in MM, the widespread use
of the novel therapies, such as thalidomide, bortezomib and
lenalidomide, has now significantly improved the prognosis,
and outcome for patients [100]. The use of these novel ther-
apies in the primary setting together with conventional che-
motherapeutics into early treatment has driven most of the
benefit. However, relapsed and refractory disease remains
an area of challenge, where once prior therapy with im-
munomodulatory agents and proteasome inhibition has
failed, the prognosis remains very poor. An important chal-
lenge that therefore emerges is a risk-adapted approach to
MM therapy [101]. The application of some novel antitumor
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Figure 2: Current suggestion of DC-based vaccines for patients with MM. (1) Vaccination requires the restoration immune system and
the tumor burden is low; (2) new T-cell repertoire induction and elimination of relapse/refractory disease; (3) DC vaccination in alone or
combination; (4) boosting the antitumor immune responses.

agents reveals the new option for high-risk MM. Autologous
and allogeneic stem cell transplantation also still remains the
important therapeutic modality for these patients.

Several studies investigated the point to an inherent
immune system dysregulation that cause the complication
of immunotherapeutic strategies for MM. The dysregulation
in immune cells, the overproduction of immunosuppressive
cytokines, and the proliferation of regulatory T cells and
MDSCs have been associated with many defects in the host
immune system of patients with MM, particularly in the
advanced MM patients [54]. Adoptive transfer of T cells and
NK cells may represent a new immunotherapy for multiple
myeloma. One strategy to improve responses to vaccination
involves combining active vaccination with adoptive T cell
transfer [102]. Adoptive transfer of activated NK cells in
conjunction with IL-2 to myeloma-bearing mice resulted in
prolonged survival compared with treatment with either IL-
2 or activated NK cells alone and the antimyeloma effect was
more potent with a higher dose of NK cells [103].

For the DC-based vaccine, several clinical trials applied to
the seeing of MM patients after ASCT and these approaches
may reasonable to increase therapeutic effect of DC-based
vaccine in term of minimal residual disease [20, 22–24, 28].
Furthermore, recent study has shown that the immune com-
petence of MM patients can be restored following high dose
chemotherapy and ASCT by a combination of vaccination
and adoptive T-cell therapy [102]. Practically, patients with
refractory and relapsed MM may be not good candidates
to apply the DC-based vaccine, but combination approach
using DC-based vaccine to reduce tumor cells and immune

modulation agents, such as lenalidomide and low-dose
cyclophosphamide, to overcome tumor microenvironment
will be helpful to improve the disease status. The time
point of DC-immunotherapy application was described in
Figure 2.

7. Conclusion

Despite their relative limitations, the data from recent clinical
studies have suggested that DC-based vaccine may be a
potential therapy in inducing the rate of tumor responses
and prolonging the survival of patients with MM. In an
attempt to increase DC-based potency and improve immune
responses following vaccination, further investigations of
additional tools to identify the alternative tumor antigens
uniquely or specifically expressed on myeloma cells are
needed, to recover or restore the dysfunction of DCs in
MM patients, to induce T cells with the desirable effector
functions rather than regulatory functions, to migrate into
lymph nodes to stimulate T cells, and to clarify the ability
of tumor-specific CTLs to recognize and kill tumor cells. In
our expectation, type-1-polarized DCs can be developed to
generate strong functional CTLs. The allogeneic myeloma
cell lines or allogeneic myeloma cells might be an effective
source of universal tumor antigen that could be used to
load to the DC1s for the successful generation of myeloma-
specific CTLs. Eventually, the combination therapy, in which
a DC vaccine is combined with either alternative therapy
including chemotherapy, radiation therapy, molecular target
therapy or other immunotherapy (adoptive therapy, NK cells
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Figure 3: Generation of DC-based vaccines from patients with MM. Isolated monocytes from peripheral blood of patients are cultured
with GM-CSF and IL-4 to produce immature DCs. Immature DCs were matured with α-polarizing cytokines cocktail to generate α-type
1-polarized DCs and were loaded with apoptotic bodies from myeloma cells or myeloma cell line which were induced in the presence of
bortezomib and JSI-124. Tumor antigens-loaded DCs were then injected into patients in combination with either cyclophosphamide or
lenalidomide to induce strong immune responses against the tumor.

therapy), or with adjuvant, will provide vigorous and main-
tained immune responses with the benefit clinical efficacy.
The most promising DC-based vaccine in patients with MM
was described in Figure 3.
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Background. Multiple myeloma (MM) and its therapies may induce a severely compromised humoral immunity. We have
performed a longitudinal analysis of IgG-antibody responses against influenza virus (FLU) and tetanus toxoid (TT) as surrogate
markers for the B cell-mediated immunity in MM patients. Methods. 1094 serum samples of 190 MM patients and samples from
100 healthy donors were analyzed by ELISA for FLU- and TT-specific antibodies. Results. MM patients evidenced lower levels of
FLU- and TT-specific antibodies than healthy controls (P < 0.001). Immunoreactivity decreased with progressing disease and
worsening clinical status. Levels of FLU- and TT-specific antibodies increased shortly (0-6 months) after alloSCT (P < 0.001), a
time-period during which intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) is routinely applied. Thereafter, antibody concentrations declined
and remained suppressed for 3 years in the case of FLU-specific and for more than 5 years in the case of TT-specific antibodies.
Conclusions. We found that MM is associated with a profound disease- and therapy-related immunosuppression, which is
compensated for a few months after alloSCT, most likely by application of IVIG. This and the differences regarding the recovery
of anti-FLU and anti-TT antibody titers during the following years need to be taken into account for optimizing IVIG application
and immunization after alloSCT.

1. Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a disease arising from a malig-
nant plasma cell clone proliferating in the bone marrow
(BM) [1]. On the one hand, the growing tumor mass leads
to a reduction of normal hematopoiesis, and, secondly,
myeloma cells create a cytokine/chemokine microenviron-
ment favoring the malignant phenotype while suppressing
local and systemic immunity [2]. Both factors contribute
to the profound immune dysregulation present in myeloma

patients [3]. MM patients evidence phenotypic and func-
tional defects of humoral as well as cellular immunity. Par-
ticularly B-cell responses are altered to a state of functional
hypogammaglobulinemia, leading to an increased risk for
opportunistic infections in MM patients [3]. As a conse-
quence of the impaired protective immunity against bacteria
and viruses, infections represent a major cause of death in
MM patients [4]. The administration of intravenous im-
munoglobulin (IVIG) has been used to temporarily restore
antibody-mediated immunity, in particular after high-dose
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chemotherapy [5]. However, it is unknown to what extent
and for how long the passively transferred humoral immu-
nity compensates the severe disease- and therapy-related
immunosuppression in myeloma patients.

As MM itself is dependent on the suppression and dys-
regulation of the adaptive immune response, the develop-
ment of different modes of immunotherapy seems an attrac-
tive option for improving treatment of myeloma patients.
Allogeneic stem cell transplantation is one of the most
promising ways to restore the ability of the immune system
to recognize and destroy MM cells [6]. The transfer of a
healthy, donor-derived immune system, which is not tolerant
to the malignant plasma cell clone, is currently the only
potentially curative approach for MM patients [6]. The
immunological graft-versus-myeloma effect (GvM) is pow-
erful, but it comes along with a significant risk of developing
a graft-versus-host reaction (GvHD), which represents a
potentially deadly threat often requiring strong prophylactic
(and sometimes therapeutic) immunosuppression [6, 7].
Optimized strategies are needed to determine exactly how
much immunosuppression is needed to dampen harmful
alloimmune reactions while still allowing for clinically
required graft-versus-myeloma effects [7].

In order to improve our understanding of the therapy-
and disease-related defects in the humoral immunity of
myeloma patients, antibody responses need to be assessed
repeatedly during the course of the disease. Memory immune
responses induced by routine vaccinations or natural expo-
sure, like the ones directed against influenza virus (FLU) and
tetanus toxoid (TT), can serve as markers for the general
immune competence of the patient at a given time point
[8, 9]. Surprisingly, data on the longitudinal behavior of
immune responses to such common antigens are scarce
and have not been systematically addressed in MM patients
[10, 11], in particular not after alloSCT. Here, we have
performed the largest longitudinal analysis of FLU- and TT-
specific antibody responses in MM patients to evaluate the
consequences of the malignancy itself as well as of different
modes of therapy on humoral immunity.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Patients. Patients were admitted for diagnostic purposes
and/or treatment to the University Medical Center Ham-
burg-Eppendorf. Repeated blood samples were obtained
during routine diagnostic procedures, and all participants
provided informed consent prior to sample collection. A
total of 1094 peripheral blood (PB) plasma samples were
collected from 194 consecutive MM patients. In addition,
100 PB sera were obtained from healthy donors. Samples
were collected as previously described [12, 13]. Patients
were included between December 2004 and February 2008.
All patients were diagnosed and treated for MM. None
of the patients had received new agents such as borte-
zomib, lenalidomide, or thalidomide. AutoSCT was gener-
ally performed twice in a tandem setting. Induction treat-
ment for alloSCT routinely comprised 140 mg/m2 melpha-
lan, 150 mg/m2 fludarabine, and 30–60 mg anti-thymocyte
globulin per kg. Peripheral hematopoietic grafts were used

for transplantation and cyclosporine A (until day 180) and
mycophenolate mofetil (until day 54) were used as GVHD
prophylaxis. No patient received consolidation or mainte-
nance treatment. Only single patients received sporadically
received donor lymphocyte infusions. All patients received
i.v. immunoglobulins on day 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 54, and 86 after
alloSCT. Booster vaccines were applied one year after alloSCT
for FLU and TT, respectively.

This study was conducted in accordance with the decla-
ration of Helsinki. The protocol had received approval by the
local ethics committee (decision number OB-038/06).

2.2. Proteins and Peptides. Recombinant influenza nucle-
oprotein (FLU) produced in E. coli was obtained from
Imgenex (San Diego, CA, USA) and tetanus toxoid (TT) was
provided by Chiron Behring (Marburg, Germany). Control
protein for FLU and TT antibody detection was GST ex-
pressed in E. coli (Cell Systems, St. Katharinen, Germany).

2.3. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). ELISA
was performed as previously described [13]. For all samples,
the GST background value was subtracted from the FLU- or
TT-specific OD at 405 nm.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. Statistical analyses were performed
using GraphPad software. To avoid bias by repeated sam-
pling, samples were stratified according to the time frame
during which they were sampled (e.g., before alloSCT or
3 months after alloSCT) and a mean value was calculated
for all samples of a given patient collected within a given
time frame. In a second step, these values were used to
determine the mean for the respective group of patients
(i.e., all myeloma patients per time frame) as suggested
by Bland and Altman [14, 15]. The Mann-Whitney U test
was used to calculate differences between different patient
cohorts. Analysis of covariance was used to assess correla-
tions between FLU- and TT-specific antibodies. Correlations
between clinicopathological variables and FLU- or TT-
specific antibodies were determined by Pearson’s χ2 test. All
tests were performed as univariate analyses. Differences were
regarded significant if P < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Myeloma Patients Evidence Reduced Levels of FLU- and
TT-Specific IgG Antibodies Compared to Healthy Controls.
Over a time course of 4 years, a total of 194 consecutive
MM patients were included into this study, and from the
respective patients, 1094 PB samples were collected. A mean
number of 5.4 (range 1–47) serum samples were collected
per patient during a median follow-up period of 11.4
months (range 1–39 months). Most patients were included
at advanced stages of the disease (mainly stage II and III
according to the Salmon and Durie classification), and all
but 10 patients had received chemotherapy, autologous stem
cell transplantation (autoSCT), or alloSCT, respectively, as
maximum therapy prior to study inclusion (see Table 1 for
patient characteristics).
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Table 1: Patient characteristics. Data are shown for all patients. LC:
light chain, HC: heavy chain. §indicates missing information for
some patients.

Parameter Total

Sex

Male 115

Female 75

Age

> 60 69

≤ 60 121

Karyotype

Normal 83

Complex 15

del13q14 46

del17p13 12

t (4; 14) 9

Not tested 25

LC isotype

Light lambda 62

Light kappa 100

HC isotype§

IgG 167

IgA 18

Maximum treatment

Untreated 10

Chemotherapy 81

autoSCT 30

alloSCT 74

Stage∗,#,§

I 32

II 52

III 95
∗One patient was found to bear a 13q14 and a 17p13 deletion.
#Stage according to the Salmon and Durie classification.

When we compared levels of IgG antibodies directed
against FLU or TT between myeloma patients and healthy
donors (N = 100), we found both types of humoral
responses to be significantly reduced in the patients
(Figure 1(a)). To address if the FLU- and TT-specific anti-
bodies reflected the general humoral capacity of the given
group of subjects to a comparable extent, we performed
correlational analyses. Indeed, we observed that levels of
FLU- and TT-specific IgG antibodies correlated positively
and highly significantly in patients as well as those in the
group of donors (Figure 1(b)). This finding further indicated
that a state of general immunosuppression was present in the
patients, irrespective of the nature of the given antigen. It
is important to note, however, that myeloma patients were
compared to unselected, anonymized blood donors and that
we, therefore, cannot rule out that differences observed were
partly related to confounding factors, that is, the median age
of each group of subjects.

3.2. FLU and TT Specific Antibodies Show a Transient Increase
Followed by a Long-Lasting Suppression after AlloSCT. Since
both alloSCT and autoSCT are known to have significantly
impact on the immune capacity of the patient, we asked how
IgG antibody responses against FLU and TT are influenced
by each type of transplantation. Only such patients were
included in this analysis who had either received autoSCT or
alloSCT as maximum therapy. When we monitored levels of
FLU- and TT-specific antibodies before and after autoSCT,
we did not find any major changes during the follow-up
period when compared to pretransplant values (Figure 2).
In contrast, both FLU and TT antibodies significantly in-
creased during the first three months after alloSCT to a
level comparable to healthy donors. Thereafter, humoral
responses declined significantly and remained suppressed for
3 and more than 5 years in the case of FLU- and TT-specific
antibodies, respectively.

To analyze the influence of alloSCT on humoral immu-
nity against FLU and TT in a more detailed manner, we
selected a cohort of patients of whom we had been able
to obtain samples during the last 6 months before alloSCT
and the first 6 months after alloSCT. Comparing levels
of FLU- and TT-specific antibodies for this homogenous
collective at both time points, we confirmed our observation
of a significant increase following alloSCT (Figure 3(a)). In
contrast, no significant change was found when we compared
the same time points in a group of patients who had received
autoSCT (Figure 3(a)). Next we compared samples of the
same patients, collected at time points equal 6 months or
less after alloSCT with samples collected more than 6 months
after alloSCT. We were able to demonstrate that 6 months
represent an important cutoff with regard to the humoral
immunity of MM patients after alloSCT (Figure 3(b)). In
contrast no difference in FLU- or TT-specific antibodies was
found when autoSCT patients were monitored over the same
period of time (data not shown).

3.3. Levels of FLU and TT Antibodies Correlate Negatively
with Markers of Poor Prognosis in MM. As a next step, we
correlated FLU and TT antibody levels with a large variety
of clinicopathological measures (Table 2). For FLU-specific
antibodies, the only statistically significant association was
found for concentrations of total IgG in IgG myeloma with
lower IgG concentration being associated with elevated anti-
FLU antibody levels (Table 2). On the other hand, higher
levels of TT-specific antibodies were significantly associated
with younger age (<60 years) and normal serum calcium
and albumin as well as normal IgG concentrations in IgG
myeloma. Overall, these associations suggest that general
immunoreactivity decreases with progressing disease and
worsening clinical status of the patient.

4. Discussion

Analyzing the largest cohort of MM patients to date for
the presence of FLU- and TT-specific antibodies, we found
myeloma patients to evidence significantly reduced levels of
antibodies against both antigens. MM patients are known
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Figure 1: Comparison of levels of FLU- and TT-specific antibodies in MM patients compared to healthy donors. (a) Mean values for FLU-
and TT-specific specific antibodies for HD (n = 100) and MM patients (N = 190). OD 405 nm of the background control GST was
subtracted for each sample. Asterisks indicate significant differences (∗∗∗P < 0.001) between groups. (b) Correlational analysis of FLU- and
TT-specific antibodies in HD (N = 100) and MM patients (N = 190).

to be deficient in polyclonal immunoglobulins [16]. Upon
vaccination MM patients show a delayed increase in IgM,
a quicker shift to IgG and lower titers of antibodies against
the target antigen [17]. The general B-cell dysfunction in
myeloma patients results in antibody titers below protective
levels, rendering MM patients more susceptible to infections
despite vaccination [3, 18]. Levels of FLU- and TT-specific
antibodies have been investigated in small cohorts of MM
patients, mostly revealing lower antibody titers in MM
than in healthy controls [18–21]. In our large longitudinal
study, we were able to confirm these results and we believe
that these reduced levels of antibodies against two selected
targets indeed reflect the negative impact of the malignancy
and previous therapies on the humoral (and probably
also cellular) immunity in myeloma patients. This idea
would also be supported by our observation of a negative

correlation between TT- and/or FLU-specific antibody levels
and markers of a poor prognosis in MM such as paraprotein
levels and concentrations of serum calcium and albumin as
well as the patient’s age.

In addition to the aforementioned parameters we de-
tected a strong influence of alloSCT on the levels of TT-
and FLU-specific IgG antibodies in myeloma patients.
We observed elevated antibody levels during the first 6
months after alloSCT followed by a suppression of humoral
immunity for up to 5 years and more. Treatments such as
chemotherapy, autoSCT, and alloSCT have previously been
shown to significantly influence the immune system of
cancer patients [9, 10, 22, 23]. In MM, small studies have sug-
gested alloSCT to impair the humoral immune response, but
little is known about the time course of this suppression, and
data on ideal time points for vaccination are controversial
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Figure 2: Time course of FLU- and TT-specific antibodies in MM patients undergoing alloSCT. Samples harvested in the frame of allo-
and autoSCT were sorted according to time after transplantation. Only those patients were included into this analysis who had alloSCT or
autoSCT, as maximum therapy. For the samples collected in the frame of alloSCT the group numbers of samples per time point were as
follows: 30, 24, 24, 18, 19, 45, 33, and 20. For the samples collected in the frame of alloSCT, the group numbers of samples per time point
were as follows: 25, 21, 10, 10, 4, 18, 2, and 2. Asterisks indicate significant differences when compared to the time point “3 months” after
SCT (∗∗P < 0.01 and ∗∗∗P < 0.001).

[11, 24]. In our current study, we were able to demonstrate
that, as in other diseases requiring alloSCT, immunity to
FLU and TT decreases over time following transplantation,
most likely as a surrogate marker of prolonged immunosup-
pression [25]. On the other hand, we also found a transient
increase of FLU and TT antibodies in the first 6 months
following alloSCT. While there are a number of possible
explanations for this increase, we believe that it is most likely
caused by intravenous substitution with polyclonal intra-
venous immunoglobulins (IVIGs) commonly performed at
our center during the first months post transplantation [26].
This hypothesis would be consistent with previous studies
describing large amounts of both FLU- and TT-specific
antibodies as parts of IVIG preparations [27].

Another interesting observation we have made in our
current analysis is that, following the initial amplification
of humoral immune responses against TT and NP, antibody

levels were suppressed for at least 3 years in the case of FLU-
specific immunity while TT-specific antibodies remained
below early post-alloSCT (<6 months) levels for the whole
remaining observation period. There are four possible
explanations for the discrepancies in the behavior of both
antibody specificities. First, based on the fact that FLU-
specific immunity is often acquired spontaneously while TT-
specific humoral responses are always generated by vaccina-
tion, that repeated natural exposures to influenza antigen
may have boosted the antibody response [8, 18]. On the
other hand, TT-specific vaccination may have less stringently
been performed than FLU-specific vaccination because, in
contrast to influenza infections, tetanus infections are not a
leading cause of mortality in MM patients. This hypothesis is
least likely to fit, since at our institutions, TT antibodies are
routinely monitored and low titers lead to repeated booster
vaccinations. Third, Ek et al. have previously reported that in
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Figure 3: Time-dependent impact of alloSCT on FLU- and TT-specific antibodies in selected patients. (a) Comparison of FLU and TT
antibodies 6 months before and 6 months after alloSCT and autoSCT. For 21 alloSCT patients and for 14 autoSCT patients, samples had
been collected for both of these time points. Differences were significant with P < 0.001 for FLU-antibodies before and after alloSCT and with
P < 0.0001 for TT antibodies before and after alloSCT. No significant differences were found between FLU and TT antibody concentrations
before and after autoSCT. (b) Comparison of FLU and TT antibodies collected less than 6 months after alloSCT and more than 6 months
after alloSCT. Samples had been collected from 20 alloSCT patients at both time points. Differences in antibody titers were significant in the
case of anti-FLU (P < 0.01) and anti-TT antibodies (P < 0.0001).
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Table 2: correlation of FLU-antibodies and TT-antibodies with clinical parameters.

Parameter Stratification N Mean (FLU) Mean (TT)

Gender
men 115 1,042 1,202

women 75 0,918 1,133

Age
≤ 60 years 122 0,969 1, 253∗

> 60 years 67 1,034 1, 023∗

Hemoglobin
low 157 1,022 1,181

normal 30 0,859 1,087

Albumin
<35 g/l 27 0,877 0, 699∗

≥35 g/l 158 1,015 1, 247∗

LDH
≤225 U/I 137 1,007 1,156

>225 U/I 49 0,972 1,194

Calcium
≤2,63 mmol/l 182 0,995 1, 145∗

>2,63 mmol/l 2 1,040 2, 470∗

Creatinin
≤1,3 mg/dL 146 0,990 1,123

>1,3 mg/dL 37 1,035 1,355

IgG (for IgG myeloma)
≤16 g/l 44 1,018 1, 248∗

>16 g/l 41 0,746 0, 874∗

IgG (for IgA myeloma)
≤16 g/l 39 0,994 1,103

>16 g/l 4 0,883 0,870

IgA (for IgA myeloma)
≤4 g/l 17 0,986 1,151

>4 g/l 26 0,982 1,034

Kappa-light chains
≤3,7 g/l 14 1,116 1,557

>3,7 g/l 0 — —

Lambda-light chain
≤2 g/l 12 1,164 1,007

>2 g/l 1 0,210 0,030

Deletion 13q14
positive 46 0,900 1,014

negative 117 1,038 1,218

Deletion 17p13
positive 13 1,058 1,350

negative 150 0,989 1,142

Translocation t (4; 14)
positive 9 0,933 0,793

negative 153 0,998 1,178

β2-Microglobulin
≤3 mg/l 60 0,970 1,200

>3 mg/l 32 0,807 0,942

GvHD
positive 42 0,885 0,965

negative 21 0,893 1,172

Plasma cells in BM
≤10% 68 0,978 1,241

>10% 37 0,949 1,006
∗indicates a statistically significant result (P < 0.05); if not otherwise specified, differences between groups are not significant.

leukemia patients levels of TT- but not Haemophilus influen-
zae-specific antibodies correlated negatively with disease
recurrence and were less protective in these immunosup-
pressed patients [8] indicating that the extent of treatment-
induced humoral immunosuppression might indeed depend
on the type of the given antigen [8]. Accordingly, it has

previously been described that antiviral antibody responses
were more stable with a half-life of up to 50 years compared
to 10 years for antibacterial responses, that is, against TT
[28]. We, therefore, believe that the latter concept is most
likely to explain the different time-frames until recovery of
TT- and NP-specific antibodies after alloSCT.
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Overall, our current findings support the concept that
MM is associated with a profound disease- and therapy-
related immunosuppression which is compensated for a
few months after alloSCT by the application of intravenous
immunoglobulin. This and the fundamental differences
regarding the recovery of anti-FLU and anti-TT antibody
titers during the following years need to be taken into ac-
count for optimizing strategies for IVIG application and
active immunization after alloSCT.
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Cancer/Testis Antigens (CTAs) are a promising class of tumor antigens that have a limited expression in somatic tissues (testis,
ovary, fetal, and placental cells). Aberrant expression of CTAs in cancer cells may lead to abnormal chromosome segregation
and aneuploidy. CTAs are regulated by epigenetic mechanisms (DNA methylation and acetylation of histones) and are attractive
targets for immunotherapy in cancer because the gonads are immune privileged organs and anti-CTA immune response can be
tumor-specific. Multiple myeloma (MM) is an incurable hematological malignancy, and several CTAs have been detected in many
MM cell lines and patients. Among CTAs expressed in MM we must highlight the MAGE-C1/CT7 located on the X chromosome
and expressed specificity in the malignant plasma cells. MAGE-C1/CT7 seems to be related to disease progression and functional
studies suggests that this CTA might play a role in cell cycle and mainly in survival of malignant plasma cells, protecting myeloma
cells against spontaneous as well as drug-induced apoptosis.

1. Cancer/Testis Antigens

Tumors generally are immunogenic. They produce proteins
that normally are not expressed in tissues from adults and
therefore are not considered self by the immune system [1].

The idea that immune system can recognize and respond
to these tumor proteins (antigens) was postulated at the
end of the 19th century, when William Coley, a surgeon
at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York
(USA), observed that rare events of spontaneous tumor
progression were often preceded by infectious episodes [2].

Tumor immunology began several decades ago, when it
was shown that mice could be immunized against syngeneic
tumors and that the antibodies produced led to specific
rejection of transplanted tumor tissue [3, 4]. Thomas and
Burnet introduced the concept of cancer immune surveil-
lance to describe a mechanism of protection against tumors
in immunocompetent hosts. From this, the development of
tumor vaccines for the human population became a new
possibility for cancer treatment [2].

Tumor-associated antigens were originally discovered in
patients with malignant melanoma. These antigens were
subsequently identified in several types of human tumors.
In normal tissue, they were first described in testicular germ
line. Therefore, genes that express these proteins were called
cancer/testis antigens (CTAs) [5–7].

Thus, the CTAs are a promising class of tumor antigens
due to its limited expression in somatic tissues (germ cells
of the testis, ovary, fetal, and placental cells (trophoblast))
[8–10]. Some CTAs can be expressed in other normal tissues
such as pancreas, liver, and spleen, but the level of expression
is much smaller than observed in germ cells [9].

The study by van der Bruggen et al. [11] was the
first to demonstrate that CTAs could be specific recognized
in vitro by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) in patients
with melanoma. It was also possible to obtain autologous
antitumor CTL by cultures of irradiated tumor cells with
blood lymphocytes of melanoma-bearing patient [12, 13].

Testicular and placental cells did not express MHC
(Major Histocompatibility Complex) class I, and the CTAs are
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not recognized by CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes. For this
reason, CTAs are considered excellent targets for antitumor
cell vaccines [14].

The development of vaccines for specific-tumor antigens
depends in part on the identification of a broad spectrum of
immunogenic proteins expressed predominantly in human
cancer. The technique of cloning T-cell epitopes, developed
and published in 1991, led to the discovery of the human
CTAs MAGEA1, BAGE, and GAGE. It was demonstrated that
the products of the mRNAs transcribed and translated these
CTAs almost exclusively in normal testis and various tumor
types [15].

In 1995, the SEREX (Serological Analysis of cDNA Expres-
sion Libraries) technique was used in the search of new tumor
antigens recognized by IgG of cancer patients [16]. Among
the genes identified by SEREX in human tumors were SSX2,
NY-ESO-1, and SYCP-1, which were also, predominantly,
expressed in normal testis and cancer [15].

Scanlan et al. [15] classify the CTAs into four categories,
according to the expression profile measured qualitatively
by conventional RT-PCR (Reverse Transcriptase-Polymerase
Chain Reaction): (1) CTAs exclusively expressed in testis
and tumors (Testis-Restricted), (2) CTAs expressed in two or
more nongametogenic tissues (Tissue-Restricted), (3) CTAs
expressed in 3–6 nongametogenic tissues (Differentially
Expressed), and (4) CTAs expressed in >6 nongametogenic
tissues (Ubiquitously Expressed) [15, 17, 18].

With the description of an increasing number of CTAs, it
was necessary to implement a nomenclature to differentiate
these genes. In general, due to lack of information about the
CTA functions in cellular environment, the nomenclature
was based on the chronological order of discovery (e.g.,
MAGEA is CT1; BAGE is CT2). There are cases of multiple
members in CTA families; in those cases, each member of a
family is assigned as a number, for example, SSX1 is CT5.1,
SSX2 is CT5.2, SSX3 is CT5.3, and so on [15].

In 2008, a new classification of CTAs was developed from
in silico analysis of cDNA Database (http://evocontology
.org), MPSS (Massively Parallel Signature Sequencing), CAGE
(Cap Analysis Gene-Expression) and data expression obtained
by conventional RT-PCR. In this classification, the CTAs were
divided basically into three distinct groups: Testis-Restricted
(CTAs expressed in normal adult testis and placenta),
Testis/Brain-Restricted (CTAs expressed in normal adult testis
and in all brain tissues), and Testis-Selective (CTAs were
classified according to the ratio between the expression of
normal adult testis/placenta in relation to others expressed
in normal adult tissues) [6].

More than 250 CTAs were described in the CT antigen
database (http://www.cta.lncc.br). The CTAs can be divided
between those who are located on the X chromosome and
those which are present in other chromosomes (the auto-
somes) [19, 20]. CTAs located on the X chromosome, such as
MAGE-C1/CT7 gene, tend to form families that are normally
expressed in spermatogonia in a coordinated manner [21,
22] (Figure 1). The careful annotation of the genes present
on the X chromosome showed that approximately 10% of

CTAs Testis-Restricted
CTAs Testis/Brain-Restricted
CTAs Testis-Selective
CTAs not found

Figure 1: Distribution of cancer/testis antigens (CTAs) on the X
chromosome. Black regions on chromosome demonstrate a high
density of ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags). Red Arrow indicates
CTA MAGE-C1/CT7 (Testis-Restricted) (Font: Hofmann et al. [6];
modified by de Carvalho et al. 2011).

them are CTAs and are often coexpressed in tumor cells
[19, 22, 23].

In the testis, CTAs are typically expressed in spermato-
cytes and act in meiosis. Thus, the aberrant expression of
CTAs in cancer cells may lead to abnormal chromosome
segregation and aneuploidy, justifying its importance in
tumorigenesis [22, 24].

CTAs expression is regulated by epigenetic mechanisms
such as hypermethylation of the promoter region of the
genes (DNA methylation) and acetylation of histones [9,
19, 20, 22]. Therefore, since CTAs are not expressed or
have low expression in differentiated somatic tissues, some
authors suggest that the expression of CTAs in tumor tissue
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may be restricted to cells that retain stem cell properties
[9, 25]. In tumors, a restricted population with stem cell
properties (cancer stem cells) can favor tumor maintenance,
proliferation, and metastasis [9].

The MAGE genes may be involved in tumor transfor-
mation or in some aspects of tumor progression such as
in tumor metastasis [11]. The MAGE genes are frequently
expressed in human tumors of different histological types but
not expressed in normal tissues except in male germ cells.
The CTAs encoded by MAGE genes are recognized by CTL
and are strictly tumor-specific [13].

Thus, all CTAs are in principle attractive targets for
immunotherapy in cancer because the gonads are immune
privileged organs and anti-CTA immune response can be
tumor-specific. Vaccines using peptides derived from NY-
ESO-1 (CTAG-1B) have shown clinical benefits in patients
with melanoma [26, 27].

2. CTAs Expression in Multiple Myeloma

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a hematological malignancy
secondary to clonal expansion of plasma cells, characterized
by the presence of monoclonal immunoglobulin in blood
and/or urine, lytic bone lesions, and infiltration of mono-
clonal plasma cells in bone marrow [28–30].

MM corresponds to 1% of all malignancies and 10–
15% of hematologic malignancies and it is the second most
common type of blood cancer [14, 31–34]. In the United
States, 20,000 new cases of MM are diagnosed every year,
with about 11,000 deaths by this disease in the same period
of time [33, 35].

The diagnosis of MM is based on the presence of mon-
oclonal protein (M protein) in serum and/or urine, bone
marrow infiltration by at least 10% of clonal plasma cells,
and damage to one or more target organs (CRAB: hyper-
calcemia, renal failure, anemia, bone lesions). Individuals
with multiple myeloma must be distinguished from those
with Monoclonal Gammopathy of Undetermined Significance
(MGUS) (<10% plasma cells in bone marrow, low levels of
M-protein (<3 g/dL), and no osteolytic lesion), amyloidosis,
or other lymphoproliferative disorders with paraproteinemia
[36].

The characterization of the mechanisms responsible for
the expansion of MM tumor cells is difficult and involves a
series of genetic alterations and changes in the bone marrow
microenvironment, promoting tumor growth and the failure
of the immune system to recognize it [28, 36].

Regardless of prognostic factors, MM remains incurable
with median overall survival of 3–5 years [32, 35, 37–40].
Although it is possible to obtain complete remission of
disease in approximately 25–50% of patients with initial
diagnosis (treated with high-dose melphalan and autologous
hematopoietic stem cell transplant), almost all will relapse
within 2-3 years [18], suggesting that an effective mainte-
nance therapy is needed to control or slow the progression
of the disease [37, 41].

Evidences suggest that small fractions of MM cells escape
the action of chemotherapy and remains undetectable by

conventional methods, explaining the recurrence of the dis-
ease. These small fractions of myeloma cells are considered
potential targets for immunotherapy, either active or passive,
due to two main factors: (1) small fractions of MM cells
can be destroyed by cytotoxic T lymphocytes, and (2) in
allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplants, infusion of
donor T cells can efficiently eliminate the small fraction of
residual MM cells [18].

The vaccines formulated with antigens associated with
MM can instruct the immune system to eliminate malignant
cells. But specific antigens of myeloma cells are required [14].

The immunoglobulin (Ig) clones that are produced by
small fractions of residual MM cells are considered ideal
targets for building and specific anti-idiotype vaccines.
However, several clinical studies using anti-idiotype vaccines
targeting the Ig failed to demonstrate benefit in patients with
MM [18].

CTAs have been detected in many cell lines and primary
tumor samples from patients with MM by RT-PCR and im-
munohistochemistry [14]. Despite the little information
available about their importance as clinical prognostic
factors or related to aberrant proliferation of malignant
plasma cells, some studies with different tumor cell lines
have shown an association between the expression of CTAs
and a phenotype of resistance to chemotherapy treatments
[42, 43].

There are evidences that CTAs are also expressed in
relapsed MM samples and may be considered important
prognostic markers in newly diagnosed MM patients and in
relapsed cases [44]. On the other hand, the expression of
CTAs in many hematologic malignancies such as leukemia
and B-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas is considered a rare
event [45].

The expression of CTA members of the MAGE family in
tumor cells appears to contribute directly to the malignant
phenotype and poor response to therapy [22, 46, 47]. MAGE
family members are present on the X chromosome and are
described as CTA-X-MAGE. Moreover, all members of this
family present a 200 amino acids common domain, known
as MHD (MAGE Homology Domain), involved in protein-
protein interactions [48, 49].

In our previous study, Andrade et al. [50] showed
that three CTAs (localized on the X chromosome) MAGE-
C1/CT7, MAGE-A3/6, and LAGE-1 were often expressed
in MM suggesting that they could be good candidates for
immunotherapy. According this study, CTA MAGE-C1/CT7
gene was the most frequently expressed CTA in MM and
seems to have prognostic impact in overall survival.

3. MAGE-C1/CT7: New Target for
Immunotherapy in Myeloma

Tumor-specific immunotherapy is a promising strategy for
treating patients with MM, but a T-cell-based therapy
depends on identification of an antigen expressed strictly in
tumor cells. Myeloma is a tumor of B cells and therefore has
the potential to present antigen directly to T cells, although
the ability to present the malignant plasma cells is believed
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of MAGE-C1/CT7 gene: com-
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to be limited. The antigen presentation of CTA proteins
can thus arise from cross-priming by dendritic cells. Due
to MAGE-C1/CT7 antigen expression in restricted in tumor
cells, it seems to be a promising candidate for immunother-
apy in MM [51].

The CT7 gene is located in the region Xq26-27 (Figure 1)
and was identified by SEREX in the melanoma cell line
SK-MEL-37 and allogeneic serum of melanoma patients
[52]. The CT7 gene is identical to MAGE-C1, identified by
RDA (Representational Difference Analysis) [53, 54]. Near
the region of MAGE-C1/CT7 are two subfamilies that are
MAGE-B (composed of four genes that are located in the
region Xq21.3) and MAGE-A (with 12 members located
in the region Xq28). MAGE-C1/CT7 represents the first
member of a new subfamily [53].

In evolutionary terms, MAGE-C1/CT7 gene is considered
recent, present in primates (chimpanzee and rhesus) and
humans. MAGE-C1/CT7 protein has a region homologous
to the MAGE family, corresponding to 275 amino acids of
the carboxyl-terminal region. In the amino-terminal region,
a segment composed of tandem repeats presents several
SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) (Figure 2). The most
common amino acids in this repeated region are serine,
proline, and glutamine, representing 53% of the whole
sequence. MAGE-C1/CT7 is unique compared to MAGE
families’ proteins because the repeated region of this CTA
has a distinct conformation compared to the other MAGE
proteins [52, 53]. Lucas et al. [53] demonstrated that the
repeated region presented in the amino-terminal of MAGE-
C1/CT7 protein ranged from 667 to 1052 amino acids, re-
sulting in the identification of six distinct alleles.

MAGE-C1/CT7 is considered a testis-restricted CTA by
the current classification [6], because it is only expressed in

normal adult testis and several studies have shown that this
CTA is expressed in a wide variety of human tumors [6, 53,
55].

Cho et al. [19] demonstrated that MAGE-C1/CT7 pro-
tein is preferably located in the cytoplasm, but it has also
been found in the cell nucleus. The same authors suggested
that there is physical interaction between MAGE-C1/CT7
and NY-ESO-1 proteins, suggesting that the coordinated
expression of two genes is a common event in many types
of tumors, including MM [19]. Moreover, the expression
of MAGE-C1/CT7 in MM is seen as being restricted to the
malignant plasma cells [14, 34].

Dhodapkar et al. [56] demonstrated that MAGE-
C1/CT7 protein was expressed in most samples from MM,
medullary plasmacytoma, and extramedullary plasmacy-
toma by immunohistochemistry. The same authors also
observed the expression of MAGE-C1/CT7 antigen on the
cell surface of the CAG cell line by flow cytometry and one
case of plasmacytoma by immunohistochemistry, suggesting
the expression of this CTA on the cell surface myeloma.
However this fact should be future investigated because it
was the only study to detect the expression of CTA on the
cell surface [56].

Jungbluth et al. [14] observed that MAGE-C1/CT7 gene
expression is related to disease progression in myeloma due
to its high expression in samples of MM stage III, compared
to individuals with MGUS. Condomines et al. [18] demon-
strated that MAGE-C1/CT7 was more expressed (66%) in
patients with newly diagnosed MM and in those who
survived the treatment. Tinguely et al. [57] showed that
the expression of MAGE-C1/CT7 does not correlated with
survival of malignant plasma cells but observed that patients
with MAGE-C1/CT7 protein located in the cell cytoplasm
had a better prognosis than those patients who showed
protein expression in the nucleus.

Andrade et al. [50] observed high-frequency (77%)
MAGE-C1/CT7 expression in MM patients with advanced
stage and possible unfavorable impact on prognosis related
to expression of this gene. In the same study, the MAGE-
C1/CT7 expression was also observed in patients with MGUS
(33%) and bone marrow of patients with solitary plasmacy-
toma (20%).

Curioni-Fontecedro et al. [58], through an immuno-
genicity study of MAGE-C1/CT7 antigen in vivo, showed
that this CTA was responsible for the high frequency of
specific IgG antibodies in MM patients. Furthermore, they
observed specific immune response against the MAGE-
C1/CT7, demonstrating that antimyeloma immunity can be
generated in patients with this disease.

Atanackovic et al. [59], evaluating the prognostic value
of MAGE-C1/CT7 expression in MM, demonstrated that
patients undergoing allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells
transplant showed early recurrence and worse overall sur-
vival when the malignant plasma cells from bone marrow
expressed MAGE-C1/CT7. The same authors suggest that the
CTAs in general are involved in the progression of myeloma,
further increasing the aggressiveness of the tumor and that
the MAGE-C1/CT7 might be considered as a gatekeeper gene
for other CTAs [59].
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Nuber et al. [55] identified and characterized naturally
occurring MAGE-C1/CT7-specific T lymphocytes in patients
with melanoma expressing this CTA, suggesting a strong
immunogenicity of this antigen and that MAGE-C1/CT7
could be a good candidate for immunotherapy. Lendvai et
al. [60] demonstrated the presence of T lymphocytes specific
for MAGE-C1/CT7 in patients with MM.

Anderson et al. [61] identified immunogenic CD8+ T-
cell epitopes of MAGE-C1/CT7 and demonstrated that these
epitopes are naturally processed and presented by tumor
cells.

Atanackovic et al. [45] throughout transient silencing of
MAGE-C1/CT7 and MAGE-A3 genes suggested that both
CTAs are involved in the survival of myeloma cells, decreas-
ing apoptosis induced by chemotherapy. The same authors
also demonstrated that transient silencing of MAGE-C1/CT7
in MM cell lines affected the MAGE-C2/CT10 expression,
indicating a possible interaction between both genes [45].

Recently, our group (de Carvalho et al.) [24] throughout
stable silencing of MAGE-C1/CT7 by shRNA (Short Hairpin
RNA) in MM cell lines showed that MAGE-C1/CT7 is
involved in survival of malignant plasma cells, protecting
myeloma cells against spontaneous as well as drug-induced
(bortezomib-inhibitor of the 26S ubiquitin/proteasome)
apoptosis. We also suggest that this CTA might play a role in
cell cycle and speculate that silencing MAGE-C1/CT7 might
represent a valuable therapeutic option for MM, in particular
when applied in combination with proteasome inhibitors.
However, the exact function of MAGE-C1/CT7 protein in the
pathophysiology of MM is not yet understood [24].

4. Concluding Remarks

CTAs are attractive targets for immunotherapy in cancer due
to its limited expression in somatic tissues. These antigens
have been detected in MM patients and might be used for
T-cell immunotherapy. However, we still know little about
the actual role of CTAs in the biology of this incurable
disease. Several studies demonstrate that the MAGE-C1/CT7
is commonly expressed in MM and has important role in
the development and prognosis of the disease, making it a
possible therapeutic target. Nevertheless, further in vitro, in
vivo and clinical studies should be conducted in order to
better understand the participation of MAGE-C1/CT7 and
other CTAs in the MM tumorigenesis and to clarify the
biological pathways in which these proteins act.
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